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Abstract 

A hypersonic cruise vehicle designed for high-speed, high altitude flight, with global-range 

capability and airplane-like features, presents desirable attributes for military operations. 

Emerging mission scenarios have resulted in a growing resurgence in hypersonic vehicles 

with applications in long-range military payload delivery. These vehicles could offer global- 

shike potential to time-critical targets within a matter of hours, increased survivability 

and would act as an effective deterrence to enemy aggression. 
Without existing baseline vehicles and due to the generally complex nature of the 

problem, a technically viable solution is critically dependent on the successful integration 

of key component technologies. Contrary to conventional aircraft design, the complete 

lower surface of a hypersonic vehicle from nose to tail, contributes to the propulsion system. 

Therefore, the design is highly-dependent on tight airframe-propulsion integration. 

The main objective of the current research programme was to develop an automated 

initial design methodology that facilitates the design and captures the salient features of 

airbreathing hypersonic vehicles. These vehicles should be capable of sustained hypersonic 

cruise, horizontal takeoff / landing and have a global-reach potential. The vehicles will be 

uninhabited and use slush hydrogen as the fuel. 

The methodology is an automated tool to expedite the design, evaluation and multi- 

variable optimisation of vehicle configurations using a small initial parameter set, within 

a relatively short execution time. The software presents a visual environment for ease of 

use and flexibility. 

A vehicle that has theoretically demonstrated its suitability for hypersonic cruise op- 

erations is the waverider. It generates high lift-to-drag ratios at its design-point and it can 

readily accommodate airbreathing propulsion systems, which is widely considered to be 
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the key enabling technology in hypersonic vehicles. In this regard, turbine-based turbo- 

rarnjets are used for low-speed operation, that is, takeoff / landing and for accelerating 

the vehicle from standstill until transition to a scramjet, which will push the vehicle to 

the desired hypersonic speed. Both engines are integrated with the lower surface of the 

waverider. 

Various aspects relating to airframe / propulsion integration have been investigated, 

including the smooth performance matching between the two engines considered. In ad- 

dition, multi-variable optimisation was performed on the design to achieve rapid results 

for a maximised Isp x LID objective function. The code is based on well-established 

methods and physics-based models, which helped to reduce uncertainty. The methodol- 

ogy was applied successfully to a Mach 10 optimised vehicle. The design cycle time has 

been significantly reduced compared to detailed CFD analyses, which are too slow and 

expensive for the preliminary design level. 
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1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

0n 27 March 2004, NASA's X-43A hypersonic research aircraft flew at the world- 

record speed of Mach 7 (4,780 mph) for air-breathing flight. The vehicle was at- 

tached to a modified Pegasus booster rocket as shown in Figure 1.1 and was air launched 

from the wing of a B-52B aircraft carrier at 40,000 feet, shown in the photograph of Fig- 

ure 1.2. Moments later, the rocket climbed, accelerated to 95,000 feet and released the 

vehicle over the Pacific Ocean at booster burnout. The scramjet (Supersonic Combus- 

tion Ramjet) then ignited and the X-43A reached its test speed of Mach 7. The flight 

lasted for the duration of its hydrogen fuel supply; about 10 seconds and achieved positive 

thrust. Following the test, the X-43A performed a series of aerodynamic maneuvers for six 

minutes before deliberately terminating in the Ocean. The vehicle, developed largely by 

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), marked the first time a non-rocket, air-breathing 

scramjet engine successfully powered an autonomous vehicle in flight at hypersonic speeds. 

22 
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ý 11 4 

Figure I. I: Thc black X-43A attached to the Ilegastis booster t-ockct midei- the wing of 

a B-52B. 

Figure 1.2: Ah- Lailli(. 11 of NASA's, X-13A cxpei-iincioal tost vchicle the Pacific 

occall. 



1.1. Motivation 24 

A vision for hypersonic vehicles has resided within the aerospace community ever since 

the sound barrier was breached by the Bell X1 in 1947. The obvious advantage for such 

vehicles is that they offer high-speed travel over long distances with a significant reduction 

in time. However, the technical challenges that face the development of these concepts 

remain the same as they did during the quest for supersonic flight over 50 years ago. In 

general, the hypersonic regime begins when flow exceeds Mach 5 or five times the speed 

ofsound. 

Owing to the unconventional nature of hypersonic vehicle design, there are large num- 

ber of unknowns that must be overcome before this vision becomes a reality. These 

challenges have compounded the development of operational vehicles yet research into hy- 

personics is not a new initiative. Military programs during the 1950's cold war saw the 

design of rocket-based Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) but these were expensive 

to operate and offered little mission flexibility. Later, a milestone in high-speed research 

was attained in 1961 when Yuri Gagarin became the first man in orbit. The impetus 

behind this program was to provide reusable launch capability with a large payload size 

to make access-to-space a flexible, efficient and inexpensive activity. This embodied the 

(space race' and led to the design of NASA's Space Shuttle in 1963 with its inaugural flight 

by Columbia, in 1981. 

A resurgence of interest in hypersonics evolves from the potential to link manned and 

unmanned vehicle concepts for military operations strike/reconnaissance operations, ad- 

vanced weapon concepts and the speed/survivability of hypersonic bombers. Recent world 

conflicts have illustrated how military operations can benefit from space systems assisted 

operations. The USAF and Army are particularly interested in long-range hypersonic 

cruise missile capabilities. These systems could strike "time-critical, deeply-buried tar- 

gets" anywhere on Earth in a matter of hours shortly after being detected from space and 

before counter-strike by enemy defences. Furthermore, launching short-term communica- 

tion satellites, remote sensing or navigation capabilities in a target region have obvious 

strategic implications. 

Hypersonic military vehicles require a high probability of mission success for them to 

be effective in a war situation. There is a need for rapid response, all weather, highly 

survivable strike potential. The advantages offered by these vehicles are numerous. Even 
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Endoatmospheric M-ansatmospheric 

Military Global or in-theatre strike Ballistic missile launch 

Strategic bombers Satellite launch 

Reconnaissance Communications maintenance 
Civilian long-haul journeys Space tourism 

Freight transportation Space exploration 

technology demonstration Access to ISS 

Table 1.1: Possible hypersonic technology transfer from Blankson (1994). 

today's best stealth fighters are vulnerable to interception by enemy defences and are 

not as effective during the day. Furthermore, weapon systems depend on foreign bases 

from which to conduct military operations. Hypersonic vehicles will be able to travel long 

distances and operate from their home base, which will minimise ground support. Their 

survivability is enhanced as they will operate at high altitudes and high Mach numbers 

such that counterattack by enemy attacks becomes minimal. Even if a missile interception 

was launched, it would need to have both a high-speed and high-altitude capability, which 

is a technology that is hard to acquire and develop. Standoff weapons could be deployed 

from a far distance; away from hostile airspace. The use of near-term technology in this 

study will minimise funding expenditure from the current highly constrained aerospace 
budgets. Adopting an uninhabited concept alleviates any pilot induced limitations. The 

cost is further minimised since such a vehicle is designed for high-reusability. 

Many potential military and civilian applications are listed in Table 1.1 for endo- 
atmospheric and trans-atmospheric missions. 

Civilian hypersonic programs will primarily focus on reusable launch vehicles (RLV) 

for routine and flexible access-to-space. The aging and costly-to-operate Space Shuttle 

orbiter is designed for vertical launch and a large fraction of its takeoff weight is made up 
by rocket-engine propellant. This restricts the useful payload capacity and a replacement 
for "faster, better, cheaper" RLV's is therefore long overdue. This has been accentuated 
by the recent Columbia Shuttle disaster* and impending completion of the International 

*Mission STS-107,16 January 2003. 
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Space Station (ISS), which will require frequent ferrying of crew and equipment. 

Imagine also the prospect of high-speed long-haul commercial flights between London 

and Sydney in just two hours or RLV's using hypersonic cruise trajectories that would 

make space tourism as easy as commercial air travel. 

Fully reusable, recoverable vehicles with rapid turnaround times, would need to have a 

horizontal takeoff and landing capability (11TOL) to improve their overall efficiency. This 

would provide aircraft-like operations and minimise ground support. Launch schedules 

would become more flexible as they would no longer be restricted to specific sites around 

world. 

To maximise propulsive efficiency, RLV's will depend heavily on airbreathing propul- 

sion systems in a similar fashion to the National Aerospace Plane, NASP (or X-30) to avoid 

carrying large quantities of propellant. NASP was designed to integrate an airbreathing 

dual-mode scramjet system with its airframe and the complexity of this task was blamed 

for the project's demise in 1994. Since the cancellation of NASP, NASA decided to focus 

its attention on more manageable targets for rapid prototyping and short-term technol- 

ogy demonstration. Hypersonic experimental X-vehicles (Ilyper-X) emphasised subscale, 

unmanned, autonomous testing and as a consequence, reduced cost and risk. Flight vali- 

dation of the scramjet's in-flight performance and airframe-propulsion integration method- 

ology are some of the primary objectives. 
The economic and strategic advantages that a hypersonic vehicle could provide to 

civilian or military applications are far-reaching and has been recognised by industry at 
large. As with many aerospace research programs, military requirements tend to drive 

the state-of-art. Bertin and Cummings (2003) highlighted three areas for future US air 

superiority that have remained unchanged during the last 50 years of hypersonic research. 
These are to deliver munitions anywhere on Earth (global strike), do it quickly and at 
high-speed (rapid response) and have flexible, affordable, routine access-to-space (space 

operations). 
According to DARPA: "The intent is to hold adversary vital interests at risk at all 

times, counter anti-access threats, serve as a halt-phase shock force and conduct sup- 

pression of enemy air-defence and lethal strike missions as part of integrated strategic 

campaigns in the 21st Century. " 
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Figure 1.3: Thrcc-vicw of' DARPA's HYpersonic Combat Velficlc (11CV) concept 
(forniely Hypersoar) designed to reach Uirgets 9000omi awa. v in 2 hours. 
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Global strike (9000, mm) is the project goal of a current DAIIPA/USAF prograin called 

FALCONt leading to a Hypersonic Cruise Vehicle (liCV) expected bY 2025 for 

global-range. The conccpt is illustrated in Figure 1.3. This strategic philosophy allows 

the ability to deploy vehicles for the purpose of Surveillance' recollilaissallce alld power 

projection globally without rchance on overseas bases. 

The motivation behind the presented Study evolves from it consideration ()t' emerging 

operational scenarios and developments ill IlYpersollic research. The focus is oil 1111inhah- 

it, ed endo-atmos'plieric long-rangc hlypersonic cruise vellicles for Illilital-Y paYload delivel-Y 

with HTOL capability. The vehicle will have a highly-integrated airbreathing dual-Illode 

scrainjet ill a similar manner to the X- 13A baseline vehicle. to maximise propulsive c1li- 

ciellcy and be able to cruise at Mach 10. Airbreathing prolmlsion systeniss will be used 

since they provide lower specific fuel consumption comparcd lo rockets. These hYpersollic 

concepts are advantageous over ICBNI its the latter are not reusable blit olle-shot devices. 

The X-43A now holds the speed record for ail-breathing cilgille aircraft and the tvst 

demonstrated that scrainjo airfranic-propulsion integration is possible and is a large step 

forward in realising high-speed vehicles. As it comparison, NASA's X-15 achleved Mach 

6.7 using rocket engines and the SR-71 -Blackbird" reached Mach : 3.2 using airbreathing 

cngines. A hypersonic cruise concept has not Yet Illatill-ed into a practical application 

mainly due to , Iowl. v developing enabling technologies. 

thttp: //www. darpa. mil/tto/programs/falcon. html 
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1.2 Design Challenge 

The lack of other operational high-speed vehicles or flying prototypes to be used as baseline 

vehicles as well as the lack of relevant practical design experience in this case, have chal- 

lenged the aerospace community for many years towards developing such aircraft. These 

complexities are mainly due to uncertainties associated with hypersonic aerothermody- 

namics, lightweight structures and materials, innovative propulsion systems, optimised 

airframe / engine integration, high development costs, etc. The key enabling technology 

is widely considered to be advanced airbreathing propulsion systems that offer high effi- 

ciencies and easy integration with a suitable airframe. (Gustafson and Livingston (2002)). 

A technically viable solution for the design of hypersonic vehicles, demands an accurate 

integration of the propulsion system with the forebody lower part of the vehicles airframe. 

The freestrearn capture area must be large for the engine to generate sufficient thrust and 

the nozzle exit area should be large for sufficient expansion. As demonstrated by the X- 

43A, the forebody served as the compression surface for efficient combustor operation at 
hypersonic speeds and the aftbody functioned as an extension to the nozzle expansion sur- 
face. The entire undersurface of hypersonic vehicles, therefore, constitutes the propulsion 

system and contributes to the propulsive force. This high level of interaction between the 

design of these vehicle components is illustrated in Figure 1.4 where engine characteristics 

affects the aerothermodynamics. 

A rich parameter set and design options for hypersonic cruise vehicles exists ranging 
from high specific impulse propulsion selection (airbreathing or rocket engine), reusability, 

takeoff / landing options, high temperature materials, fuel selection, safety and control 
technology. It is the task of the designer to find the optimum combination of these variables 

eventually leading to affordable and flexible design solutions for a given set of requirements 
(Bowcutt (2003)). 

The study of hypersonic flow around a vehicle differs to supersonic/subsonic flow due 

to the high stagnation temperatures and enthalpies experienced. The vehicle will travel 

along a high dynamic pressure trajectory, with high heat transfer implications and a 

change in the near-field characteristics of air. This can directly affect combustion of 

a supersonic stream. Advances in topics such as aerothermodynamics, combined cycle 
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Figure 1.4: surain. ict from Cockrell cl al. (2002). 
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propulsion sYstenis, Iligh-temperature materials, cost etc have, however, expedited the 

design challenge as discussed bY Bertin and Cummings (200: 1). 13cf0re thc advcnt of the 

Space Slitittle in the 1960's. the difficulties of hypersollic flight Were Well understood. 

Ablative inaterials and active cooling mechanisms were implemented to allevinte reen- 

try conditions. Steady advancements in materials technology have facilitat ed t he design of 

high-speed vehicles that can dissipatc Ileat and Survive the high-tvillperatilre", 

generated during Hight. 

Substantial achievements have been made since the late 1950's in the areas of Com- 

putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and 111111tidisciplill, 11-Y optillusatioll: both Ilecess'll-Y ill 

reducing the overall development cost. 

Airframe Design 

A good measure of the wrodynandc efficiency of mi swrospace vehicle is its LID rat io mid 

specific impulse. The LID ratio Mimics particidnrly inq)ortaid in selecting n sidtidl, 

airfranw hi onler to achieve a global range. High aerodynamic and propulsion efficiency 

are reqnircd at cruise Mach numbers leading to slender aerodynamic shapes with the 

poteidial of integrathig the Idght, specialked propidsion systvin. 

A number of vehicle concepts are available to the designer. A possible candidate 

to address this challenge, which is also the one selected for this study. is a hypersonic 
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Figure 1.5: Waverider construct ed frol IIa cm licýi I 1)()(I\. wi IIi leadinged-c shock; it tach- 

nient froin ( 'ockrcll (t at. ( 1996). 

waverider: first p1-()p()se(I bY Nonweller A waverider is ýi shape that Aellenitc, 

it bmv shock wave that is attached all almig it's lemillig edge Illen, I)v ;I high 

pressure ; It its lowel. surface. 'I'lic vellicle appears to ride it-, mvii shock wnve, lwmv 

the descrvcd ImIlle. 
several advailt ages exist 1,01. Select Ing waveriders. The perfCct k-at toclied lemlill., cd"c 

shock prevents high-pressure 11(m, spillage to Ihe top sill-hice pn)(Ilicill", Iligh /, //) 

C(Allpared I () cmiNvilt M11,11 cmicept s its dem( )list rat c( I )y 1\ 6( -1 wi imiiii(I! )7, ý,, ). This also) 

permits t1w hidepcildclit desigil ()f the 1mver aild lipper Apirt frmii ; wrml. vimmic 

1,11 lce beilefits. wavcriders Imve goml ah-h-mlic 1111cgrilli(m rharm-ler- 

istics. The 1mver sill-face fl(mlield 11(m, lillif(willitY. which is illipm-t ailt 1'()I* 

colliblistioll and ilit(.. ratimi (A'ell-ille n t, 
Ot I wr advi II itages ilic II ide goo(I \'()I IIII lot [. I(. cII fj I\'() III.; I I) Ie ()ff-desig, II per h )1*111; 111(1( 1 

and practical Issiles such its lcadillý,,, edge himit ing (.; III be acc(milliminted wit 11 ()II1Y ;I silmll 
drop ill LID (Blankson Suitithilltv f0l. scraill., cl 11to-ndioll i. ý, im(oller I-c; Ismi 
f, ()I. the interest ill waveriders. For it spilce S1111111c, its' low /, /1) vidue (1,5) monlis it has 

limited (lowil illid cross-l-antge capability. A waverider with possible /, //) v; d1le ()1* 1, call 

si""llificallt 1Y increase operat ional ficXibilitY. 

Figntre 1 .5iI 
It is t rat es I i()x\, tI le lci I( IIIIg ('(I, " v of tIIo xvý Ive I. H lor is iI lve I ('()I is, Ir Il ct (ý( I 

Bo(tom zuufboe (stinm uufmm) 
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from the shape of a right-circular conical shock. The length of the cone and semi-apex 

angle of the shock are specified by the designer. 

1.2.2 Propulsion System 

Airbreathing powerplants were selected over rocket engines based on performance benefits 

(I, p and SFC) and reusability criteria offered during endo-atmospheric cruise missions. 

In particular, the takeoff weight and volume are reduced as storage of an on-board oxidiser 

is not required. Instead, airbreathers will use atmospheric oxygen (like jet engines) along 

the vehicle's mission trajectory, which will also extend the operational envelope. 

Potential airbreathing engines for hypersonic flight include the scramjet, Rocket-Based- 

Combined-Cycle (RBCC) engine and the Turbine-Based-Combined-Cycle (TBCC) engine. 
The airflow through a scrarnjet remains supersonic, contrary to ramjets and this type of 

engine is expected to be used for future aerospace planes. There are considerable technical 

challenges that must be overcome before a scrarnjet of superior performance, becomes 

practical. A number of research organisations around the world are continuing to develop 

this technology. One such challenge is the efficient mixing and combustion in a supersonic 
flow within a combustor of reasonable size. 

The RBCC concept blends the performance of the rocket, ramjet, and scrainjet into 

one system for seamless ground-to-orbit operation offering high Isp compared to rockets 
(Bradford and Olds (1999)). 

The TBCC combines jet and ramjet/rocket propulsion. Initially, inlet ducts provide air 
to turbojets that have common exhaust ducting with a ramjet/rocket propulsion system. 
At low to moderate Mach numbers the turbojets provide thrust. At higher speeds, the 

system closes off the inlet flow from the atmosphere, shuts down the turbojets and converts 
to ramjet/rocket propulsion. 

As scramjets require a supersonic stream, takeoff, landing and acceleration to high 

supersonic speeds are only possible if alternative engines are used in combination with 
them. A turboramjet is an example of a TBCC-type engine and avoids installation of 

separate turbojet and ramjet systems, which saves on dead weight considering the turbojet 
becomes inefficient above Mach 3. The turboranijet will also be more fuel and volume 

efficient and also avoids the extra complexity associated with the added transition from 
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turbojet to ramjet. 
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The turboramjet is rendered inoperable at large Mach numbers (around Mach 5) due to 

high temperature effects and dissociation losses, which necessitates transition to a scram- 

jet. For turboramjet systems, questions concerning the arrangement of the propulsion 

system with the high-speed part is resolved with consideration of fuel issues, aerodynamic 

design of inlets, nozzles together with thermal analysis of these components, which is a 

major consideration. 
As expected, notable challenges are associated with efficient operation of multiple 

engines with regards to flowpath integration and maximising performance as the capture 

area required for efficient combustion is large. 

1.3 Aims and Objectives 

Hypersonic vehicles offer exciting future prospects, but the lack of historical data, practical 

design experience and baseline vehicles, are some of the formidable challenges that must be 

overcome. Further challenges are associated with the unconventional nature of the design 

process, high-temperature effects, highly non-linear aerodynamics and airframe-propulsion 

system integration. The low-speed flight characteristics and off-design conditions need to 

be adequately addressed for practical configurations. 

In an attempt to reduce the complexity of hypersonic vehicle design and analysis, the 

investigation must begin at the conceptual / preliminary level to gain an understanding of 

the underlying physics and sensitivities between the large number of vehicle parameters. 

Preliminary design tools offer low development costs, are simple and flexible and they have 

a comparatively short design cycle time. When compared to CFD tools, which although 

provide detail and accuracy, they require longer times to arrive at a solution and their 

search of a design space is limited in scope. 

The overall aim of this research programme is to develop a part of a conceptual and 

preliminary design methodology for hypersonic military aircraft with a particular emphasis 

on propulsion / airframe integration and optimisation; addressing the on-design issues. 

The main objective therefore, is to develop a practical, initial methodology that will 
facilitate the design of hypersonic military vehicles. it will enable the investigation of the 

synergy between the main airframe and propulsion system components on performance 
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and design. 

In particular, the conceptual methodology will provide an aid for the expedited de- 

velopment and analysis of hydrogen-fuelled hypersonic cruise airbreathing vehicles with 

global reach and HTOL capabilities. The application will focus on uninhabited opera- 

tional vehicles through a consideration of the benefits resulting from the elimination of 

constraints associated with crew / passenger accommodation. This is also a likely de- 

velopment strategy with the recent emphasis towards development of UCAV's, thereby 

reducing associated risk. 

The success of such a vehicle is critically dependent on the correct modelling and 

tight integration of its propulsion units, inlets and nozzles with the waverider airframe. 

This is the subject of airframe-propulsion integration, which must be considered early in 

the design process if mission requirements are to be met. Notable challenges are associ- 

ated with efficient operation of multiple engines with regards to flowpath integration and 

performance requirements. 

Multidisciplinary optimisation has been incorporated into the methodology to concur- 

rently analyse multiple variables to determine the optimum combination from a given set 

of user requirements and constraints. This is particularly important for searching the de- 

sign space and has been shown to produce significantly better performing configurations. 

Trade-off studies can be performed for producing conceptual level results in minimum 

time. 

The focus on the initial development will be towards the on-design hypersonic flight 

case and salient features with regards to propulsion and airframe. 

The models that will be developed in this study are intended for further optimisa- 

tion analysis of range, low-speed performance and trajectory during follow-on research 

programmes. 

The external surfaces of the waverider affect both the lifting capability and volumetric 

capacity, the forebody influences the inlet and the aftbody influences the nozzle and thrust. 

The thrust requirements are related to engine size, which in turn is dependent on the 

vehicle airframe size, design and integration of multiple flowpaths and their individual 

and combined performance. The thrust transition between a low-speed and high-speed 

engine should be smooth and will be analysed using simple physics models for propulsion 
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and geometry. In this way, aerodynamic and propulsive efficiency will be maximised when 

used in conjunction with properly matched inlet and nozzles. 
For cruise-type vehicle optimisation as considered in this study, the objective function 

will be to maximise the range for a given payload so that to yield a high value of the product 

of Ip and LID. Furthermore, the high-speed propulsion system must provide low specific 

fuel consumption and high propulsive lift at cruise, thereby reducing the aerodynamic lift 

requirement. The low-speed propulsion system design will begin after high-speed engine 

analysis and integration so that the engines and their inlets can be adequately sized for 

high-speed transition. 

An interactive software program will be developed as part of this research programme 

that will facilitate the rapid generation of practical hypersonic configurations from a small 

set of parameters. That will provide an environment for the user to search the design 

space through the use of parametric engineering models and to perform engineering trade 

studies, optimisations and visualisation of results. The program will also assist in quickly 
identifying any trends in vehicle shape and their effects on performance. A vehicle may 

then be rapidly designed aided by real-time visualisation in a short time cycle. 
Off-design issues will not be dealt with in this study due to time restrictions. It is 

intended that recommendations will be made to deal with mass capture and combustion. 
Other issues including weight, balance, stability and low-speed performance are outside 
the scope of the study. 
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Review of Relevant Literature 

2.1 Historical Perspective 

Research and development of high-speed jet or rocket-powered aircraft have been pursued 
both during and after World War II. Since the Wright brothers first successful flight of 

a heavier-than-air vehicle in 1903, many significant achievements have contributed to the 

impetus for hypersonic flight. Supersonic flight was first achieved by the Bell X1 in 19-17 

and towards the end of WWII, the German V2 rocket flew hypersonically in 1949 using a 

more pointed and slender body shape to reduce wave drag. 

In 1961, Russian Cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin became the first human to travel at hy- 

personic speed when his Vostok I capsule attained Alach 25 during atmospheric reentry. 
Mission flexility for manned mission was addressed during the development of the winged- 

glider Dyna-Soar (X-20) concept in 1957 but was later cancelled in 1963 due to huge 

technical challenges. Many astronauts have been following suit ever since as they leave 

and return the Earth's atmosphere with an orbital speed of 18,000 mph (5 mi/s) or Mach 

24 in the Space Shuttle. 

In the the United States, generic studies for aero-maneuvering and aeroassisted or- 
bital transfer vehicles included the Space Shuttle Orbiter and National AeroSpace Plane 

(NASP). In Europe, noted programs during this same period included HERMES, Shnger 

(Kuczera (1993)) and the British spaceplane concept HOTOL. 

35 
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Figure 2.1: SpaceShipOne and its carrier White Knight, first, privat, clY manned space 

V(. Ili(. I(,. 
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RIX's include single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) or two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) sYstems. 

SSTO are generally accelerator-type velficles and require a great, er technology Icap thall 

TSTO. which offer near4crin development. This is primarily due to its propulsion system, 

which will cover a wide range of Mach 1111111bers using cither 111111tiple engilles or cYcles or 

both. 

This strategy (TSTO) of sinall low-cost a6vances ill technology and Ilear-tel-111 devel- 

opment, was successfully implemented bY the 11011-goverilillent Scaled Composites temil, 

contenders for the X-prize. They fiew to thc edge of space and back in their privatel. v- 

funded manned vchiclc in Junc 200-1. The design concept consists of it launcher, called 

SI)H(-('Sllil)Oll('. lindershing beneath its carrier vehicle, the White Knight, in Figure 2.1. 

Their design demonstrated the potential of access-to-space at it fraction of the cost of 

1101,111,11 1,11111ch 1)1. ogl., Illls. * 

The rocket-powered X-15 experimental research vehicle hroke the speed record as it 

achieved Mach 6.7 in 1967 and now recently the X-13A achieved sustained Mach 71 flight us- 
ing an airbreathing scranýjet integrated with its airframe. The Australian II. vShol prograin 

had a recent success as shown in Figure 2.2 along with other prominent achievements. 

Current, research focuses on sustained hypersonic cruising fiigl it wit IIiI It I Iv at II lospilere. 

Aii-breathing engines are t herefore necessarY to maint ain high efficiencY its t heY lise at III()- 

siAleric ovgen for combust ion instead of onboard tanks. Engine - airfranic integrat ion is 

Very critical ill the (lesign of such Vehicles. 

Thc hypersonic 1-(, gi()Il of flight is gcncrally accepted to begin at Mach 5 because t hat is 

*At the time of writing, SpaceShipOnc SII(7(7(", Sfllll. v Completed tile first of tile two required flights. 
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Figure 2.2: Thn(, jjjj(, of major achicvvincnts from Lewis (2003). 

when aerodynamic heating becomes important, with temperatures in the boundary layer 

and on the surface of an object, that is travelling at Mach 5 reaching L000"C (Bertill 

(1994)). For hypersonic flight to be feasible, inanY challenges are faced that range from 

designing high-speed air-breathing engines to developing advanced mat crials, t herinal pro- 

tection and cooling systems. 

The lift, force is reduced due to the presence of the shock waves and the shock pat- 

tern dictates that hypersonic vehicles have highly swept, wedge-shaped wings merged into 

the fuselage to form an integrated unit. During transition from supersonic to hypersonic 

Hight, merging of the shock likyer and thc boundary layer affects drag and thermal re- 

actions in the flow increase aerodynamic heating and cause dissociation of nitrogen and 

oxygen molecules. Aerodynamic heating is related to work done against skin frict ion while 

work done against pressure drag produces heat onlY in t he wake. It is desirahle to keep t he 

ratio of skin friction to pressure drag sinall t1nis reducing convective heat transfer. This 

chemically reacting flow changes the flow phYsics and at extreme hypersonic speeds, air 

molecules can even heconle ionised leading to the -blackout" phase that hinders radio colll- 

munication with returning spacecraft. Anderson (1989) provides an in-depth discussion 

on predicting Iýypvrsonic flowfield characteristics, 
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2.2 Aircraft Geometry 

2.2.1 Background 

It is well known that a blunt-nose body dissipates heat better than a pointed body (Allen 

and Eggers (1958)) and the temperature at the leading edge of a hypersonic vehicle scales 
inversely with the square root of its radius of curvature, i. e. the sharper the leading edge, 

the greater the temperature. There is a design tradeoff between the drag produced by 

blunt leading edges and the amount of heat dissipated. Too hot, and the vehicle's safety 
is compromised as in the case of the Columbia Space Shuttle. Hypersonic vehicles need 
to be designed for minimum drag, with slender shapes and thin leading edges, alleviating 
the intense heat generated by employing active-cooling systems. 

The LID ratio of a flat plate is the highest that can be achieved at hypersonic speeds. 
This, however, is not practical for operational vehicles due to the volume required for 

systems, fuel etc. It is clear from previous studies that LID values for hypersonic vehicles 

are far below that achievable by subsonic or supersonic aircraft. 

Kilchemann (1978) developed an empirical formulation given by Equation 2.1 defining 

the upper limit of aircraft performance against speed, in terms of LID, using data from 

existing aircraft. 

L/Dmax --": 
4(Alý. + 3) 

1 AIC, >1 All, 

This equation is represented by the solid curve in Figure 2.3, which shows L/Dmax 

as a function of freestrearn Mach number, M,,.. Several other points are plotted on this 

figure with data obtained from wind tunnel experiments and data from flight vehicles. 
The general trend noted is the LID,,,,,.,, value decreases with increasing Mach number 
due to the increased drag from the strong shock waves and viscous effects at high speed. 
The dashed curve and solid symbols on the figure represent research efforts to exceed this 

apparent "LID barrier". 

2.2.2 Waverider Configuration 

A class of hypersonic vehicle, which supersedes the LID barrier mentioned above, is the 

waverider and was first conceived by Terence Nonweiler in 1959. The impetus behind his 
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Figure 2.3: Maximum 1A) ratios 1,01.1 1 ic vol I iclos ond II Ic '-1,, 1) kI i(-I" (11 ()111 

('(w(In and Awlerson 

work was to lower peA I wating rilles oI I it II lit III led reel It I. Y v('I licle bil-wd oI II Ifti I Ig bod 

He a threc-dillicilsiollal hYpersollic vchick, that could be constructed from it 

known flowheld, which lind collvex or thit-bottoilled lower surface. s (Nomveller 

hi-Aciid. Nonweiler (1963) proposed it carc/ -Ala ped (') colicilve lowel. sill-hice with it d(At; I 

plallf, 01.111 that gellerated it sti-miger plimar shock. The strc; mi surfiwes hchmd thc shock 

IISCd to gencrate the pYrillmd-shaped wilig (later kiiOwn ; v, 11w wm-crider), 

and Is 11111"trilled In Figure 2.1. The XB-70 maY 1mve becii the first practicill wilverider 

vchich'. 
This (1(, Slgll resulted ill sinaller 1()SScs ill lihilig (111(' to cn)ss 11(m's 

as Collipared to lifting bodics. the perfectly ; dIm-hed shock to thc -, hm-p 

leading edges ill gi-catel. flow contnimliclit mid Ilem-A. Ic-'s How spfflaýýc. I'llis 

ill turn redliced rates of, heat trainAT at magnation imIlds Or a givcii wing loading. All 

allt Ilol-it al ive discussion ilild collip'll-isoll of hypersollic vchick, 1-c"'cal-ch is givell hy'lom, 11(, lid 

(HRO. EgpTs (q A (ITHI) mid Andcrson and Lewis (1993). 

The concept of Illatching the wilig leading (, (Ig(, to the shock formed oil' Ow vellick, 

forebodY is the underlying principle bchilld Ille wavcridcr concept. By virtlle of its dch- 

llitioliý a hypersonic waverider is designed from a knowil flowlicid and appears to ride oil 
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Figure 2.4: Nonweiler's caret Nving also known as waverider (taken frwn ('(ohi ; md 

Anderson (1988)). 
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top of hs Out ww NO is nthuhd it) its hadhig Vdge: liclice IIIc terill wnverider. The 

high post-shock pressure ()It III(' lower 'surface provide's compres-, ion lift (Ilic to III(, ck). sc 

proxililitY of t It(' t hill '41ock laYer and is isolatcd from I he low pres"Ill-c h-ce'd 1-cmil ; it I lit, 

(Icsign condition. The'se 'diapes, provide Iligh vallies L/O ; it the design Mach ; 111(1 

offer a good degive of' vollillict ric efliciency (131miks0ii (199 1)). Flowcr ( 1963) ext cilded 

Nonweiler's work to include the design of lipper sllrhlcc-ý mid complele colifigill.; Itiolls. 

III it paper by Velill and Flower (1970)ý the shock pntterns of simple cill-et wilig", were 

investigated for varying incidence, Milch 1111111her and wilig geollictrY. 
III contrast to convel it i0i Ill aircraft design, waveriders are gelicnited I)IN, first ""pecif. v- 

ing the shock wave. then calcidaling the vehicle Ilml fOrms this shock and it is ktiown 

iI"tIw 11 Ive I. "c (II proces"'. TiIc ci Ir IY ci I re I wi II g" were crit icisc( I [W. IIi Iv iIIg I) )( )I. ('I I- 

gille/all-frallic integration. tAcoff and hindhig com-cril", and low V0111111c I'W- pa. vkwds. I'llol 

ctc. Ilowever Ilotahle achievenlent", bY various research orgallisati(ms have di"'pelled these 

thoughts, whose developments are addressed 

ThO Wi1XIC1.1der c(mcept was impr(wed bly . 1mies ct (it. ( 1968) to include it known nx- 
isYmmetric flowfield, Such as conical flow IN . thc compression surl'ace, to design -slelider 

RESULTING WING AND SHOCK 
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Figure 2.5: Nlm-h 6 visc( us (ytinliso(I sll()\k, ll 1,01. dill't'l-cill P'ellendin't, "ll(Ick 

angles (Bowcut t0 al. ( 1987)). 
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practica I coI I ligill-atioll. ", III terin's of hetter voI III I ic (I istrihi II ill I [M. Im. N. I(md mv( )I IIII w( 1; 111( H I. 

, 1( )1 les, I lict I Iod iIII rm II wed aII ew ch Is", ( )1,11( )11- phl IuIr \%, ý I vori( Ic I. "" tI ii It I Ise( I ;I rigi it-( -i l. cI 11; 1r 

SII pers(mic coI I(' req II iri IIg ;III I( we 1.1gol-oll. ", calc III; It I( )I I h) det cr IIIiI Ic tI Ic Im )-, I -, ý I I( wk I ImvI ic 1( 1. 

A Mach I aircraft wiisý pi-cs'ented t hat illcm-p(wal cd nlrbro; lf hilig pnylllsioll: I lic lilt llimt 

object ive of t Ims tYpc of desigil. 

Poll 111-bat ions, froill I he axis. N. 1111110 ric collical Ilowlield wils illve"I Igal ed b. N. 

( 1980) who looked at curved waverider sill-filces usilig illclilled cil-culm. alld elliplic cimc. ý,. 
Ilypersollic siliall distill-ballce was ilsol h) (Icsigli wavorid(ýrs imill. vt iu; lllý 

ch-clilill. c()1fic; l1 illid ellipt icill 11(m, ficl(k. The hict I hilt ; ill -diocks mid resull ing 

were almlYticilllY well defilled provided it plilt fol-Ill fill. it calcullis of vari; lt iolls fw. pelfw. - 

Illillice ()pt illik'ation producing high /, //) vallics. 
T() ( Icillollst rat cI )()I hIi Ic pract ical nI )IIII Ym 1( 1 h) r(JI 1%, cmit c 1111 ( '1v"t ill wavork I 

crsý Inviscid analYsis was ext ended to viscml-, ( )pt Imised wnvc, "( lers I )y I i( )wcut I c/ (d. (1 9(, S'7) 

III; It iII cI I I( led Im tII \vý I ve iIIId ski it fric I ion dr; ig. Wavcrider., nuixit II Ise( Ik )r l, / 0 1.; 11 i( ) werc 

pn)(111ced using ()ptimisation techiliques f, ()I. c(mical 11(mlield". Thc "'Impe ()f IIIc vchiclc 

chmiges wheii I It(, shock angle's chalige during /, //) 
()pt imisal ion and is IIIIISI 1. ýIlcd III 1`11111H, 

2.. 5. This work was extemled by Owda and Anderson f, ()I. 
bodies as the p'lierating also) 11"'ing viscmis almlYsis. Tlicsc wavcriders delivered 

pr(milising vallies of I'll) and they arc ilhisinded III the previous Figure 2.3. 

1", Xl)(, I. ll II (ý I it iII (d), servat io I IS ()I I xvi Ivc rid(ý rs linve SI Imv IIIIIiIII -wi Ive] I de rs, ýI re \, ); I b ic 
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candidates for hypersonic vehicles even at off-design Mach numbers and angles-of-attack 

shown by Cockrell et al. (1994) with no significant theoretical LID degradation. Practical 

issues such as leading edge blunting to reduce heat transfer, can be accommodated with 

only a small drop in LID as shown by Gillum and Lewis (1997) and hence did not incur 

excessive performance penalties. It was shown by Blosser et al. (1995) that wing leading 

edges can be designed sharp enough for good aerodynamic efficiency yet blunt enough for 

acceptable heat transfer for Mach 5 waveriders. 

Boundary layer transition from larninar to turbulent flow was analysed by Vanmol 

(1992) for viscous-optimised vehicles and its effect on aerodynamic heating. Passive cooling 

of waveriders below Mach 10, is sufficient and aerodynamic performance was shown not 

to degrade significantly with blunting of leading edges. The application of waveriders 

in foreign environments was addressed by Lewis and Kothari (1990) who showed that 

LID = 10 is achievable. 

Osculating Cone Concept 

Conical flow techniques for waverider design are relatively simple and these methods make 

them good candidates for developing complete design methodologies, offering practical con- 

figurations coupled with optimisers. These are the reasons behind their selection for this 

preliminary design study. For completeness, however, it is worth mentioning a modifica- 

tion of this technique - the osculating cones method. Disadvantages to conical methods are 

the volumetric efficiency, especially near the centre region and length of vehicles produced, 

although LID values are comparable. (Takashima and Lewis (1994)). 

This method was originally developed by Sobieczky et al. (1990) using non-axisymmetric 

flowfields and these waveriders are similarly designed inversely, that is, vehicle surfaces are 

carved out of known flowfields to take advantage of high post-shock pressures. Multiple 

cones are used to define a shock structure where points along a span are treated as a region 

of locally conical flow. This permits greater flexibility in vehicle design when considering 

engine and control surface integration. 

Figure 2.6a shows the osculating plane at the base of the waverider whose flowfield 

is defined by spanwise points with local conical flow solutions. Hence, previous work on 

conical flow concepts can be adapted to this method down to the body surface. The steps 
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Figure 2.6: Waveridei-s genct-ated 11"ing (a) Oscillating collvs and (b) collical-dcl-ived 

inothod in the biLse plane. Diagraill adapted froill Centcl. 0 al. (1991). 

al, (, outlined as follows: a shock profile is defi I led at tI Ie exit plane. wit I It I Iv figl I I-c shoxvi IIga 

Hitt shock near t he cent reline (wedge flow). Then t he Vert ex of each poillt s'pallwisc normal 

to t he shock profile is found using t he slope and cill-vat ure at t hat point ill t he local conical 

flow region. Note, for conical How, there is only oil(, vertex (Figure 2.6h). Ali arbit rarY line 

is defincd a norinal distance to each point oil the shock (squares) and the lower surf(we 

is found bY tracing the streamlines to the base plane (triangles). Experimental work 

by Miller c/ al. (1998) for a Mach .1 and 6 viscous optinfised osculating-cone wavcrider 

indicates that numerical predictions froin the interactive inverse-design code, WIPAR. bY 

Center ct al. (1991) agree well. 

Opthilisation for a given inerit function can produce (lith'i-ent Shapes and 

will be discussed later. 

2.3 Airbreathing Propulsion 

Airbreathing engines offer significant performance advantages over rocket propulsion and 

is illustrated in Figpire 2.7 ill ternis of the specific impillse (I. Sp). ISp ill(licales the 011,11-st 

produced per unit weight of propellant inass (fucl + oxi(liscr) injected into the enghle 

per secon(j. These eligines are essential for sustaine(I endoatinospheric hyP(, l, sOlj1(, 

vehicles and they have the potential to increase launcher efficiency due to a significant 
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Figure 2.7: Ah- Bivallihqp Propulsion CYcIcs 1"llhallcod PI-opillsioll 

EfficiencY froin Moses (2003). 

1-c(luction in on-board propellant. Thc concept of' Isp has been introduced to describe 

propillsive efficiencY of all engines that gencrate thrust b. V expelling mass. A rocket's Lsp 

has the same value as its exhaust, gas velocit. y. The Lsp of' all ail-breathing ('11gille is one 

order of magnitude greater. 

This permits horizontal takeoff, which thrust loading, takeoff Nvcighl mid in- 

(- ream -s' st ri ict iiraI mass fract ioll for improved ( lesig I I/( )p( ra tiIIgIIIiI rgi I I. I )( '\'( ý I( )p I 11( ýI It ( )f 

high-temperature and efficient performance over a hroad Mach number ; 111(1 alt it lide rallge 

are paramount in the successful development of, vellicles. 

Tin-boicts can be used on aircraft up to Mach 3; consider t lic J58 engine on t he SR-71 

Blackbird tbat achieved Mach 3.2. 

flainjets. on the other hand, are ablc to operate at higher supersonic speeds. They 

contain 110 Illoving parts but require the Vehicle's forwar(I velm-ity to maintain sullicient 

momentum of air through its duos to (qvmtv as illustrated in Figitre 2.8. Gener, 111Y, 

Nladi 3 is w1wil a rmR#4 %W lwghi to gNmTMv thnmt as cmnpn, Ami 6 mthwmi using it 

combination of (AAkpie shocks gewrahil himn thediverging gemnetry (A'the engine intake. 

This is known is rain pressure. Supersonic flow is decelerated to subswfic 11(m. thl-wigh 

a nonnal shock at Ow thmat Awm BA is hijecttil mid ignited. generating expallsion 

through it diverging duct. 

Zero velocitY Illealls llo till-list, therefore, combination with it low-spoed ciigine is re- 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a ranijet showing inlet, burner and nozzle. Note the lack of it 

turbilic. Image taken from wings. avkids. com. 

quired. The upper Mach limit is again dictated by the extrellic tomperatilres reached 

during compression (about Mach 6) Where the injected fliel will teild to absm-b ellergy 

rat liel. tIIiIII Isc it tI Ic rc I )Iv gcncr at ing morc (I rag tI mn tI irtist . 

wn tI ic cxterilal flow cannot be decelerat edto sI lbsol I ic Speeds inside tI Iv coI I Iblistiol I 

d imither, shocks begin to devel0l) it I ld S111)(TS01 I iC HOW OCCUI. S. TII is iI Iv; II idates tI Iv pri I wiple 

of raiiýjets and a new device is required called a supersollic-colliblist ioll raill. jet (scraill. jet ). 

The inain diffcrence between a scranijet aiul n minjet. is that thc combustion process 

Operates at supersonic speeds. The geoilleti-Y is relatively simple blit the acrodYllaillics 

involved are far inorc complex than rankiets. The static temperature remaills low over 

the hydrogen combustion flame slich that the material and decomposition problems are 

avoided. 

An airbreathing flight envelope is shown in Figure 2.9 for variou-s powcrplants its a 

function of Mach number. The potential of the scrallijet cilgilic is widelY recogilised 

bw lWpmwnae alqAicntions and it mmihl eindAv sustahmi flight at around Mach 10. as 

considered in this study. 

The altitude ceiling and floor are characterised by hillit", imposed bY a combination of 
internal duct pressure, skin teillperat ure and dyllaillic pressure loading withill the com- 

bilstor. The altitude floor should satisýv a minimum temperat ure and InaxiIIIIIIII pl-cs-sure 

whereas the ceiling is set by umxhinun tenquTahux, mul ininhimin allowable pressure hoth 

at the combustor entrance. Ali upper Mach number limit is imposed by dissociition mid 

I )i tl'Liser No//Ic 
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Figure 2.9: Airbi-cathing Engine Flight Envelope from NASA LangleY Research Cenler. 

high stagnation temperature and How distortions that call negatively ilifilicilce I'llel injec- 

tion and inixing, combustion, nozzle exhaust flow and theref'ore performance (Fry (200-1)). 

The propulsion technology sector of NASAs flypersonic Investment Arca (IIIA) is, 

prioritising scrainjets. and combilled-cycle ('11gilles Such as Ole 

Cycle JBCQ and Ro(-k(, t-Bas(ý(1-Coilll)ill('(I-(,. N, (. I(, (1113CC) Systems (Illicter and McChll- 

ton (2002)). The TBCC and RBCC integrate 11101-c tball one propulsion cycle into a Single 

engine assembly and differs to multi-cYcle propulsion, which is exactlY the opposite (Bertill 

and Cummings (2003)). A brief review of possible propulsion sYst, vills for hYpersonic cruise 

vehicles will now be. presented. 

2.3.1 Scramjet 

In a scrainjet, fuel is injected from the walls or in-stream protuberances. wherc it, mixes 

with air decelerated from the freestrenin by a system of shocks, to burn in a diverging area 

coinhust, or. A shock train exists upstream of the combust, or entrance due to the conihined 

effects of heat addition and the diverging combustor area. whose strength depends on flight 

conditions, fuel/air ratio and geometric combustor properlies. Variable geometrY scram- 

jets will he necessary for vehicle applications (111c to the wide range of Hight conditions 

to be encountered. To favour airframe integration, scranijets that are two-dimensional 

are being developed in countries such as USA, Japan. Australia, Russia, Francc and UK. 
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Figure 2.10: Thc NASP programme intended to tise sci-ainjcts to achieve Low-Em-th- 

01-hit. 
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Scrainjet development rcviews have been documented by Fry (200-1). Billig (1993) and 

13crtin and Cummings (200: 1). The practical use of' scrankiets is discussed bY Toxvilvild 

(2001)ý including a discussion on the potential of' hydrocarbon hicls such as kerosene I'or 

a TSTO vehicle. 

The NASA LangleY Research Center (LaRC) has heell conducting computational and 

experimental research on rainjet. S(. I. illllj(, t and coillhilled-cycle ellgilles Since thc 1960"'. 

Rogers ct (11. (1998) reviews the types of tests coll(IlIcted at their facilit. y. 

The IlYpersonic Research Engine (HIIEI) was one of' the first projects to investigate 

various geometries for inlets, combustion chambers, and ('Xlllll', 't, S. The 11111" prograill was 

a strut-mounted scrainjet and Was illitiatcd ill ]96t to demonstrate practical IlYdrogell 

-fuelled and -cooled technology. 

The National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) or X-30 was developed as it successor tot lic 

Space ShuttIc in 1984 to ininimise the cost of launchers and it utilised research from 

IIRE. The heart of the X-30 was its aii-fraille-ilitegrated IlYdrogell-flielled rallijet/scrilili'let 

propulsion system. and posed the main technical challenge. NASP was designed to takeoff 

and land on conventional runways witli significant cross-rallge capabilities and potential to 

reach orbit during a SSTO but was cancelled in 1995 due to spiralling costs. See McClint oil 

0 (d. (1999) and Figure 2.10. 

LaRC then initiated the Hyper-X program in 1996 to test and validate scrainjet tecli- 

llology lising numerical and experimental techiliques for the design aild performance prv- 
dictions. The prograin focused attention on the sinaller scale X-43A velficle: scaled froin 
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X-43A Vehicle 

Length: - 12'43.7 nwetws) 
Width: -S' (1.5nnt4ws) 
Height: -2 (A rnot4orol 

Figure 2.11: Diiil(, Ilsi()Ils ()I'tll(, X--j: j v(qj(. 1(, 

NASP but with a different propulsion flowpath. To date, this is the only official airfraille- 

integrated scrainiet-powered vehicle to fly autonomously mider its own power, achicving 

positive hypersonic acceleration and a major inilestoncl. See Figure 2.11 for the relative 

scale of the vehicle. The Ilyper-X prograin ainied to provide data to a(lvil, 11ce the hyper- 

sonic technology froin the laboratory to flight experillient and denjonsti-jite ill(, propill- 

sion/airfranic integration (Voland ot al. (1998)). The X-43C wits designed to demonstrate 

TBCC powerplants but this was cancelled (Ilic to budget clits. 'I'lle first test flight of 

the X-43A ill June 2001 failed duc to a st, abilisation problem with the booster rocket's 

directional fins. 

International activities that have contributed to scralikiet development include some 

of the following. The German Sdnger 11 prograillille ill the late 1! )S()S, combilled-cYcle 

development ill Japan for TSTO application, ORYOL program established ill Mlssi(i for 

hypersonic rcscarch and development for advanced reusable space transportiltion. The 

French PREPHA, PRONIETHEE and JAPHAR programmes developed a knowledge hase 

for hydrogen-fuelled dual-mode rainict technology for SSTO npplications. The US air- 
breathing technology initiatives such as the National Aerospace Initiative (NAI) and Next 

Generation Launch Technology (NGUF) are focusing development ill three kcY propulsion 

areas: scrankiets, RBCC and TBCC systems. 

tAt the time of writing. NASA was planning to flight t, est the X-43A to Mach 10, schedifled at the clid 

of 2004 
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Other scrarnjet programs include the US Navy and Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA) HyFly concept and HyTech being investigated by the USAF and P&W 

for real flight tests. A major milestone before the X-43A test, was reached by The Univer- 

sity of Queensland and the HyShot program. They were the first to demonstrate supersonic 

combustion in August 2002, aided by a number of governmental organisations. Using a 

vertical-launch two-stage rocket, a scramjet achieved supersonic combustion during its 

descent at Mach 7. Their research continues and a further flight is being planned in the 

near future. 

An unmanned vehicle study has been initiated by DARPA and the USAF for develop- 

ment of a program called Force Application and Launch from CONtinental United States 

(FALCON), see Croft (2004) and Figure 1.3. The program aims for a Mach 8, prompt 

global reach and to build a Hypersonic Cruise Vehicle (IICV) by 2025. The IICV will have 

IITOL capability, a range of 9000nmi in less than 2 hours and able to carry a 12,0001b pay- 

load consisting of Common Aero Vehicles (CAVs) such as unpowered glide cruise missiles, 

small diameter bombs and other munitions. A near-term program called Small Launch 

Vehicle (SLV) is expected by 2010 and it will be a low-cost launch system capable of 

carrying CAVs (e. g. small satellites) to a Sun Synchronous Orbit with a payload ranging 

from 200-1000 Is at a 450 mile orbit. 

DARPA funded the Affordable Rapid Response Missile Demonstrator (ARRNID) pro- 

gram for Mach 6-8 100-600nmi capability. Although now cancelled, the potential for a 

low-cost airbreathing hypersonic missile design based on the HyTech hydrocarbon fuelled 

scramjet developed by P&W still remains. See Gustafson and Livingston (2002). 

At the design level, performance analysis has relied on either experimental testing or 
parametric analysis using efficient quasi-one-dimensional codes that can include finite-rate 

chemistry like O'Brien and Lewis (2001 a) and high-temperature gas models. These design 

studies can provide useful insight into the complex flow mechanisms but lack in real effects 

of viscosity and turbulence in multi-dimensions. 

A performance prediction method by Ikawa (1991) used a first order approximation 
for the supersonic combustor analysis; similar to the approach of afterburning in a ramjet. 
Ikawa introduced a multiplying factor that eliminates the need for numerical integration 

solving for divergent channel flow. A simplified model using fundamental physics is devel- 
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oped by Schindel (1990) for predicting performance of missile configurations. Combustion 

is assumed to be a continuous process with constant area heat addition. Research contin- 

ues in complex flow solvers coupled with optimisation and experimental testing to improve 

designs. 

2.3.2 Combined Cycle Propulsion Systems 

For takeoff and landing capability, various propulsion concepts have been proposed to 

address the Mach regime from brakes release to Mach 4/6 for ramjet/scramjet takeover 

speed (Moses et al. (1999)). Two main types of combined cycle engines were studied that 

either have single flowpath/multimodes (Type 1) or multiple flowpaths/multimodes (Type 

2). See Fry (2004). 

An example of Type 1 engine is the RBCC (also known as Ducted Rocket), which 

combines the characteristics of both airbreathing and rocket engines. It produces high 

specific impulse compared to a rocket engine and high thrust-to-weight ratio compared 
to an airbreathing engine (Bradford and Olds (1999); Czysz and Little (1993)). Liquid 

rocket motors are located in the dual-mode scramjet flowpath. Before the scramjet enjoys 

sufficient freestrearn compression (around Mach 3), rockets operate and behave as an 

ejector in which the air combines the total mix. During transition, the rocket shuts 
down, a thermal throat exists and the ramjet operates between Mach 3 and 6 after which 

scramjets begin to operate in a supersonic stream at Mach 6/7. 

The rocket engine consumes atmospheric oxygen when flying in the atmosphe re. When 

it leaves the atmosphere, the inlet ducts close and the rocket engine consumes stored liquid 

oxygen. The concept offers safety, reliability as well as cost advantages by making vehicles 

smaller and more efficient. 
A Type 2 engine is the TBCC system, which employs a turbojet engine for providing 

thrust from takeoff up to'Mach 3/4 and then transition to dual-mode scramjet operation. 
The TBCC allows more aircraft-like operation as discussed by Ilueter and McClinton 

(2002). The Rench built the Griffon II airplane using TBCC turboramjet engines to 

reach speeds of Mach 2 in the 1950's. With more than one flowpath in TBCC engines, 
integration becomes more critical over the entire speed range and variable geometry inlets 

and nozzles are required. 
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A brief review of combined-cycle engines that have undergone development, will be 

provided here. 

The US is investigating TBCC systems for access-to-space under the revolutionary 

turbine accelerator RTA/TBCC project as part of the NGLT (Bradley et al. (2002)). 

Near-term development goals RTA will concentrate on achieving at least Mach 4 and 

with dramatic increases in maintainability and operability. Moses et al. (1999) used a 

P&W Týirboramjet (Ace-TR) in their multi-mode study. See also Johnson (1996) for 

developments at General Electric. 

NASA initiated the ISTAR programme in 2002 aiming to power a flight test vehicle 

to Mach 5 using an RBCC-type engine. Although cancelled in 2003, ground testing will 

continue and the programme is based on the strutjet RBCC engine design. A web-based 

tool called SCCREAM has been developed by Bradford and Olds (1999), which enables 

performance estimation of an RBCC engine. A good description of RBCC engines is 

provided therein and SCCREAM showed excellent agreement with the industry-standard 

code SRGULL. 

Japan has actively been pursuing the Air 'Eirborocket Expander Program (ATREX) 

engine since the late 1980s for application in a TSTO flyback booster to provide thrust 

between takeoff and Mach 6 (Tanatsugu (1996)). It is a fan-boosted ramjet working on 

the expander cycle with heat exchangers, a precooler, a regencratively-cooled combustor 

and employs a compact tip-turbine driven fan. It has a variable geometry inlet and a 

plug nozzle for operation under a wide range of flight conditions. Static ground tests have 

been performed on the ATREX-500; a smaller scale axisymmetric engine with future flight 

tests in the pipeline. Central Institute of Aviation motors (CIANI) in Russia have made 

experimental evaluations on incorporation of turbofan and variable cycle elements into a 
basic turborarnjet configuration. 

Some of the concepts mentioned above are well documented by Heiser and Pratt (1994) 

and Hewitt and Johnson (1991). Other concepts include the pulse detonation engine 
(PDE) and Air Mirbo Rocket (ATR). 
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Bonds (1993) that used turboramjets and scramjets in an over/under integration scheme. 

Flowpath integration and performance requirements are reported by Witte et al. (2003) 

in the ground tests. 

The waverider forebody thus behaves as the inlet/compression system to provide the 

inlet area and necessary mass flow for scramjet combustor requirements. The other major 
feature of the integrated configuration and external to the engine, is the aftbody and this 

region is used as an extension to the nozzle. It allows higher engine exhaust velocities 

with modest area expansion in the nozzle thereby producing low drag. 

The forebody / inlet compression effectively reduces the required engine size and weight 

requirements compared to a free-stream inlet. The inlet compression increases the overall 

engine efficiency. The Propulsion-Airframe Integration (PAI) issues on the vehicle include 

forebody/inlet interactions, exhaust nozzle flow of the aftbody and effect of the propulsion 

system on the vehicle control system as shown in Figure 1.4. The combined propulsion 

system is likely to be arranged in an over/under arrangement with the scramjet sitting 
below the turboramjet in a parallel configuration. 

2.4.1 Design Methodologies 

As mentioned earlier, the relationship between a vehicle's airframe and propulsion system 

are closely linked such that modelling their interaction will define the success of a proposed 

concept. These modelling methods are developed from experimental data and fundamental 

principles. The advantages of rapid performance estimation were the drive behind early 

methodologies that addressed the full Mach range. These, however, had considered either 

simple geometric shapes not accounting for the complex flowfield or focused on singular 
design cases (Molvik et al. (1993)). 

Existing sizing methodologies include HASA by Harloff and Berkowitz (1988) that 

also included a weights analysis, PDNVAP by Carreiro (1990) and a routine by Chaput 
(1992) that used conventional wing-body designs. A Design program called PrADO-Hy 
by Kossira et al. (1993) was developed for TSTO applications. 

Waveriders for TSTO missions were investigated by Heinze and Bardenliagen (1998). 
In that research programme, a waverider was considered for the lower stage of the system, 
and a multidisciplinary analysis (including investigations into structural and heating con- 
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siderations) was performed. The results highlighted the high LID available to waverider 

configurations (versus a blended body design), and indicated that a waverider planform 

could provide reduced wing loading for the lower stage, while at the same time allowing a 

large decrease in the required fuel and maximum take-off weight of the TSTO system. 

Improved studies have shown that airbreathing engines can be efficiently integrated and 

optimised with waverider airframes. Scramjet integration on a conical waverider was first 

investigated by O'Neill (1992) for design-point hypersonic Mach numbers. Figure 2.13(a) 

represents an optimised Mach 8 vehicle. Performance was estimated on both accelerators 

and cruisers and it was shown that LID decreased when integrating the engine. The thrust 

margin was optimised and it was shown that the combustor can be supplied with required 

properties. Kothari et al. (1996) has furthered this work to include an investigation into 

inward-turning inlets. 

Takashima (1997) used an osculating-cone waverider to investigate scramjet integration 

on this airframe as shown by the Mach 10, LID optimised waverider in Figure 2.13(b). 

Both on and off-design point calculations were addressed using a Mach 10 vehicle design for 

a cruise mission. The design was optimised for maximum LID, range coefficient and cruise 

range. Greater volumetric efficiency is obtained with this class of waverider, although LID 

is comparable. 
The integration of a RBCC-type engine with an osculating cone waverider was dis- 

cussed by O'Brien (2001) and was shown to produce rapid results for the aerodynamic 

performance. The application was for an RLV and both on and off-design Mach numbers 

and angle-of-attack were investigated for their effect on performance through a trajec- 

tory. As with all initial design procedures, the emphasis was placed on rapid prediction 

of performance. 

Finally, the WIPAR code by Center et al. (1991), used a graphics workstation to anal- 

yse osculating-cone configurations in real-time, which has proved to be a powerful design 

and optimisation tool. Furthermore, significant insight is gained by visually verifying a 

geometry for volumetric efficiency and planform shape. Adjustments can then be made 

accordingly. 

In the following chapters, aspects of this review will be used to justify assumptions 

and decisions made in the development of a new design methodology in this research. 
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(it) Optimised scramet integration on it Mach S conical waverider 

from O'Neill (1992). 

(b) L/D optililised S(. I., tllij(, t integration on a Mach 10 osculating-colic Wit- 

verider from Takashinia ( 1997) showing front and rear views. 

Figure 2.13: Optimised scrainjet integrated airfraines fi i- two classes of wavvi-idei-s. 
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Design Synthesis Process 

3.1 Introduction 

The design of a hypersonic cruise vehicle is compounded by a myriad of technical chal- 

lenges. They are driven by major design targets such as LID, specific impulse, volumetric 

efficiency and parameter optimisation (Blankson (1994)). The process is facilitated by 

accurately defining and modelling the associated parameters so that the feasibility of de- 

signing and operating such a vehicle can be established. 

The purpose of the present chapter is to justify the decisions taken to define the design 

space. It is necessary to identify a viable vehicle design and suitable powerplants, discover 

the key technical issues and value their importance. Then finally, organise the analysis 

process to form a design procedure. 

3.2 Baseline Configuration 

3.2.1 Assumptions 

For a hypersonic vehicle with a global-range mission, the decision to pursue an uninhabited 

concept reflects not only on the overall design, but it also has economic implications. Long- 

endurance Uninhabited Air Vehicles (UAV) such as the Global Hawk and Uninhabited 

Combat Air Vehicle (UCAV) such as Predator (originally built for reconnaissance) have 

56 
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demonstrated their effectiveness during conflicts in Afghanistan, Yemen and Iraq. 

Uninhabited combat aircraft do not risk a pilots life and long-endurance flights become 

much more practical without the human inhabitant considerations and associated life sup- 

port system requirements. The latter is the primary reason for selecting an uninhabited 

concept for this study. For example, reduced vehicle weight, size, drag and increased op- 

erational capability. This also represents current military trends. However, a downside 

occurs if for example, the data-link is lost, which will undoubtedly have unsavoury conse- 

quences on the vehicle's mission especially if it carries munitions. On the other hand, the 

complexity of the avionics, guidance and control systems becomes increasingly complex. 

Future versions of this methodology, however, will be capable of dealing with manned 

missions if deemed necessary. 

The propulsion system's longitudinal location on the vehicle requires a tradeoff study 

between the length of the forebody and nozzle expansion region. For a given vehicle 
length, the forebody length must not be too long otherwise a short nozzle section will 

produce an underexpanded exhaust flowfield and therefore reduced thrust. The nozzle 

contributes a significant amount to the lift so the centre of gravity of the vehicle must 
be balanced in accordance with fore and aft lift vectors. Since the shock layer becomes 

thicker downstream of the vehicle's nose, engine location is an important consideration in 

terms of incorporating boundary layer diverters. 

The engine span in the inlet plane must not exceed the limits imposed by the gener- 

ating cone. Plus a large span will result in excessive drag particularly from the forebody 

compression system. 
The cowl is positioned so that a shock-on-lip condition is achieved for the design point. 

This maximises mass capture. Extension of the cowl into the nozzle flowfield will affect 
the lift in this region. The cowl will not exceed the geometry of the bow shock in order 
to avoid excessive heating. 

With respect to orbital vehicles, airbreathing engines need to operate at low enough 

altitudes for high dynamic pressures. In other words, the engine should be able to capture 

sufficient air for combustion and hence thrust. As mentioned previously, the altitude 

ceiling and floor in Alach 10 flight corresponds to between 40km and 30km respectively 
(O'Neill (1992)). 
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Component Function Attributes 

Forebody Initial external compression Contains fuel and payload. 

Inlet Secondary compression for combus- Actively cooled 

tor 

Isolator Isolates compression and combus- May require boundary layer 

tion to prevent undesirable inlet- bleed at low-speed to minimise 

combustor interactions length 

Combustor Burn fuel and air Highest pressure, drag & heat 

transfer rates. Provides mixing 

& flame holding 

Nozzle Provides initial and final expansion Cowl length and position sig- 

for the combustor exit flow nificantly affects lift. Radiation 

I I cooled. 

Table 3.1: The makeup of a hypersonic vehicle encompasses prominent scramjct flow- 

path parameters that affect airframe integration. 

Propulsion system integration on a conventional aircraft entails the amalgamation of 

individual component studies on propulsion (combustor, nozzle) and airframe (inlet). In 

hypersonic vehicle design, and in particular waveriders, key propulsion areas such as inlet 

(compression), engine selection (combustion) and nozzle integration (expansion) become 

part of the airframe and define the entire flowpath. Therefore, vehicle development is a 

multidisciplinary effort, which requires detailed tradeoff studies such as volurnetric effi- 

ciency and vehicle lift/drag to establish the sensitivities between them. This is achieved 

through a nose-to-tail force accounting method. The attributes of these components have 

been summarised in Table 3.1 and are described in more detail by Ortwerth (2000). 

3.2.2 Airframe Design 

The LID is a good figure of merit for cruise-type vehicles as considered in this study and 

waveriders have been shown to generate high LID values. 
The conically-derived waverider was selected for this study over the osculating-cones 

concept as the former is readily computed and appropriate for producing rapid configu- 
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rations. This avoids excessive computational cost especially when considering optimised 

configurations that undergo many iterations. 

Waveriders are highly suited to long-range cruise missions and they have demonstrated 

their lifting effectiveness over lifting bodies. A key issue in the practical design of high- 

speed vehicles is their ability to reduce rates of heat transfer. This has been discussed by 

Townend (1979). 

The theoretical design of waveriders assumes infinitely-sharp wing leading edges al- 

though this is not a practical solution due to manufacturing and aerodynamic heating 

issues. Instead, a certain degree of blunting will be required but too much can result in 

thick boundary layers being ingested into the engines, which can reduce propulsive ef- 
ficiency. There is a tradeoff between blunting the leading edge for heat dissipation and 

maintaining minimum flow spillage due to the detached shock wave. Previous studies have 

shown, however, that leading edge blunting does not have a significantly detrimental effect 

on performance (Takashima and Lewis (1999)). 

3.2.3 Aircraft Systems Selection 

The high-speed engine is responsible for maintaining a desired hypersonic cruise Mach 

number. Several research investigations by Moses et al. (1999); Cockrell et al. (2002); Billig 

(1993) have indicated and demonstrated the scramjet as a viable airbreathing propulsion 
system. Reasons behind its selection in this study include its suitability for integration 

with a waverider airframe, the near-term development potential (successes with X-43A 

and HyShot) and the performance advantages over ramjet propulsion due to the lower 

hypersonic losses and lower heat loads. The scramjet integration will determine the overall 
length of the vehicle. 

When integrating the scramjet with the inlet system, identical scramjet modules will 
be assumed. This simplifies the combustion calculation spanwise and the thrust can be 

calculated with knowledge of the mass capture area alone. The flow entering the combustor 
will be assumed as uniform spanwise and for the height of the inlet and mass flux is 

conserved for the on-design case. 
Additional assumptions are based on a discussion by Henry and Anderson (1972), 

where forward sweep sidewall leading edges are incoporated upstream of the cowl lip to 
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Hydrocarbon Hydrogen 

Heat of combustion (J/kg) 44 x 106 119 X 106 

Specific heat (J/kg/K)) 1926 11307-15495 

Liquid density (kg/m 3 817 72 

Boiling temperature (I atm) (K) 456-508 20 

Table 3.2: Riel properties from Bertin and Cummings (2003) in SI units 

allow for flow spillage. The fuel-injection struts will have the same sweep angle as the 

sidewalls throughout the geometry of the engine. 

3.2.3.1 Fuels 

Both hydrogen or hydrocarbon fuels may be used in a scramjet, although hydrogen is 

preferred for high Mach number flight due to its higher performance yield resulting from its 

lower molecular weight and also for its greater heat sink capacity. Hydrogen also has faster 

ignition, reaction and combustion especially at Mach 10. It is kinder to the environment 

as it produces low environmental pollutants since the major product of combustion is 

water. A study by Hunt and Eiswirth (1995) on dual fuel vehicles reveals the potential 

of using hydrocarbon fuels to enable in-flight refuelling for return-to-base missions. The 

benefits of the higher density hydrocarbon fuels was assessed over the high-energy content 

of hydrogen fuel by Lewis (2001). The gravimetric heating value h, = 119 X 106 J/kg 

(51570 Btu/Ibm), which is 2-3 times greater than other fuels. See fuel comparison in 

Table 3.2. Due to the short residence times of hydrogen/air in the combustor (-1 ms), 
it is important to establish proper mixing of fuel and air before the mixture exits the 

combustor. Fuel combustion in a supersonic stream becomes analogous to lighting a 

match inside a hurricane (Lewis (2003)). An injector concept must efficiently ignite and 

maintain complete reaction to minimise total pressure losses (Hunt et al. (1999)). 

Hydrogen's high energy potential is well suited for hypersonic applications and has 

sufficient heat sink capability to cool a vehicle above Mach 6. 

Storage of Hydrogen on-board is a limitation due its lower density than hydrocarbons. 
It requires a large volume in order to store an adequate amount of chemical energy for 

practical use. This typically increases vehicle size. Hydrogen gas will need to be stored 
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cryogenically under pressure to increase its density, but even after that, its density is about 

one tenth of other propellants. This will require special cryogenic tanks due to its low 

boiling point. 

Another benefit of hydrogen is that it can be used for cooling the leading edges of the 

vehicle. It also has high values of heat of combustion. All the surface heat accruing on the 

walls of the combustor must be transferred to the fuel as in regeneratively-cooled rocket 

engines. Most of the initial design studies use quasi-one-dimensional combustor models 
for their ease in computation and the same procedure is adopted here. 

Turbine-based engines (e. g. turbojets) have a limited Mach number of 2-3 due to heat 

loads on the turbomachinery. Ramjets can provide a compressible flow compression instead 

of mechanical for thrust at greater speeds but ramjets do not operate at low-speeds due to 

the ram-effect requirement. In light of that, the low-speed propulsion system will consist 

of turboramjets, which is a single flowpath TBCC-type powerplant. This combines the 

turbine engine and ramjet into a single system. This was adopted as a possible candidate 
to accelerate the waverider from brakes release until transition to a high-speed powerplant 
that can accelerate the vehicle to the desired hypersonic cruise Mach number. Hydrogen 

will be used for the turborarnjets for compatibility with the scramjet. 
In this study, the term low-speed will be used to represent turboramjets operating 

between brakes release to Mach 5 or subsonic to high supersonic flight. Whereas high- 

speed will imply the hydrogen-fuelled scramjet at speeds between Mach 5 to Mach 9/10 or 
for the desired hypersonic cruise Mach numbers. 

3.2.3.2 Propulsion 

Existing research studies by Hunt and McClinton (1997); Pegg et al. (1993); Espinosa 

and Bonds (1993) examine the potential of a turboramjet to meet this requirement and 
to avoid installing separate Turbojet and Ramjet systems. Similarly to the scramjet, 
turboramjets offer near-term development potential and good performance credentials 

over competing concepts. Furthermore, a turboramjet saves on dead weight considering 
the Týirbojet becomes unusable above Mach 3. Dolvin (2002) also recognises the choice 

of a turboramjet / scramjet combination as a means to minimise operational cost, using 

near-term technology. Týirboramjets are also more fuel and volume efficient and they 
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help to avoid the extra complexity associated with the added transition from Turbojet to 

Ramjet. 

Further discussion on the inlet and nozzle for both the high-speed and low-speed 

propulsion system respectively will be given in Chapters 5 and 6. 

The engine flowpath dictates the vehicle geometry in hypersonic waveriders. Since the 

low-speed and high-speed engine must operate over a broad Mach range of speeds, the 

geometry is selected to obtain maximum performance from this cycle. 

The low-speed TBCC turborarnjet and dual-mode scramjet have been selected to rep- 

resent the propulsion system on the hypersonic vehicle. It provides the acceleration at 

takeoff and thrust up to the scramjet transition Mach number. The position of the en- 

gines must take advantage of the forebody precompression, which will reduce the physical 

dimensions of the inlet. The forebody must also provide the necessary mass-flow to the 

inlet whose shape will also affect aerodynamic performance. 

Engine thrust depends on ingested mass flow, engine placement and forebody dimen- 

sions. As the forebody acts as the engine inlet, the flow properties entering the engine 

must be acceptable for combustion. This means that they must satisfy the narrow re- 

quirements for pressure and temperature for efficient combustion at a sufficiently high 

rate in supersonic flow. It is desirable for the flow to be nearly two dimensional, so that 

the boundary layer will remain laminar for as long as possible before entering the engine 

to reduce skin friction. This is accomplished using the two-dimensional scramjet ramp 

discussed in Chapter 4, which provides greater flowfield uniformity for the combustor and 

alleviates the complexity of the inlet design during off-design operation. 

It is expected that the turborarnjet will function during low-speed operation between 

Mach numbers 0< A10 :! ý 5 and the scramjet will operate between 5< A10 < 10. The 

transition phase is therefore at Mach 5, where a parallel operation of the turborarnJet 

and scramjet is anticipated. Rectangular inlet designs are generally easier for airframe 
integration. 

The two engines are integrated in a dual (over/under) arrangement, which is a widely 

accepted method for integrating multiple engine flowpaths as explained by Espinosa and 
Bonds (1993); Moses et al. (1999); Cockrell et al. (2002). Hence, the turboramjet sits in 

parallel with and mounted above a scramjet with a variable geometry inlet and nozzle 
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door operating in a fashion to divert flow to and from either engine to a) protect the 

turbornachinery from the high-speed flow and b) avoid excess drag within the scrarnjet 
during low-speed operation. 

This technique was chosen to demonstrate one possible configuration within the method- 

ology although, several alternative combinations may eventually be possible. An alterna- 

tive arrangement could be the use of a single-duct engine such as the RBCC or an ejector 

ramjet. 

3.3 Mission Profile 

Referring to the objective, the vehicle will be required to cruise at hypersonic speeds and 
deliver a payload above a specified target area. Typical mission radii will be of the order 

of 7000-9000 nmi; sufficient for global coverage. Range will determine required fuel and 

cruising speed. A target design study relevant to the present analysis is described by the 

mission profile of Figure 3.1 with the segments defined in Table 3.3. 

The vehicle will be designed for horizontal takeoff followed by an accelerated climb 
using an array of turboramjets until the desired cruise altitude specified by the user is 

achieved at Mach 5. Prior to this, the turboramjet's propulsion system will continue 

operating in parallel with the scramjet and when thrust matching is achieved (near Mach 

5) the airflow to the turboramjet will be shut off. The scramjet will then throttle-up 

and the aircraft will begin a constant-altitude acceleration to the desired cruise Mach 

number. At the end of the cruise segment (point 4), the vehicle will slow down and revert 
to turboramjet power at constant altitude. It will then begin a descent and loiter for a 

while before initiating a further descent and for delivering its payload over the target area. 
Following delivery, the vehicle will accelerate and climb to a return cruise altitude where 

a constant altitude hypersonic cruise will be sustained by transitioning back to scramjet 

engines. Then finally, the vehicle will decelerate, descend, loiter and land at the original 

starting point. 

Takeoff speeds of 150 m/s have been documented by Billig (1991) for runway lengths 

between 2,000 and 3,000 m. These high values are due to the small wing area that needs 
to be minimised in order to minimise drag at hypersonic speeds. 

Mach 10 was selected as a potential cruise design speed as this is in agreement with 
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is capicitY for 11111th-variable optlillisatioll: a Ilecessal-Y component of the design cYcle to 

account for the Ilon-lillearitv. 

3.4.2 Flow Chart 

111CAD collsoli(Intes various preliminal-Y design to()I', ' and Illathelimtical Illmlels 1() hicili 

tilte thedesign Of, practical operational ail-crill't. This n1lows 1*01. fast allillYsis and thestildY 

()1, zI wide nIII gc 0f hYpe I. -, () I lic vcI I ic Iep ts Sig IIiI ici II It 1Y reduci I ip, t he iIIiI ii II (1(, Sig II 

IiII Ic as (. ()I IIp; 11-ed t () det n ile(l cm II p() I lel It ( 'Fl ) it I IllYsis, wIIId1 ; 11. (, t( )( ) Sl()\\' iII I( I c. \ pe I Is ivc 

f, ()1. t 11(' 1 )1. (, 11111111 iII. Y ( lesig III. (A('I 11(' 1 Its ( )1' t 11(' 1 wese I It St m 1Y ; 11. (,: i I) des ig II( )f ;I 

basch I Ie Nv; I verider vcI I Ic Iv il I Id h) aIIiI IYS is i III (I iI it cgn It i( )I I( )1* pro )III I Is io II SYSt cII IS. 

Having Specified a mission objective, available Ilmdel's : 111d a kil(mledge bose is 11"ed to 

evok-c iI collccpt IIýII (lesigi I c()I Isis ti IIg of ý Ic rodY IIýIII iics. 1)1.4)1)111s I() II ;III (I SY"'t IýII I', I II tep'n It ii) I I. 

This process is itcrat ivc ; Ilid IM Inct hodology t he geller; il pilt Wril wit hiled III 

tI I(, I lowchart of Figure 3.2. It t lic II igI I IY iI it egn It ed I I; It II re (4 tI Ic desig II pi-m-c"', ;kI I( 

provide" I'l I rt I ler iII forl IIi It iol I of tI Ic cm IIpIII it t i( nu II st cps re( IIIiI. c( 1 1, ()1. ;1 cm IIpI ct c d( ý. sit,. 11. 

The designi hogill's bY perfOrilling an init inl sizing 1'()Ill Hw t hat is depoildclit ml I he 

liser-sclected basic I-cyllivillents, as explailled almvc. The mission pndile docrinilic" the 

ail-crift colist raillts, lillillber of cilgilles, rallge aild t licre[Mv I'llel Ivylired vI c. 

TllC WMICI-ider desigil is ilddl-essed first wit 11 a calculat ioll of /, /,, llsillýý a sI HIMIllilic 

t raci I ig II let I lod. TI le c 1.11 ise NI ad iiiiiiid )c riItiIii dc iI Id gco IIIorIciI 11) 11 s, I Id 1 1.,, 111 c 

g( I I( 'n It iIIg -I I I-vc iIItI le iII Ict I )I aI le . ýl n, n(11. (, ( 1 f( )I -tIis, ( -( )IIII)III, IIi()II. ("iIiIII(-(-(, I)t- 

able Lj-,,,, the scrainjet inIct sizc is detel-Illilled for I he oll-de'sign case from ;I plvdclilled 

C0111bustol. pressure rat io. Ali itcrat ion is perfOrmcd t lult out put s opt 111111111 vallic', for: 

illIct raillp allgleý lillet height. How properties at the ildet / combustor jullctioll mid the 

capture al-ca. The scrallijet complitilt . lon t hell procced", wit 11 ml ideal colliblistol. mullYsis, 

to (, St inlat ct he flow ent I-Y propert ics to t he nozzle. 
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The two-dimensional Method of Characteristics is used to calculate the expansion 

flowfield from the combustor exit to the exit plane at the trailing edge of the vehicle. 

This fixes the total waverider length. The performance of the propulsion system can be 

determined in terms of thrust and specific impulse. 

The wing section is then calculated that extends to the trailing edge of the vehicle 

and is subject to geometric constraints imposed on the design to maximise LID. This is 

described by O'Neill and Lewis (1993) and completes the on-design case. Next is the low- 

speed propulsion analysis and is performed by selecting a turboramjet design condition 

and using idealised cycle analysis from Heiser and Pratt (1994). Performance parameters 

are determined for 0< Alo < 5. The turboramjet inlet size is determined by using an 

off-design cycle analysis code, OFFX, written by Mattingly et al. (1987), which computes 

the required mass flow, rho for a range of Mach numbers. 

The required area ratio with respect to the design AO is plotted for different altitudes, 

and the most demanding Tho and altitude values are used to size the inlet. For the majority 

of cases studied that point was at Mach 5/ cruise altitude transition to scranijet mode. 
Once the inlet size and ramp angles are determined for the off-design conditions, fuel and 

other systems are accommodated into the vehicle's volume. Iteration is required to find an 

inlet size that will deliver the desired thrust during the turboramjet / scrarnjet transition 

stage. This is discussed in further detail in Chapter 7. 

One of the most important aspects of a vehicle design of this nature is to incorporate 

optimisation into the procedure to search the large design space. This can account for 

the non-linear interaction between aircraft components. This type of multidisciplinary 

optimisation (MDO) has been shown by Bowcutt (1992) to produce significant performance 

benefits over non optimum concepts. For the purpose of this study, optimisation has been 

performed on the external vehicle geometry to establish a maximum LID shape for given 

geometric constraints. The turboramjet and scramjet analyses are are also iterative. The 

design tho for the turboramjet and the engine width, TV,,,, g, for scramjet (amongst other 

parameters, discussed in the ensuing sections) are adjusted until Ip and thrust matching 
is achieved with a smooth transition between the two powerplant modes. 

HICAD will, however, be extended during follow-on research programmes to analyse 
the synergy between aerodynamics, propulsion, control and packaging and to reduce the 
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uncertainty with economics, trajectory and non-linear relationships. The preliminary level 

of design will be linked with a parametric CAD system as demonstrated by Bowcutt (2003) 

for two-way information sharing that is, a change in user requirements will send data to 

the CAD system and vice versa. 
Relevant design parameters are iterated until convergence to a specified condition, for 

example, until the required and available propellants are matched. 

The description above does not result in a fully-integrated concept that generally in- 

volves; aerodynamics, performance, structures, subsystems, thermal protection system and 

design of entire vehicle structure. It does, however, provide the basic building blocks for 

the planned full automated system on which to improve. To account for missions speci- 

fication, a trajectory will need to be accurately calculated to enable a fuel consumption 

calculation. See Billig (1990) for work on trajectory optimisation. 

3.5 Weights Estimation 

A weights and sizing methodology by Harloff and Berkowitz (1988) was used as a reference 

method as part of this study. This method has not yet been incorporated into HICAD 

yet, although the present author has programmed the equations by means of a spreadsheet 

and tested its potential as a promising weights prediction method. A brief summary of 

the program structure will be provided here for completeness. 

The goal of the HASA (Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis) program was to develop 

a preliminary design methodology that deals with various hypersonic vehicle configura- 

tions. It is based on concepts originally proposed in the MATS method (Weight Analysis 

of Advanced Ransportation System) documented by Glatt (1974). MATS is a weights 

prediction technique that is based on statistical correlations for specific vehicles. It uses 

existing software that was developed for the Space Shuttle to predict vehicle weight but 

did not account for subsonic and supersonic vehicles. HASA has been used extensively in 

vehicle sizing studies for example in Maita (1993). 

HASA is able to predict vehicle size and system component weights of propellant, 

body, wing, horizontal and vertical stabiliser, thrust structure, propellant tank, landing 

gear, propulsion, thermal protections system, avionics, hydraulics, electronics, equipment 

and payload. The method was applied to SSTO, TSTO, hypersonic transports and a 
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hypersonic strike fighter for various propulsion systems, payload and mass fractions. 

It is hoped that the spreadsheet analysis will be translated into HICAD so that the 

optimiser can make use of its correlations and enable sizing according the mission profile. 

For the purpose of future investigations, an average value of 124kg/M3 has been widely 

used (e. g. Takashima and Lewis (1999)) for the density of hydrogen-fuelled hypersonle 

waverider. 

3.5.1 Aerothermodynamics 

A hypersonic cruise vehicle experiences large freestream Mach numbers, Al,,., and dynamic 

pressures. This results in high-temperature flow and high rates of convective heating over 

the vehicle. Changes in the gas chemistry could result, such as dissociation and ionisation 

due to the presence of a strong shock layer. The shock/shock interaction was responsible 

for the damage caused to the X-15-2 during the IIRE test. 

The rate at which heat is transferred to the surface of the vehicle depends on the 

material, temperature and freestream conditions of the flow, which may necessitate active 

cooling as part of the thermal protection system (TPS). The designer of such a vehicle 

needs to analyse both the thermodynamics and aerodynamics of the flow. This is collec- 

tively known as aerothermodynamics and determines the survivability of the vehicle during 

flight. The fatal Columbia incident highlights the importance of protecting a vehicle from 

extreme temperatures. 

The high-temperature flow affects pressure, skin friction, convective/radiative heating 

and ablation on the vehicle. Their analysis is important to design the thermal protec- 
tion system (TPS) to safeguard the structure from extreme temperatures and that will 

undoubtedly affect overall vehicle weight. 
During the flight trajectory, boundary layer transition is likely to occur and predicting 

turbulent flow onset is necessary for designing TPS and surface geometries. 
A proper treatment of the aerothermodynamic environment requires detailed heat 

transfer and boundary layer analysis that is beyond the scope of the present work. 
For aerodynamic efficiency, leading edges need to be sharp to maintain shock attach- 

ment. Therefore, advanced materials that reduce surface conductivity and heat transfer 

are required to enable thin aerostructures to be manufactured. This will reduce overall 
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Figure 3.3: NASA's licat-pipe-cooled wing leading edge (HPCLE) concept 1*()i- active 

cooling of leading edges. 

weight and minimise drag. However, heat transfer issues require blunted shapes to spread 

heat flux over a larger area and to provide volume for the application of hent absorbing or 

ablative materials. This tradeoff is important when considering Mach 10 cruise aircraft. 

The expected temperature extreme on the leading edges is approximately 3,400 R for ii 

leading edge radius of 1.0 in. 

TPS can be divided into passive and active cooling sYstems. The type of'FPS emplo. yed 

oil a cruise vehicle depends oil range and cruise Mach number. Passive (. ()()Iillg is When t he 

froin the surface or acts isc, t sink. material property itself vither radiates heat awa, I it 11 1 

Advanced inaterials such its ultra high temperature ceramics and reinforced carboil-carboll 

composites, can alleviate aerodynamic heating. 

For t, eiliperatures that, ex(ved 2500'K, passive cooling is not, sufficient to keep the 

tcniperature low and active cooling becomes necessm. Y. Cryogenic cooling sYstclils I)IIIIII) 

low tempeniture fluids througli the Vehicle structure, especiall. N. along Ivilding edges. 'I'lle 

velficle need not cm-ry a special, additional Huid for this system it' it is bydrogen-fiielled. 

A Nlacb 10 vehicle should cniploýy active cooling Oil the cilgine cOwl, sidewill] mid Ivilding 

edges as recommended by Hunt and McClinton (1997). 

NASA's Advanced Space Transportation Program (ASTP) Ims been looking into hvýit- 

pipe-cooled leading edges (HPCLE) as shown in Figure 3.3 and Glass c/ al. (2002). 

Transition to a heat-pipe design should only be made when pissive cooling cim not be 

sustained. This is due to increased cost, complexity and weight of' the lending edge 111d 

this type of cooling will probably only bc required for reentry vehicles. 

Other areas that will require heat prot, ection include tfils and fills, upper surf, ace, mid 
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lower surface. 

The life of an airbreathing engine is threatened by the large stagnation enthalpies. The 

materials used on hypersonic vehicles can be heated over their allowable range reducing 

the strength and causing chemical reactions e. g. oxidisation requiring the need for wall 

cooling. The magnitude of the heat flux to and from the wall needs to be investigated. 

This is referred to as aerodynamic heating or convective heat transfer. The convective 
heat transfer from the hot side is absorbed by the coolant that flows on the cold side. 
Since this coolant is usually fuel that is later injected, the energy involved is available for 

the thermodynamic cycle. (See p480, Heiser and Pratt (1994). ) 

A positive value of heat flux, 4., indicates heat being transferred to the wall and a 

negative value means heat transferred from the wall. 



4 

Airframe Design 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the methodology for generating the airframe configuration of the vehicle 

will be presented. This starts with the inverse-design of the conically-derived waverider 

with its aerodynamic force estimation procedure. Presented here is the airframe-propulsion 

integration methodology for the on-design case. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates a scaled two-dimensional diagram of the main components of an 

airframe-propulsion integrated waverider designed for Mach 9 flight. This figure will be 

referred to often, in subsequent sections. 

73 
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The forebody is the section forward of the cowl lip in the inlet plane. A single planar 

inlet ramp further compresses the flow before entering the combustor. Refer also to station 

numbers both in the above diagram and Figure 2.12 for combustor sections. A nozzle 

section fits into the rear of the vehicle where flow exits at Mach 10. 

The theory and applicability of the optimisation procedure will be outlined towards 

the end of this chapter to generate configurations based on a desired merit function. 

4.2 Waverider Theory 

Highly integrated airframes provide both maximum inlet capture area and nozzle expan- 

sion. The forebody design directly affects the inlet performance and is maximised if the 

inlet is located within the forebody flowfield. This increases the pressure ratio and max- 

imises inlet capture area for efficient inlet performance. The overall dimensions of the 

inlet are reduced, thereby reducing the drag and provides greater flow uniformity at the 

combustor face. The waverider design affects vehicle aerodynamics and propulsive per- 
formance, therefore, the forebody must provide the desired mass flow to the inlet and 

minimise inlet flow distortion. 

A waverider can be defined as a vehicle that has a bow shock wave attached to its 

sharp leading edges that contains a high pressure flowfield underneath the vehicle. Flow 

on the top surface is isolated from the lower compression surface. Pressure losses are 

minimised due to greater flow containment and this generates high LID values compared 
to other hypersonic configurations. The closer the cowl is to the shock, the greater the 

mass capture and this is at a maximum at the design point where the bow shock impinges 

on the cowl lip. 

4.2.1 Flowfield solution 

To achieve leading-edge shock attachment, the waverider is carved from a known flowfield. 
This is contrary to conventional design where the vehicle is designed then the flowfield 

around the body is determined. The method is adapted from work by O'Neill (1992). 
This inverse-design method has successfully been applied to both conically-derived and 
osculating cone waveriders. 
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TypicallY, we(Ige or cone shapes are used to define a supersonic or hypersonic flowficId 

as these are casily computed. 

By specifying both the scini-apex angle of a conical shock wave and Ilic freestream 

Mach number, the semi-apex angle of' the generating right-cil-cular Sharp colle call be 

calculatc(l bY solving the Mývlor-Nlaccoll equation given 1ý, v Equation . 1.1 in spherical co- 

ordinates. The axis is aligned with the freestream direction at zvro angle-of-attack 
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where V, and 0 are two independent variables. V, is the non-dimensional velocit. v, 1"' 

is t he radial component and 1/ý) is the norinal component oft he velocity givell hy E, qllat ion 

4.2 and shown in Figure 4.2. The propcrfivs ininic(liately behind the shock can be found 

using oblique shock relations given in Appendix A. 

vo dVr, 
(10 

(. 4.2) 

An inverse approach is adopted to solve this equation 1111111cricall. y. using a fourth order 

11tinge-Kiata technique. BY inverse wc nican that for it given shock wave, the coile angle, 
0(, Orlc, supporting tile shock is computed. This is all iterative procedure, as outlined in 

Anderson (1990), 
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The farther aft the inlet plane, the greater the forebody length, lower the pressure and 

smaller angle to the freestream. In this study, a length 60m is used for the length of the 

waverider from available literature, although other values can be input into HICAD. 

The streamfunction,, 0, is determined at each of these points using the following equa- 

tion 

27r p (zil x) *w (zi, x) *x dx (4.3) 
Xcone(i) 

where xi(j) is the radial distance of the inlet point on the curve from the cone's 

centerline and x is the radial distance between the cone and xi(j) point in one 0 plane, 

zi is the axial location of the engine inlet station, p is the local density and w is the local 

axial velocity taken from the Taylor-Maccoll solution. 
As the flow is axisymmetric, V) values between the cone and shock surface are inde- 

pendent of the 0 plane chosen. Therefore 0 (j) is determined throughout the flowfield by 

calculating values in one 0 plane only. 
A streamline is a line of constant strearnfunction. So for a given 0 (j) at each j point 

on the inlet curve, the streamline position, x, of the next upstream z point is found by 

integrating Equation 4.3 until the specified value of V) U) is attained. This streamline 

tracing method is incremented with equal step size until the bow shock is intersected, 

whereby x is greater than Xsh(xk. The calculation is repeated for each j inlet point up 

to TV,,, g (HICAD input) resulting in a strearnsurface or compression surface, carved from 

the generating flowfield. A leading-edge shock attachment results, which reduces pressure 

leakage and maximises the mass flow capture for combustion. 

The forebody length, Lf,,, is dependent on the shape of this inlet curve, which is 

defined by ae, be and the shock radius, R,, at the inlet plane. Lfore variation with Mach 

number is shown in Figure 4.4 for varying c. In general, the length appears to increase 

linearly with A10 for given values of ae, be and R,. 
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4.2.3 Outboard Waverider definition 

The Nving curve is a section that colillects the edge of' the elliptic section to H, 

at the tail station. It is defincd by fitting a third-Order Imlynonlial (E'(plation B. 6) to 

the Outer three points defilled bly strealillines, at the vellicle tail station traced frmll threc 

Oliter-illost points of the ellipse at the inlet station, three trailing edge design variables 

(Points. 4.5.6) and oil(, point that is required to sit oil the shock. 'I'll(, ck)scr thc scmi 

minor axis is to the shock, the smaller the f0rebodY for a given vehicIc length. 

Streamlines are again traced until intersection with the shm-k. which c(mipletes thc 

design of* the lower surface, with a schematic shown in Figure IA adapted 1'roin O'Neill 

(1992t mul it amwars that the vehicle is HAny it, s shock wave attached to the waverider 

leading edge. 

Certain constraints on the tail station points are necessary such that the design space 

does not extend beyond U. 
Shock 1101. lie Within the generating ('oil('- In additiOn, the Wing 

curve points should not produce a colicave leading (Age wl"I Mwed forward of* the tail 

plane and the point on the Awl; at t1m, tail 14anv is musiraintA to In, less than Av tn)wl 

indius to m"hol an excessive landing gear height. 

Figures 1.6 and 4.7 illustrate the wing-curve and the main engine span section, oI' a 

Mach 9 pure waverider for a 11011-Optinlised Configuration. 

68 10 
Mach 

12 14 
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Figure 4.5: Forebody gnicration nsing an inverse design approach stai-ting at the hilet 

plane. 
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For this study. the upper surface is simply aligned with the freestream direction hN' 

tracing back from t he leading edge curve to the base of t he vehicle. The flow is unpert urbed 

aild tile presslin, is therefore equal to tlie freestreaill presstire, 1)-x- - 

Details of the maximum LID optimisation of these shapes will be discusscd at the cnd 

of this chapter. The waveriders were validated against alread. y-validated studies bY bot It 

Takashima (1997) and O'Neill (1992) with excellent agreement. LID was estimatcd to he 

7.51. 

4.3 Inlet 

The intake is one of the most critical components of an airbreat, hing engine and it should 

be properlY shaped to accommodate the unstable nature of supersonic combustion. lit 

addition to the compression provided by the bow shock of the waverider fOrck)(11y, an 

inlet ramp and the reflected shock off the cowl lip are used to further compress the flow 

according to the inlet requireincifts. Inlet shock inst, abilifies due to high back pressures 

from combustion are a current area of research. A thorough account of the inlet flow 

requires det, ailed CFD or experiment al analysis, which is beyond t It(, scope of t his st ud. y. 

Scrainjet, inlets may be stibiect to boundary layer separation t hat can result froin t he 

short length scale of the inlet and lience high-adverse pressure gradients. Separation is 

not desired as this causes shocks in the inlet, additional losses and high thermal loads. 

Possible inechanisins of separation are compression corners and shock/boundary layer 

birearniines imet 
traced from curve 
inlet plane 
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Mach 9 Waverider - forebody design, Plan View 
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Figure 4.6: Mach 9 example of wav(, i, i(l(, i* shape, Plan Vicw. 
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Figure 4.7: Mach 9 cxamplc of waveridvi- shapc, Fi-ont Vicw. 
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interactions/reflections; an in-depth discussion of which is presented by Van Wie (2000). 

More emphasis on internal compression is placed on scrarnjet inlets contrary to ram- 

jet/turbojet inlet systems where a high degree of external flow turning is required. An 

important part of the scramjet compression is achieved through internal oblique shock 

compression in a constant-area duct called an isolator. Details of this internal compres- 

sion process will be presented in Chapter 5 and emphasis on external compression will be 

made here. 

The axisymmetric flowfield produced by the conical shock is transformed into two- 

dimensional flow by using a single planar inlet ramp. The ramp is integrated with the 

lower surface of the waverider; forward of the cowl lip and with the same width as TV,,, g in 

the inlet plane. This maintains flow uniformity inside the combustor minimising the three- 

dimensional effects especially at the inlet/combustor interface. In addition to uniform flow 

at the combustor face, the ramp reduces calculation complexity compared to isentropic 

inlets that are, however, known to produce no total pressure loss. 

The forebody thermodynamic variables are mass-averaged to enable a two-dimensional 

oblique shock calculation to be carried out to maintain a shock-on-lip condition at the 

engine design Mach number. These shocks are illustrated using dashed red lines on Figure 

4.8. 
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Mass-averaged forebody flowfield properties for the pressure, temperature and velocity 

are used to facilitate a two-dimensional oblique shock calculation in order to determine 

ramp and combustor entrance conditions. A closed form of the 0-0- Al equation 

(Equation A. 1) is used to enable the calculation of the wave angle for a given ramp angle 

given by Equation A. 11 alongside the oblique shock relations by Equations A-3 to A. 7. 

The mass average velocity, V.,,,, for example, is found using Equation 4.4 

V. 
ve : --- 

En (Vn * Mn) (4.4) 
En Mn 

where V,, is the velocity of an element, 

Vi + Vi+l (4.5) 
2 

and m,, is the mass of the same element 

'Mn 
oj+l - oj (4.6) 

27r 

Vi, Vj+j and V5j, Oj+j are the velocity and strearnfunction values along constant radial 

lines defining the element. Oj, Oj+l are lines of constant azimuthal angle on either side of 

an element. 

To determine actual properties and throughout HICAD, the combustor requirements 

are also dependent on the flight altitude and it is adjusted until the conditions are met. 
The ramp angle, 0,,,,, p, is varied iteratively and the mass-averaged flow values are used 

to determine the strength of the ramp shock and reflected cowl shock. This is repeated 

until the desired inlet pressure ratio, P, is achieved as given by Equation 4.7 from Billig 

(1993) to maintain the shock-on-lip condition for a given on-design A10. This sets the 

height of the inlet in the inlet plane as shown in Figure 4.8. Furthermore, dimensions are 
indicated to enable the position of the ramp (R) in the x and z direction to be determined 

using trigonometry for shock-on-lip. The area of the inlet is determined by setting a value 
for IVE,, g at the inlet plane. 

PilPo = -8.4 + 3.5AIo + 0.63AI02 (4.7) 

where i is the inlet face, and A10 is the Mach at freestrearn conditions (0). Other useful 
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Equations based on analytical models to validate a particular design by Billig, include the 

the inlet contraction ratio similarly for 3< A10 < 25 

AolAi = -3.5 + 2.17AIo - 
0.017AI02 (4.8) 

and the air capture ratio for the design Mach number, AID 

1- (AID - Afo) x (0.155 - 0.94 x 10-2AID 

AolAi 10-4A 2z for AfD < Alo (4.9) +1.8 x 1ý 

1 for AID ':: ý Alo 

where Ai now remains fixed at the value of AO in Figure 4.1 and AO will decrease 

according to off-design operation. These equations provide a wealth of information that 

can be estimated for inlet compression. 
Note that the height of the engine relative to the freestream direction, II,,, g, is not the 

same as the local height of the combustor, Hcomb due to the deflection of the cowl, with 

an angle A. 

The ramp oblique shock produces, at least, the same pressure ratio as the bow shock 

and has the effect to minimise combustor length and reduce inlet drag. The ramp is 

positioned such that a second generating shock impinges on the cowl lip, as with the bow 

shock, which reflects and this reflection cancels on the shoulder of the combustor upper 

wall. 
The reflected shock cancels on the upper wall of the combustor while turning the flow 

parallel to the cowl. Its angle (labelled A on Figure 4.8), is kept the same as the angle the 

streamline makes with the freestrearn flow once it passes through the bow shock to avold 
formation of complex shock/expansion processes inside the combustor. 

Table 4.1 shows the on-design flow properties after the inlet shock system. A moveable 

cowl can be used to maintain a shock-on-lip condition for off-design considerations but 

that is not considered in this study. 
Temperatures at the combustor face are constrained between 1000 <- T4 < 2200K as 

recommended by Billig (1990) to enable auto-ignition of hydrogen and to avoid dissociation 

of oxygen respectively. 
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the vehicle are numerically integrated by using average values for the pressure and shear 

stress acting on the vertices of that element. A vector product determines the area and 

orientation of each element. The top surface merely produces skin friction drag. 

The method is appropriate for streamlines with straight lines as they are for waveriders. 

The superscript (*) denotes conditions at the reference temperature. The wall shear stress, 

Tturbi for turbulent flow is calculated given conditions at the edge of the boundary layer 

denoted by subscript (e) 

1*2 
Tturb -" 

2PK 
Cf (4.10) 

where Cj is the skin friction coefficient 

0.0592 (4.11) Cf TR--e: *-)02 

at a Reynolds number, Re, based on a length x along a streamline from the leading 

edge 

Re., -p* 
Vx 

(4.12) 
/1* 

and the density at the reference temperature is given by 

p 
(4.13) WT 

where P is the pressure, R= 287.04J/kg. K is the gas constant. The reference tem- 

perature, T* is calculated using the Mach number, Af, and wall temperature, T,, 

Tw T* = T, 
(1.0 

+ 0.032AI, 2 + 0.58 
( 

Te - 1)) (4.14) 

The wall temperature is estimated to be 1000K and has been used throughout this 

work. The dynamic viscosity p* is determined by Sutherland's law 

Pref 
T* T,, f +S (4.15) 

(77, 

ef T* +S 

where ti,, f = 1.789 x 10-5kg/m. s and S= 110K, a characteristic temperature for air 

and T,, f = 288K for air. 
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Figure 4.9: Force estimation bY integrnting 1,01-ce.., oll cells a(hipled frilm 
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CYB 
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where the pressure an(I shear stress are averaged from the 3 vertices 

Pa 
vy ý 

Po + pi + P-2 

3 

Ta vy -- 
To + Tj + T-2 

1.20) 
3 

To simplify the force estimation procedure, certain areas of the vehicle are not ac- 

counted. All directional drag forces, however, arc account, ed. These assumptions are 

based on the findings of O'Neill (1992) and are used in this studY wilh an aim to reduce 

both the computational steps and time taken for computation. The ramp is considered to 

ýadd a large contribution to the tot, al drag of the vehicle. 
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Referring to Figure 4.10, the forces may be summarised as follows. The forebody 

includes the lower surface forward of the ramp towards the leading edge and complete 

upper surface (not shown here). The ramp is shown in Figure 4.8 and extends up to the 

combustor face and also shown is the cowl interior and exterior, which is the inside surface 

downstream of the combustor. Nozzle is the upper surface expansion section aft of the 

combustor. The lift and drag forces of the combustor have not been accounted for in this 

study. The outboard section consists of the remaining vehicle lower surface. 
The lift generated by the forebody and ramp for the engine span section (TV,,, g) is 

cancelled by the negative lift on the inside entrance of the cowl. However, the nozzle 

generates positive lift whereas the cowl exit produces negative lift due to the pressure 

acting on that surface. The outboard section contributes to both lift and drag. The top 

surface equates to a zero lift as it is parallel to the freestream. 

It must be noted, that no heat transfer study was conducted as part of this work. 

4.5 Optimisation 

One of the most important aspects of a vehicle design of this nature is to incorporate 

optimisation into the analysis. This can account for the non-linear interaction between 

aircraft components. Multidisciplinary Optimization (MDO) has been shown Bowcutt 

(2003) to produce significant performance benefits over non optimum concepts. 
The term optimisation is used to describe the process for the automated selection of 

values for a number of independent design variables that lead to an optimum (maximum 

or minimum) value for a given merit function. To run through all possible combinations 

of each design variable, would be a very time consuming and inefficient task. The merit 
function needs to be selected carefully so that it encompasses the desired outcome. 

4.5.1 Design Variables and Constraints 

A good figure of merit for cruise-type applications is to maximise the product of I. p and 
LID. This has been used in several previous studies such as by O'Neill and Lewis (1993), 

Talmshima and Lewis (1999) and Bowcutt (2001) and is useful during maximum range 

calculations given by the Breguet equation B. 2. 

Several variables remained fixed during optimisation. The total vehicle length was kept 
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Variable Constraint 

Y7 Yet + 0.2(Rst,, il - Yet) :5 Y7 -: 5 Yet + 0.9(Rst,, il - Yet) 

N Yet + 0.2(Y7 - Yet) :5 y4 :5 Yet + 0-9(Y7 - Yet) 

Y5 N+0.2(Y7 - W) :5 Y5 ̀ 5 N+ 0-9(Y7 N) 

Y6 y5 + 0.2(Y7 - YO :5 Y6 :5 Y5 + 0.98(Y7 YO 

X4 0.2(Rst,, il) :5 X4 0.8(RStail) 

X5 0.2(RStail) :5 x5 0.8(RStail) 

X6 0.2(Rstail) :5 X6 0.8(RStail) 

f 10' <e< 14' 

inlet plane dimensions 

Table 4.2: Optimisation design variables and side constraints. 

constant, the cowl was parallel to the streamlines crossing the conical shock to reduce drag, 

the altitude was also kept constant for a given run. No upper surface expansion is required 

as the top surface is designed parallel to the freestream. Also the cowl length remained 
fixed at a minimum distance, which will be described later. 

Currently, nine parameters are used in optimisation. These include the generated con- 

ical shock angle, scramjet intake size in the inlet plane and the seven geometric wing-curve 

variables. The geometric constraints are based on O'Neill (1992) and will be described 

briefly here. 

Two types of constraints as highlighted by Takashima (1997) were used. These are 
design side constraints and geometric constraints. Side constraints are implemented as 

a pair of inequalities and if violated the routine returns a penalty value. Geometric 

constraints exist to ensure the design is feasible. Table 4.2 summarises the side constraint 

variables. 
The parameter Ye in this table corresponds to point 3 on the inlet curve and Yet is this 

point traced back towards the trailing edge of the vehicle, that is at the tail station. Points 

1-3 are known from the inlet plane and the x, y points 4-7 are subject to the following 

constraints. Rst,, il is the shock radius at the tail station. X7 is required to sit on Rst,, il 
and can easily be computed using Y7- 

In terms of geometric constraints, the semi-minor a, and semi-major parameter 
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were not included in the optimisation. However, changing a, will affect the length of the 

forebody and is constrained by not exceeding a given total length of vehicle. Changing 

b, affects the curvature of the inlet curve at the inlet plane. The following inequality is 

observed a, < b,. The cowl radius for the cruise vehicle is set close to Rshock to maximise 

air capture. 

Upper and lower limits on the selection of 7 wing-curve variables include the shock 

angle and corresponding cone surface respectively. If these values fall outside the shock 

angle then the vehicle will be prone to excessive heating and drag and if within the cone 

surface then that will represent a non-real design space. The engine width must be non- 

zero and less than the width of the waverider in the inlet plane. The conical shock was 

constrained between a minimum and maximum of 10' and 14' respectively. 

Several behaviour constraints also exist that encompass the design space. 

* The lower surface at any point must not exceed the geometric upper surface. 

The streamline produced at each point on the generating curve should not exceed 

the length of the central streamline for the span of the engine. This is to prevent a 

concave surface as viewed in the planform view. 

9 The nozzle upper wall expansion angle has a maximum set at 180 to prevent thermal 

choke. 

The combustor entry pressure and temperature must meet allowable limits as men- 

tioned in a previous chapter. 

4.5.2 Method 

To find the optimum combination on N parameters, the objective function mentioned 

above is used, which reflects the effects of variation of each parameter. A range of nu- 

merical optimisation methods are available but a robust and widely accepted method for 

severely constrained waverider optimisation is the non-linear downhill simplex method 

in multi-dimensions by Nelder and Mead (1965). Advantages of this method are that it 

does not require calculation of derivatives, allowing it to handle functions that are not 

written as regular analytic expressions. Restarting the process using converged values, is 

recommended to ensure the solution is not contained within a local minimum. Also, many 
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optimisation schemes require an analytical function to minimise but this is not possible 
in this case and the simplex method readily handles a complete function. A disadvantage 

of this method is that a large number of function evaluations may be necessary before an 

optimum solution is achieved. 
The simplex method operates upon an initial selection of starting values, that is an n- 

vector of independent variables and the method travels downhill through the n-dimensional 

topography until it encounters a local minimum. 
A simplex is defined as a geometric object that has n+1 points or vertices for a n- 

dimensional problem. In two dimensions, for example, the simplex represents a triangle 

and in three-dimensions, the simplex is a tetrahedron. Nondegenerate simplexes are used 
in this method, which means that they should encapsulate a positive, finite inner n- 
dimensional volume. 

Starting with an initial simplex, the objective function to be minimised is evaluated 

at each vertex. The vertex with the highest value undergoes transformation and moves 

so that an optimal improvement is made in the function value at the vertex. The process 
is repeated many times until the simplex contracts on itself and surrounds the lowest 

optimum point (minimum). 

The transformations performed in the downhill simplex method are illustrated in Fig- 

ure 4.11 for a tetrahedron. The top diagram shows the start of the step and towards the 

end, the simplex can either be a reflection, reflection and expansion or contraction in one 

or all dimensions from the highest point. This is the process of converging to a minimum. 
The minimum value found for the objective function may not be the global minimum so 

the method allows for adaptation to the environment to achieve a minimum. For example, 
in a long narrow valley, the simplex will become long and thin and will make large steps 
down along the valley. The amoeba algorithm (so called due its behavioural similarities) 
given by Press (2002) has been integrated within HICAD to enable computations without 
relying on external applications. The source code amoeba. cpp is given in §B. 4. 
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Step Inequality Value 

reflection (a) -1 <a 

reflection and 

expansion (-y) 

contraction (0) 0 <, 3 <10.5 

Table 4.3: Characteristic length scale, A possibilities in the simplex method. The final 

column labelled value represents suggested values by Nelder and Mead. 
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Starting with n+ 1 vertices, the initial simplex is defined. Due to the multidimensional 

nature of the problem, it is not possible to use a bracketing method to ensure the minimum 

exists between two points. Therefore PO is guessed as the initial starting value and a 

characteristic length scale, A, is a constant that is approximated. A good choice for the 

other n points is defined by 

Pi = Po +Aei, i= (4.21) 

where each ej is an unit vector along the ith dimension. 

Table 4.3 offers choices for the values for A under the different transforinations. 

The simplex method is originally aimed for configuration unconstrained problems, 
however it can be adapted for both side and behaviour constraints as encountered in this 

study. A large penalty value can be returned from the function call if any constraint is 

violated, which will have the effect of moving the simplex out of the invalid design space. 
As given by Shoup and Mistree (1987), a value of 20,000 can be used. This large value 

would contract, expand or reflect the simplex as appropriate. 
The stopping criterion is based on a tolerance value. The method was tested on a test 

problem called Rosenbrocks parabolic valley with excellent agreement. The reader may 
be interested in the equation and solution given in §B. 4.1. 
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High-Speed Propulsion 

This chapter deals with the formulation of the scramjet combustor model and a discussion 

of important concepts affecting combustion in a supersonic stream. The differences be- 

tween ramjet and scramjet cycles will be analysed before continuing with a description of 
the model employed in this study. To generate thrust, the combustor exit flow is expanded 
through a two-dimensional nozzle, the details and design of which are considered in this 

chapter. Supporting references in preceding chapters suggest the viability of a dual-mode 

scramjet for practical airbreathing flight and its qualities have been demonstrated during 

airframe-integration. In general, the length of the high-speed propulsion system is key to 

establishing the overall vehicle length. 

5.1 Scramjet 

An airbreathing hypersonic vehicle must fly a profile that withstands high structural heat 

load and provide sufficient airflow for efficient combustion. A ramjet can operate when 
the freesrearn hypersonic flow can be decelerated to subsonic speeds in the combustor. At 

higher flight speeds, the flow inside the combustor can not be decelerated sufficiently and 

a supersonic stream exists, hence the need for a scramjet. 
During ramjet operation, two physical throats are required, first at the inlet to decel- 

erate the flow from supersonic to subsonic and the second at the nozzle to accelerate the 
flow back to supersonic for the expansion. For scramjet operation, no throat is necessary 

96 
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as the flow remains supersonic throughout. It is advantageous to use ramjets up to Mach 

5/6 as the specific impulse is favourable over scramjets as shown in Figure 2.7 (Anderson 

et al. (2000)). 

At increasing flight speeds, transition to a scramjet mode from ramjet becomes neces- 

sary when the total pressure loss becomes too great across the terminal normal shock due 

to the large contraction ratio. Oblique shocks are used instead to decrease the dependency 

on the external compression system and this is coupled with an internal compression pro- 

cess. Scramjets, however, suffer from increased Rayleigh losses, short residence times for 

flow inside the combustor length and difficulty in mixing. 
To operate over a wide range of flight conditions, an engine needs to operate in both 

modes. The dual-mode ramjet/scrarnjet engine is so-called as it satisfies both these modes 
by using a constant area duct that operates like a diffuser and contains the precombustion 

shock train (normal or oblique) to prevent undesirable inlet-combustor interactions during 

combustion. This shock/stabilising duct is known as an isolator and is positioned between 

stations 2 and 3 as shown on Figure 4.1 and also in the schematic of Figure 2.12. This 

permits both subsonic and supersonic combustion streams in one engine geometry and 

without the need for a variable geometry design. 

Heiser and Pratt (1994) present Figure 5.1 to demonstrate the purpose of the isolator 

in the dual-mode concept. Station 2 shows the inlet/combustor junction, 2-3 represents 
the isolator and station 4 is the combustor exit/nozzle entrance. The flow at station 2 has 

been compressed by the bow, ramp shock and the reflected shock off the cowl lip. Station 

3 also corresponds to the axial location of the most upstream fuel injector. Between 

station u and d, a region of separated flow exists due to existence of an adverse pressure 

gradient and station s is where the flow reattaches itself. Furthermore, s, is the location 

of the lowest Mach number in the combustor. Station 10 represents the end of the nozzle 

expansion. 

5.1.1 Isolator 

An isolator is central to the design of the dual mode combustion system, which is able 
to cope with subsonic and supersonic combustion streams. Incorporating an isolator into 

the combustor geometry permits dual mode ramjet / scramjet operation by coping with 
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Figure 5.1: Simple schematic of a dual mode ramjet / scramjet with station numbers 

representing separate parts of the design. Heiser and Pratt (1994). 

subsonic and supersonic combustion streams. 
In ramjet mode, heat addition (combustion) causes the core flow to become thermally 

choked (Mach = 1) and therefore subsonic. A normal shock develops and travels upstream 

where a normal shock train exists in the isolator. The back pressure, P3, at burner entry 

must not exceed the isolator pressure, P2, otherwise the inlet can unstart thereby dislodg- 

ing the normal shock. The second ramjet throat is a choked thermal throat, which exists 

for the correct choice of the area distribution, A,,, fuel-air mixing and total temperature 

distribution from combustion, Tt,,. 

In scrarnjet mode the isolator still serves a purpose by containing an oblique shock 

train if an adverse pressure gradient occurs. This can result if there is a rapid pressure 

rise during combustion causing the boundary layer to separate (thermal occlusion). This 

is an area of significant research. In this situation, the isolator prevents inlet unstart by 

containing an oblique shock train assuming that the isolator exit has a supersonic confined 

core flow surrounded by a region of separated flow ffaltrup and Billig (1973)). The core 
flow re-attaches at the axial location of maximum pressure and a control volume analysis 
is carried out, illustrated in Figure 5.2. The height of the isolator is given by Hi and the 

length of the shock train from u to station 3 is given by L. 

There are two main regions in an isolator. The first is the core flow that has increasing 

area contraction in a supersonic stream and expansion of this area during subsonic flow. 
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The length of the isolator should be long enough so that the shock train does not 

migrate upstream of the isolator due to the adverse pressure gradient and cause inlet 

unstart. 

Inlet start is when flow in the internal portion of an inlet* does not affect the capture 

characteristics of the inlet. Inlet unstart occurs when flow chokes at the throat due to 

over-contraction or combustion back pressure causes an adverse pressure gradient. During 

scramjet inlet unstart, the ratio of the boundary layer to inlet flow is large resulting in 

supersonic flow spillage whereas in a ramjet, the opposite is true. 

For the dual-mode engine to remain started, the design should incorporate area ex- 

pansion in the combustor to delay thermal choke, an isolator and axial fuel injection. 

5.1.2 Quasi-One-Dimensional Combustor Model 

Combustion occurs between station 3 and 4 and fuel is injected at station 3. The variation 

of Mach number through the combustor, Afý, is modelled using quasi-one dimensional 

analysis based on a formulation by Shapiro (1953) for frictionless flow. The following 

ordinary differential equation for frictionless flow without mass addition but with a change 
A and Tt due to heat addition is solved step by step using a fourth order Runge-Kutta 

technique 

dAI. T 
+ 'Yb 

21 
AIX2 

- All A122 dx x 
A12 1 dAx 

+1+ 
7b T1 dTt., 

(5.4) 
(AxTx-) 

2 
(Tx 

dx 

This is based on'calorically perfect gases t with prescribed specific heat ratios, friction- 

less flow without mass addition and constant pressure heat addition. Specific heat values 

at freestream was assumed to be -y = 1.4. The inlet ramp, isolator, and combustor held 

,y=1.36; and the nozzle flow was assumed to be at y=1.24 given that a larger number of 

* applies to turbojet, ramjet or scramjet 
tRatio of specific heats is a constant throughout component 
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molecular degrees of freedom exist in the exhaust flow. Given that combustor undergoes 

a user-defined change in A., and an increase in Ttx due to heat addition, then Equation 

5.4 can be used to calculate the variation of thermodynamic properties. Ttx is determined 

by a rational function, T-x 

rx = 
Tt (x) 

Tt 2 
(5.5) 

The thermophysical properties such as pressure, temperature, velocity are obtained 

using Shapiro's useful integral relations for axial variation of Temperature T(x), pressure 

p(x), total pressure pt(x) and velocity V(x). 

1+ 
(Yb-1) 2 2 

T(x) Tt (x) 2 
4ý 

T(2) = Tt 211+( 'fb 
21) 

A12 (X) 

1 

(5.6) 

Px A2 312 X (5.7) 
! (X 

P2 (X) 11 (X) 

FT2) 

, yb 

Pt (X) XX) [ T2 Tt (X) ] 'yb -1 (5.8) 
Pt2 p2 T(x) Tt2 

V(X) AI(x) (x 
(5.9) 

V-Tý: 

(X 

2- 1-2 

FT2 
) 

These are determined from A(x), Tt(x) and AIx based on a non-dimensional rational 
function given by Heiser and Pratt (1994). 

Other assumptions made in the combustor analysis similar to Small et al. (1976) include 

the following. The engine is a rectangular modular engine that attaches directly to the 

vehicle undersurface to simplify integration issues. The area change of the combustor, 
A,,, is a linear divergent section of constant angle with an expansion ratio of 2: 1. Heat 

addition occurs at constant pressure. The concept is likely to use swept compression 

surfaces and fuel injector struts to provide inlet starting at low-speed and good internal 

performance throughout the scrarajet operating speed range. Instrearn fuel injection is 

used to minimise combustor length and heat flux to the internal surfaces. The heat released 
during combustion is based on complete combustion occurring from initial conditions. 

Uniform two-dimensional flow exhausting from a single combustor exit was assumed to 

represent the engine package, with frozen nozzle flow and reaction kinetics for supersonic 
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Billig and Go-culeski (1970) wit I, ;j c(oiskint aren section. 

(10111bustion and nozzle expansion. The cmilblistion elliciellcY is asslulled to be 0.9"S ; 111(1 

Ille vchicle flics it constant (l. vilaillic pressure trajectorly ()1' 10001). '4.1'. 

The III lellsiol I it III I()( le I wit IIs of IiII it c-ri IIc clic III is t 1.1v I 1ý Is previo I IS I. N. I )('('I I 
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5.1.3 Model Validation 
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scgilient of I he comblist or. 
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AI,, 3.23 

0.94 

T,, 1570 '1? 872 K 

P,, 7.47 psla 51.5 A-Pa 

A,, 5.89 lit 2 3.8 x 1()-: 1 1112 

0.08 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

0 

Table 5.1: Billig's experimental pressure illeast ll-cl ne] its. initial conditions. 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison oi'lll('Al)',, combustor inodel with the axial pres--surc distribli- 

tion from wall prcssure ineasurcillents of Billig ill a cYlilldrical ll.. "drogen- 

fuelled scranijet comblistor Illodel. 
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Figure 5.5: Varimis flici-modYnaillic flow propel'ties thl-ollgh a colliblistol'. 

5.1.4 Test cases 

The Mach number variation and the change ill pressure and telliperat ure through the 

scrainjet comhustor are, shown in Figure 5.5 for Mach 9 flight. A.,. /A2 illCrCWICs' lilW81-1Y 

by factor of 2 relative to the area of the isolator exit at station 3. 'I'll(, constant pressure 

occurs as the maximum pressure transmits upstremn through the selmnited region Ilvar 

the walls wherc it impinges oil the confilled Core flow. The telliperntlire illcreases from 

station 3 onwards due to heat addition. Heat 'Idditioll does not alwaývs initiate with I'llel 

injection due to Inixing delaývs. 

In Figure 5.6, the variation of pressure, temperature and Mach number (it the conibus- 

tor face (station 3) is presented with respect to the freestream Mach number. A constant 

altitude of 30km was iised and it must be noted that a new waveridcr is generated for cach 

Mach number on the figure such that the points represent on-design, shock-on-lip colidi- 

tions. The three variables increase with increasing freestrealn Mach number its expected. 

This trend has been extended for a range of Mach numbers and altitudes to represent 

the variation of combustor entrance pressure and teineperature in the three-dimensional 
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plots in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. 
'I'll(, entry pressure in Figure 5.7a is shown to increase with increasing Mach munher 

and as expect ed wit Ii the pressure at a maximum at tIw lower cild ()ft I le ait, it I Ide ra II ge, tIIi It 

is at sca level. Figure 5.71) shows a contour plot of the maximum pressurc w-curring at t he 

highest Mach munher and lowest altitude. Similarly for the scrainjet entry temperature 

in Figure 5.8a k- 1), all increase in temperature is noted for increasing Mach munhers 

with a curvahire noted in the cont, our plot, the lifillinmill of' Which ill the Illid- 

altitu(Ic range. As mentioned in ý3.4.1, these quantities are constrained to sati"'fy efficient 

combustor entrance conditions. 

The inain components of a scranijet engine include the isolator, combustion chamber 

and divergent section of tile combustor. The inlet and nozzle are then integrated to these 

Components. 'I'lle isolator determines the c. vc1c efficiencY and fucl schedule in a dual-mode 

scrainjet. PracticallY, the combustor is likely to incorporatv a step change ill al-ca to 

accommodate inixers and flaine holding (levices. 
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5.2 Fuel-Air Reaction 

108 

Achieving useful thrust characteristics in the scramjet combustor hinges upon the proper 

mixing of hydrogen fuel and high-speed air before the mixture exits the vehicle. The time 

taken for fuel to be injected, mixed and burned at supersonic speeds is very short; of 

the order of lms. The study of mixing and reaction is an extremely complex problem in 

supersonic streams. 

The reaction time is given by an empirical correlation proposed by Rogers and Schex- 

nayder (1981) using chemical kinetics. The burning time following self ignition was defined 

as the time to raise the temperature from 5% to 95% of equilibrium temperature rise given 

by 

-rR = 3.25e -4 p- 1.6 exp -0.8 * To 
(5.10) 

( 

1000 

) 

Oblique shocks present in the combustor can cause separation, and this can be pre- 

dicted by using boundary layer separation criteria 

Ald 
< 0.762 

Al" 
(5.11) 

This relationship is used to approximate for turbulent boundary layers as shown by 

Billig (1993). Sufficient thrust must be produced to overcome the drag of the vehicle 

and mixing should occur within a combustor of reasonable length. The length required 

for mixing can be estimated using empirical correlations given by O'Brien and Lewis 

(2001a). A turbulent boundary layer can cope better with an adverse pressure gradient 

than a laminar boundary layer before separation occurs (Anderson (1989)). The length 

for mixing to occur is therefore governed by the condition between separation and the 

subsequent reattachment process. As described by Ortwerth (2000), ramp mixing is a 

promising method of dissociating mixing rate from fuel momentum effects. This method 

uses coaxial jets that develop counter-rotating vortices thereby enhancing mixing. The 

length of which becomes independent to the freestrearn conditions. Ortwerth goes on to 

explain how the base of the ramp can be used as a flame holder. 

Fuel injection into the airstream can include either protuberances from the wall (strut- 

jets or hypermixers) or flush mounted injectors (Anderson and Gooderum (1974)). Both 
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of which work on the principle of generating strong vortices to expedite mixing. In-stream 

injection is a better choice even though they lead to increased drag (Ben-Yakar and Han- 

son (2001)). Fuel is assumed to be injected in the first 10% of the combustor. Flame 

holding is most challenging at lower Mach numbers around three where the recirculation 

temperatures are the lowest. This temperature is proportional to the square of the Mach 

number. 

The length of the combustor is calculated based on work by O'Neill (1992) for the 

time taken for ignition and reaction plus the mixing length. If the combustor length is 

too long, the takeoff weight increases and specific impulse decreases. The length can not 

be shorter than required for establishing complete mixing of fuel and air to produce the 

desired stoichiometric conditions. Since the flows within these combustors are supersonic, 

the mixing and residence time available for reaction are reduced compared to subsonic 

combustors. Its length is estimated using an analytical expression for the reaction time as 

a function of combustor entrance conditions O'Brien and Lewis (2001b). 

Given that hydrogen fuel is cryogenically stored on the vehicle, it can provide convec- 

tive cooling to achieve a constant wall temperature of 1000K as assumed in this study. 

Hydrogen is passed through channels from the storage tanks around the leading edges of 

the hot structure and combustor walls as it provides a good heat sink capacity. 
Reliable combustor operation requires continuous ignition to effect flame holding. Or- 

twerth (2000) mentions that flame holding is provided by a recirculation zone from the 

separation around a fuel jet. 

The compressed air prior to combustion has to be mixed with the fuel injected from 

protuberances in the wall from a combustor of reasonable length scale. These injectors, 

however, incur drag and have cooling issues. The requirement of cooling is alleviated by 

reducing the wetted area inside the combustor and this can be achieved by using multiple 
fuel-injection struts which will decrease the time for mixing and keep tile combustor length 

to a minimum. 
Energy loss in scramjets can occur from the shock wave in terms of the total pressure 

loss, wall friction and cooling. There are also inherent losses associated with fuel injection, 

mixing and incomplete combustion and the coupling of them in the scramjet. These, 

however, have not been adequately modelled in this study due to its increased complexity. 
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5.3 Supersonic Nozzle 

5.3.1 Theory 

A nozzle is designed to expand and accelerate the exit combustor flow to static freestream 

pressure. This provides the forward thrust for the vehicle, which must be equal to or 

greater than the drag. As with the forebody and combustor, the nozzle is highly inte- 

grated with the waverider airframe and two-dimensional designs are chosen for computa- 
tional simplicity. The length and height of the nozzle, referring again to Figure 4.1, are 
determined by subtracting the dimensions of the forebody and combustor length from the 

total vehicle length. 

The flowfield of a half-nozzle contour configuration is designed for shock-free, isentropic 

flow using the two-dimensional Method of Characteristics. The combustor exit flow is 

treated as steady and irrotational and considered to be uniform across the span of the 

engine; maintained by holding a constant spanwise upper wall angle. 
The contour of the thrust surface of the nozzle is defined by a third order polynomial 

given by Equation B. 6 and is calculated using the available geometric information from 

the nozzle (See §13.3 for solution), z is the direction along the waverider axis (parallel to 

combustor exit flow), and x is oriented perpendicular to z. In addition, the contour is 
dependant on setting the initial and final wall angles. The method is repeated spanwise 
to complete the exit configuration. 

This method calculates a flowfield defined by a mesh composed of characteristic lines 

which propagate at the Mach wave angle relative to the local flow direction. Along the 

characteristics, flow properties (P, T, p) are continuous and the derivatives are indeter- 
minate. This study considers the on-design flowfield only. Off-design operation includes 

overexpanded (P4/PO < Design) and underexpanded (p4/po > Design). A sharp nozzle 

corner with angle 0,,,,,, at station 4 ensures the nozzle is a minimum length design. The 

exit angle, Oexit is specified by the user. 

Consider the steady, adiabatic, two-dimensional, irrotational flow that is governed by 
hyperbolic (Af > 1) t partial differential equations as shown by Anderson (1990). We find 

1: parabolic, Af < 1: elliptic 
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that two characteristics exist through each point and the slope of the characteristic lines 

is 

dx 
= tan (0 (5.12) 1) 

C± 

where 0 is the deflection angle of the streamline in xz space and p is the Mach angle 

given by IL = sin-'(l/Al). Flow properties are indeterminate along characteristic lines 

and the algebraic compatibility equation holding along a C+ or C- characteristic is 

I'(± =T (A1) (5.13) 

where K± are constants along their respective characteristics, analogous to Riernann 

invariants Anderson (1990), and v (IVI) is the Prandtl-Meyer function at the local Mach 

number given by . 

V(Al 
'Y +1 

tan-I 
V'y 

(M2 - 1) - tan-1 VfAJ2 VEMI -Y + 
At each node along a characteristic line, unit processes govern the nature of the down- 

stream flowfield depending on where the flowfield is being calculated. The Al, 0, v(AI) 

are determined using Equations 5.13 and 5.12. This information is used to find tile spatial 

coordinates of x and z using trigonometry. A detailed and informative description of tile 

method is given by Zucrow and Hoffman (1977). The streamline deflection is illustrated in 

Figure 5.9 for an internal node, showing the characteristic + and - lines. The streamline 

is curved due to the curvature in the characteristic lines from varying 0 and p. 
The exhaust flow is often underexpanded due to the losses incurred during the inlet 

compression and eventual combustion. To achieve high thrust, correct trim and low system 

weight, the shape of the nozzle/aftbody needs to be optimised for the available height and 

length. This is possible within HICAD by varying the nozzle upper wall angle such that the 

pressure and Mach exiting the nozzle geometry produces a high thrust value. 
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Figure 5.9: Internal unit process of a streamline that hiLs left and right 1-111,16,19 char- 
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5.3.2 Method 

Ali implementation of' IMOC - hiteractIve Method of Characteristics, developed bY Jacobs 

(200-1). has been use(l ill the present work to enable calculation of' all expansion flowficld- 

A user-script is required, which should specify Ole length and orientation of the thrust- 

and lower surface, enti-Y Mach number, specific heat ratio etc. A flowfield of I Iliesh 

of nodes evolves progressively (lowilstre'lill using illitial conditions at the sharp corners 

and ad. jacel it C- '111( 1 C+ cliaract crist ic (I li-(, (-t ions ill it iItI ic t ra II it ig ed go, is, read w( 1. A 

dynamic linked library (. dll) ill IMOC handles the data storage, house-keeping and lillit 

processes. 

IMOC's technical routines, are wrilten in C mid Hic Tcl language is used to wrap these 

functions. The Tcl/Tký , int, crpretcr allows custoinisation of the Ilser-specified illplit script 

to provide a Convenient forill for additional functions. A GUI front end is provided ill ImOC 

that provides a incim selection and dat, a-entry fields and results ill a visual representation 

of the inesh as it evolves. 

For the present study. the original C files have been integrated within HICAD to bypass 

the GUI such that inflow conditions call be ailt oinat icallY computed ill HICAD without 

revert, ing to an additional coi ii pi ler /soft ware. This prevent, s breaking the design and 
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cilliallces computational flexibilitY by using HICAD its the base operator. 

Ali example two-dimensional inesh 1,01- it Mach 9 Waverider using IMOC as astandalone 

code is illustrated in Figure 5.10. The nozzle has III entry Mach number of' 2.77 and 

specific heat value of' 1.24. The nozzIc length was 19.2m ['()I- it 61m waverider and upper 

wall expansion angle was IW. 

By maximising and t It(' great est t III-list For t Ilat geoillet rly is produced. 

III addition, 0,, j, (-all be changed to Val-Y the trailing edge parameters. 0,,,,, // is varied itera- 

tively until the maxiiiiiiiii available height is achieved. The pel-1,01-111alice of' t It(' propill-siOll 

system can be determined in terins of' thru. st an(l I, /)- 
,I, wo centred expansion falls will later he slloxvll to defille the nozzle one 

emanating from the uppci- wall (shown above) and the other is the cowl chand'er with a 

set, angle of 6' as given by Sinall ct, al. (1976). For mathematical simplicity, it is assumed 

that the cxhaust flow is perpendicular to statioll 4 and 10. The upper Nvall angle is allowed 

to vary iterativelY mitil tlic boundaries of*tli(, nozzle arc achieved. 'I'll(, location of' the cowl 

ext, ension into the nozzle is set by the first characteristic elliallating 1,1-0111 the lipper wall. 

This is the minimmil distance the cowl call extend into the nozzle flowfield and maintains 

1567a9 10 11 12 13 14 15 le 17 18 19 20 
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the highest pressure on the cowl. Greater thrust is produced if the cowl is allowed to 

extend further than this point, but this would also increase drag. It is assumed that the 

cowl has zero thickness thereby avoiding shock/expansion on the lower surface. 

As the geometry is a half-contour shape, a plume boundary exists where exhaust flow is 

pressure-matched to the freestream conditions. It is assumed that characteristics reflected 

from the plume do not intersect the nozzle upper wall surface. The upper surface has 

constant total pressure flow, which enables the static pressure to be calculated. 

5.4 Stream-Thrust Analysis 

Both the I,, p and thrust (F) are calculated using stream thrust analysis with knowledge 

of the mass flow rate and capture area, 7ho, AO respectively and an assumption for the 

fuel/air ratio, f. Mach number and pressure at the nozzle exit, or station 10 impact the 

thrust generated as well as the exit area and shape. These properties are obtained from 

the Method of Characteristic analysis. 

Hydrogen will, however, require a larger volume for storage due to its lower den- 

sity. Combustor length is estimated using an analytical expression for the reaction time 

(O'Brien and Lewis (2001 a)) and complete mixing must occur within this length (reduced 

compared to subsonic flow). 

The following quantities at the entrance to the nozzle include the Mach number, pres- 

sure, temperature and velocity at station 4 according to Figure 4.1. In addition, the Mach 

number at the exit to the nozzle is known at station 10 from the nozzle method of charac- 

teristics analysis. Using Allo, the pressure, temperature and velocity can be determined 

using isentropic relations given in Appendix A, at station 10. The stream thrust analysis 

then follows accordingly using the formulation of Heiser and Pratt (1994). 

The stream-thrust function, S, uses the boundary between internal and external flow, 

which coincides with maximum mass capture and maximum exhaust flow area as repre- 

sented in Figure 5.11. 

The installed thrust is found from eliminating total vehicle surface drag that will be 

presented later. Stream thrust function, Sao at the compression stage is given by 
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Sao = VO I+I? 
To 

V2 
0 

where I? = 289( 111/ , , 
)2/1, ý and similarly at, station 10 

salo = Vio I+I? 
Tl() 

(5.16) 2 
10 

The specific thrust, Flfiz(), can th(lil be calculated using the f, ()11()Willg equation 

RoTo A I() (I +f) sa, Sa() - r) Ao 

where the symbols have their uSjjýjj lll(, illlillg jIll(I !, = tjj(ý 

acceleration. The specific impulse is calculated using 

Isp - 
Flii), () (5.18) 
f *g 

I'p is the aillolint, of thrust Yoli get for the Weight of' fliel You and has, beell 

introduce(I to describe propulsive efficiency of' ellgille lillits, Which gelicrate till-list, bY 

expelling inass. It is all order of magnitude greater for airbi-cathers than rocket engines. 

Hydrogen is the preferred fuel at hypersonic Mach numbers (hic to its high performance 

yield, low molecular weight. producing high I'l) (Ilic to t he higher 11cat ing vallic compared 

t, o I iydrocarbon fuels and rapid ignition, reaction and combustion. HI CAD could potei it ia It.,, 

incorporate different fuels by allowing the liser to change the heating vallie. 

Thrust is generated by burning hydrogen inside the scrainjet. At ii particular flight 

velocity, drag is incurred on the vehicle as a function of altitude. 
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The thrust and drag are calculated from aerodynamic analysis of pressure and viscous 

forces over the geometry of the vehicle as given in §4.4. 

5.5 Summary 

The high-speed propulsion system represents the airbreathing scramjet and exhaust noz- 

zle. It has been shown that a quasi-one dimensional combustor model based on the 

continuity equation, is used to determine the axial variation of flow properties through a 

linearly-expanding scramjet system. An oblique shock train is contained by the isolator 

to prevent inlet unstart and its length is estimated using an empirical correlation. The 

isolator permits dual-mode operation of a ramjet/scramjet cycle depending on flight al- 

titude and speed. A constant-pressure combustor with a 2: 1 expansion ratio represents 

the burner with -yb = 1.36. Its length is based on complete mixing of air and fuel. The 

design of the nozzle is facilitated by an implementation of the two-dimensional method of 

characteristics routine, IMOC, whose module functions have been integrated within HICAD. 

This enhances flexibility of the geometry-specification due to the highly integrated nature 

of the propulsion system. In the next chapter, the main components of the low-speed 

propulsion system will be addressed. 
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Low-Speed Propulsion 

The principal components of a turborarnjet will be addressed in this chapter, with regards 
to the flowpath and inlet required to generate sufficient thrust. It has been mentioned 

previously, that a TBCC engine is required to address the low-speed flight regime, that 
is, between takeoff / landing and Mach 5. As a comparison, consider also the ram-effect 

of the P&W J-58 engine, which employed bypass flaps to block the flow from the turbine 
during high-speed operation thereby operating like a ramjet. This engine powered the 
SR-71 to Mach 3+ speeds. 

The design characteristics of the inlet are mainly determined by whether the aircraft 
will fly at subsonic or supersonic speeds, the required flight envelope and off-design angles- 
of-attack the aircraft will experience. The inlet should compress oncoming air for high total 

pressures with small variations in total temperature and pressure. A four-ramp variable 
geometry planar inlet is used to compress the freestrearn air for efficient combustion. 

6.1 Turboramjet 

A turboramjet combines the best features of a turbojet and ramjet into a single engine 
with potential capability of Mach 5+ flight. The performance was calculated using one- 
dimensional idealised cycle analysis based on the formulation by Heiser and Pratt (1994) 

that assumes no friction or heat transfer to the walls and the flow is treated as steady and 
compressible. The turboramjet generates static thrust at takeoff and subsonic speeds by 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of an axisYll ill let fic till-bol-aill. jet. 

mechanically compressing the air for stable combustion of fuel. The principal components 

of the axisyminetric turborainjet, are ilhistrated in Figure 6.1. This level of' analysis is 

deeined suitable for the preliminary level of design especiallY (1111-ing the development Stage 

of the HICAD methodology. 

A turbojet is positioned in the core of the till-boraill. jet, which produce's high telliper- 

ature and pressure gases. The How here is referred to its the primary stream. p, and it", 

operation is independent to the flight altitude. The turbines provide the power to the fim 

illlct týo ellable compression of t Ile freest 1-c-aill air. The flow is t reat ed its isent ropic wit hout 

losses. CollIpIcte Illixing of the outer airtlow and primary stream occurs at the turbine 

exit when additional unreact, ed fliel is ill. iected as shown, before it re-m-lics the bill-11cl, 

and flaincholders. The hkiection of fll('l (-all be considered analogous to aftel-buriling ill 

, ruri)ojets. The total temperature of Ole How increases and expands iscntropicallY to the 

freestream static pressure. 

Cycle Analysis 

The static pressure of the airflow and primary flow through the turbojet arc equal. ily 

equating the inixer with the illain burner, fitel can be burned froin the primarY flow. The 

influence of the fan oij the airflow is defilled bY the total pressure ratio 

Pt 3 
7r 

Pt2 ((;. 1) 

The inethod requires inputs in HICAD for total pressure and temperature pj,, /po and 
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TtpITO, as a function of the primary flow respectively, where 0 represents freestrearn flow. 

The choices of these variables form part of an optimisation procedure that results in 

suitable values until the desired Ip and thrust are achieved for the A10 =5 scramjet 

transition speed. 

The bypass ratio, a, defined as the ratio of the airflow from the fan to the primary 

flow, is determined using the following Equation 

Ttp To OrF 
- 
2LO- 

- 
T-0 ) 2=" 

a PO PtP (6.2) 
-1-1 To Tt 0 7rF I-1 

When the A10 becomes large, a eventually reaches zero as shown in Figure 6.2. Values 

for ptplpo and TtpITO are indicated on the figure for conditions at sea-level. It is assumed 

that 7rF remains constant for the turboramjet analysis from given literature. This occurs 

when the quantity 7rF(PtO/PO) = ptp/po in the numerator of Equation 6.2. At this point 

the device is considered to behave like a rocket as the flow is entirely due to the primary 

flow and so airbreathing performance measures such as Flfno are no longer valid. For 

the purpose of this study, this is considered to be the operating limit of the turboramjct 

model. 

To delay a reaching zero and to achieve AfO = 5, the military specification (MIIE- 

500813), given by Pt2/PtO in Equation 6.3, for total pressure recovery is applied to the 

analysis for the range of supersonic Mach numbers. 

11t2 
=1-0.075(Alo - 1)1.35 (6.3) 

Pto 
With reference to Figure 6.2, the bypass ratio is non-zero for longer when ptplPO 

and TtplTo are increased. This permits better airbreathing performance for higher Mach 

numbers. The corresponding values are indicated in the insert of this Figure. 

A similar favourable effect on the performance is achieved during the diminishing Po 

that accompanies flying at increasing altitudes. This further increases the value of ptplPO 

and TtpITO and has a favourable effect for higher Mach numbers under turboramjet power. 
For a given thrust generated by the scramjet, an equivalent thrust must be produced by 

the turboramjet to ensure a continuous transition when sizing the turborarnjet. This is 

achieved by varying the low-speed engine parameters within specified constraints, which 
include a peak value of Ip = 4000s from available literature. 
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Figure 6.2: Pet-foi-mance of an idealised till-bol-allkiet at Sea level: o tends to zen); II-ollild 

Mach 2. 

This in turn provides data for F/111() as a function of' 1). The turborainjet Fllil() is 

found at the desired scrain. ict transition point at AI() =5 and 1) = 30A-m and a value for 

iho, isdetermined in Newtons for thescrainjet. which 

is also dependent on the number of engines. As a result of t, he optimisation that will be 

discussed later, the I)Ypass ratio can be made to be non-zero up to Mach 5 bY allowing the 

pressure to change by H. ving along a const ant dynamic pressm-c t raject orY of 1000 11). /*/. /*/ 2 

(4788ON/ 1112) for example. See Figure 6.4. 

The design iiio can not be too large else the inlet size , Ao,,,,. becomes excessive. 

is a function of the specific thrust given by Equation 6.4 where y() is the gravitational 

acceleration. 

I, 
p 

=IF ((;.. I) Yo (f + 71, ) 1; 1 () 

IIICAD calculates Fliiio between 0< Al <5 at thc IlYpersollic crilisc altitude. /1, 

which determines a value for the iiio required for sinooth flinist transition at Mach 5 to 

ptp/pO=15 I Ttp/TO=10 I PiF=1.5 TtlOITtp=l 
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the scrankiet. An inlet inust be designed that incorporates variabic geollicti-Y producing 

good total pressure recovery according to E(piation 6.3 over the Mach range from brakes 

release to Mach 5 transition point . 
The inlet size is determined from t he design I/(), /I and 

fiq variation with b, using an external code that is integrated with HICAD. The required 

area ratio with respect to the design AO is plotted for different altitudes. and the most 

demanding li? () and b vallies are used Io size I he inlet. For t lic majority of* cases st 11died 

that point was at Mach 5/ cruise altitude transition to scrainjo mode. Once Iliv inlet 

size and raiiij) angles are determined for the off-design conditions, fuel and other systems 

-ire accommodated into the velficle's volume. 

Several parameters can be adjusted within HICAD for results therebY demon- 

strating the codes Hexibility. These inclu(N. mmdwr of turborainjet engines, compressor 

pressure ratio, inlet total temperature, specific beat ratios and various component (, fli- 

ciencies. Any cbanges to these parameters significantly influe'llces the performance. The 

reference area is cmNushwd to imt vxnvd the waverkler RwMnHb, Mnks. 

ptp/pO=50.0 I Ttp/TO=15.0 I PiF=1.5 I TtlOITtp=1.0 
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6.2 Low-Speed Inlet Design 

Once the performance data of both the high-speed and low-speed propulsion SYSWIII have 

been acquired, it is necessary to design a low-speed inlet system that will deliver sufficient 

air How for smooth transition between the two engines. A range of Mach numbers will be 

encountered during low-speed operation and it variable-geoinetrY inlet sYstem will 11ced 

to account for changes in inlet area to inaintain shock-on-lip for maximum mass, capture. 

As thrust is directl. -v related to the qualititY of' air ingested by the cngim% iIIlct size and 

operation directlY affects turborankiet performance. 

The external compression hilet should: a) provide t he necessary airflow for the turbo- 

ramict froin low subsonic to high supersonic Hight conditions at all altitii(les cons-idered, 

(h) deliver high inlet total pressure recoverY, 'III?, OV(11' flic desire(I flight speed range while 

maintaining shock-on-lip and sonic throat conditions (c) ensure off-design conditions are 

fully met and (6) ininimise losses. In particular, the defined inlet should provi(le the ii(, (-- 
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essary mass flow, rho, to achieve the desired thrust for scramjet transition. This requires 

variable geometry, which may increase vehicle weight, although this type of supersonic 

inlet design can take advantage of simple compressible flow theory. 

An off-design cycle analysis code, OFFX developed by Mattingly et al. (1987) is used to 

determine the corrected engine air flow vs. both Alo and h. OFFX defines the requirement 

of the inlet in terms of its total pressure ratio based on Equation 6.3. The validity of the 

code, is based on assumptions of component efficiencies and total pressure ratios. 

The low-speed inlet system consists of four successive variable geometry two-dimensional 

compression ramps. This was selected to generate good values Of qR over the desired flight 

speed range while maintaining the shock-on-lip and sonic throat conditions. The advan- 

tage of variable geometry inlets is the ability to reduce the bypass air at higher Mach 

numbers by sizing a lower engine leading to lower installation losses. 

An additional two ramps provide preliminary compression and they consist of the fore- 

body and subsequent ramp angle, which are illustrated in Figure 4.1. During off-design 

operation, the variable geometry ramps move to maintain minimum flow spillage and 

increased pressure recovery thereby preventing boundary layer separation and excessive 

heating as explained by Seddon and Goldsmith (1985). The width of the inlet is set by 

W,,,., and the length is a function of the ramp angle and calculated using trigonomet- 

ric relations. A planar inlet system is considerably simpler to design and analyse over 

axisymmetric types and was therefore selected in this study. 
The arrangement of the ramps and corresponding shocks are illustrated in the schematic 

of Figure 6.5, where the shock at station 5 is a terminating normal shock. 

This figure represents on-design operation or critical mode, where the fraction of air 

spilled around the inlet is a minimum. During this condition, the normal shock sits just 

inside the cowl lip. During off-design operation, the area Aoi < Al. The shock angles can 
be determined using Equation A. 11. 

During off-design operation, the shocks are no longer attached to the cowl lip and 

variable geometry becomes necessary. In the unstart condition, a normal shock appears in 

front of the inlet, leading to increased flow spillage and reduced stagnation pressure inside 

the throat, this is known as subcritical operation. Supercritical operation occurs when the 

corrected mass flow as the design point, is not sufficient and the normal shock is pushed 
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Figure 6.5: 0ii-Design operation of' a till-borallijet ililet slystelli (not to Scale) ilills- 

trating a four-ramp arrangement that generates four-oblique shocks and it 

terminating norinal shock at station 5. 

downstream of the throat Icading to poor engine pci-forniance. 

An excessive inlet turning angle will be prone to an adverse pressure gradient causing 

separation and undesired boundary la, ver/shock interactions. This Would lead to re(Iliced 

performance and inlet unstart. 

6.2.1 Calculation Procedure 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the computational steps required to design the low-speed inlet. 

After initialising the user-interface, first the oll-design properties must be Selected 

that, includes inputs, for Mach number, altitude. compressor pressilre rafio amongst 111ally 

others. The first stage of the calculation then invokes Hie Turhorainjet subroutine for a 

single design-point calculation. The calculated performance attributes are then written to 

a reference file that forins the input to operate the off-design cycle analysis code, OFFX bly 

Mattingly ct al. (1987). The reference file is inade up of about 150 variables. Additional 

user-selected variables include tbo. which determines t he reference area, Ao,.,. f - 
Through HI CAD's it it crface, t Ile uscr can select t lie off-design optioi is aii(I for the piij-pos, (, 

of inlet design, this will include a selection for the off-design altitudc and rangc of Mach 

numbers to be tested. Along with these selections accompanied by the referencc file. OFFX 

calculates several quantities, the most important of which is the variation of' mass flow. 
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Flight parameters Afol TO, PO 
Aircraft system parameters 3, CTO 

Design Limitations 
Perfect gas constants N9 76 IIABi Cpci Cph CpAB 

Fuel heating value hPR 

Component Figures of merit Eb C2 
7rbi 7rdmax, 7rMmaxi 7rAB7 7rn 

Oc'i LOcHq LOtH9 QtL 

77bi 77AB7 RmLi 77mPi ? ImII 

Design Choices 7re, 7rc, Cf, TM, Tt7, M59 PO/p9 

Table 6.1: Inputs for the on-design calculation addressing a 'Rirbojet engine from Mat- 

tingly et al. (1987). 

Overall performance F/mo, SFC, fO7 77pi 77THi V91VO? Pt9/P99 T91TO 

Component behaviour 7rtII, 7rtL, 7rM 

Tcli TcH9 TtHs TtL, TA9 TAAB 

fq fAB 

77cli ? 7cIb ? Itllg 77tL 

MY9 
-ff6i 

A19 

Table 6.2: Outputs for the on-design calculation addressing a Turbojet engine from 

Mattingly et al. (1987). 

This calculation assumes an engine selection based on Turbojet + Afterburning engine 

equations. 
As OFFX is a DOS program, a batch file is used to capture keystrokes through options 

available from the HICAD interface. A typical option would be to input the minimum 

plus maximum Mach number and step size and to repeat this for several altitudes. Other 

variables used for sizing analysis include 7r, and the fan compressor ratio, 7r, t. 
The inputs are given in Table 6.1 and corresponding outputs in Table 6.2; their defi- 

nitions are documented in the Nomenclature section. Important outputs as indicated in 

Table 6.2 are F/tho and SFC. It is important for the order and format of this input file 
be exactly as required by OFFX otherwise erroneous results may occur. 

Continuing with the calculation procedure, the Turboramjet subroutine is called to 
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- 30km 

-15.2km 
--O. Okm 

output data for an the on-design Mach range between Mach 0 and 5. The F/iiio coupled 

with fii, () Atained from OFFX enables the till-list to be calculated 1,01. tills Mach rallge. 

Thrust-iii-atching is next performed for both thrust and specific impulse. 

Finally, the inlet design can begin by first gencrat ing it plot fOr t he air flow requirement 

at various altitudes, Ao/Ao,.,, f, based on a reference arca, Ao,.,, f wbicb is given 1). \ 

AO, j = 
R, -TOiiiO,., j (6.5) 

PO Vo 

where fito, f is the mass How rate input in HICAD and R, = 287, /. A-! ]/K. 

To illustrate the area flow requirement. a example design point of' Mach 2.5 at It 

15.20n with iii, () = 136.1 kg/s is used. The area (list ribut ion requires OFFX dat, a fOr ii)() vs. 

Al() awl the resulting graph for AoIAO,., f is shown in Figim, 6.7 with it minimum around 

Mach 2. The Hight conditions are shown in the insert of the figure. 

This figure presents information to select the flight condition at Which the ImLss How 

requirement at a particular Mach number is the greatest with it corresponding area given 

by ini represents the air that enters the inlet whereas tiio is the air Ininus the 

boundary layer bleed as stated I)v Mattingly ct al. (1987) for a mixed compression inlet. 
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The engine airflow is corrected for a 4% safety margin and boundary layer bleed that 

varies linearly from 0% at Mach 0.8 and 4% at Mach 2. 

The area ratio Aoi/A. 94 is then determined by the following 

Aoi 
= 77R 

AIA*lAf,, (6.6) 
A-4 AIA*Ixl, 

where AIA* is a compressible area flow function given by Equation 6.7 

- 
+I 

12 1+2L: -_l IV12 
2 

Fy 
--Ij 

(6.7) 
TY 2 

and the total pressure ratio is the sum of the individual shock jumps 

7IR = 
Pt5 

(6.8) 
Pto 

For individual total pressure ratio across a single normal shock, the following expres- 

sions are used 

A12 Pty 
2x 'Y Ap 'y 

--L 
2 (6.9) 

TD, 7 tx 

I-Y+l 
2.7-1 + A12 x 

2x 

where Al., is the upstream Mach number and Aly is the downstream given by 

A IX2 + 
-Y 

22 

Aly =- (6.10) 27 A12 1 

1 

'Y-l XI, 

The required throat area A,, can then be determined from 

Aolreg 
Aoi 1As4 

Finally Al is calculated from geometry for a given value of A,,,. The value of Al is a 

function of the geometric ramp angle configuration and its final value is found when the 

highest value of qR is achieved and the A14 is greater than unity thus providing subsonic 

flow for the combustor. To accommodate subsonic operation, Al is corrected for Mach 0.8 

operation where AIA* = 1.038 for -y = 1.4. 

The installation losses can be determined using the following equation 

Oinlet 1 Alo -2+ 
-Y A102 

1/2 90 -1 
(6.12) 

moa Ao 
(T-Tl 

-Y TII( 

Lo 
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-- nR 

-nRspec 

Having determined 
. 41, subsequent rallip angles for the ralige of Mach numbers that 

lead to the best overall pressure i-(, (-ov(, t-. v can be found. 

The large number of possible combinations are constrained bY choosing ramp angles 

that havc equal strength shock jumps between the four ramps. In other words, the total 

pressure ratio across each shock is the same and achieved by a larger ramp angle with 

respect to the upstream ramp due to the reduced Mach number. The pressure recover. N 

at the design point should, at least, exceed Equation 6.3. The selected inlet configin-ation 

has been illustrated in Figure 6.8 over the Mach range for low-speed operation at the 

transition altitude of 15.2A-m. 

The model assumes intake operation with five shocks to define the total pressure re- 
cover, v factor. Since additive spillage drag forces and effects of iligested velli(. 1e forebodv 

boundary layer have not been accounted for, the model may appear a little optimistic. 
The pressure recovery graph shown in Figure 6.8 for this example. lias a total flow 

turning angle of 36' degrees at Mach 5 and 30kin. The pressure recovery can be improved 

by allowing a greater turning angle at this case but this will Increase drag. Once acceptable 
losses are accrued, the design of the low-speed inlet is completed. 

2345 
Freestream Mach 
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6.3 Summary 
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Idealised analysis of a turboramjet has been carried out using quasi-one-dimensional anal- 

ysis. Performance of the engine can be calculated by means of direct methods based on a 

bypass ratio. When this value reaches zero, the engine no longer behaves as an airbreathing 

system and that is considered to be the limit of the engine. 

The first step in conceptual design is to vary the inlet contraction (or compression) 

ratio and the combustor area ratio and examine the sensitivity of performance as a function 

of component efficiencies. The results serve to guide the selection of the geometry flow 

path. The next step is an investigation of possible geometric shapes to produce the wave 

structure to yield the desired inlet compression and contraction ratios. 
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Airframe-Propulsion Integration Results 

7.1 Introduction 

The interdependence of the airframe and propulsion system for hypersonic cruise vehicles 

is analysed in this chapter and it will be shown that the success of a proposed vehicle 

concept is strongly linked to their tight integration. In most cases presented in the results 

below, an example waverider design point is selected to illustrate the capacity of HICAD in 

achieving valuable insight into the hypersonic aircraft design process. Three main areas 

of investigation are considered as summarised below. 

1. Thrust-matching of a low-speed and high-speed engine for smooth transition between 

the powerplants. The associated principal performance parameters such as thrust 

and specific impulse will be presented as a result of this procedure using the quasi-one 
dimensional cycle analysis discussed in previous chapters. 

2. The notable challenges with regards to the airframe-propulsion integration of the 

turboramjet and scramjet and their flowpaths with a waverider airframe. The prac- 
tical operation of the variable geometry / multiple inlet system will be discussed. 

3. Results of optimising multiple variables to produce aerodynamically efficient vehicle 

configurations. 

131 
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7.2 Propulsion System Performance 

7.2.1 Nozzle 

Engine performance relies heavily on the design of the supersonic nozzle. Using IMOC 

developed by Jacobs (2004), results were obtained for a two-dimensional nozzle whose 

height and length are defined from a consideration of the overall vehicle length set at 60m 

and subtracting the dimensions of the forebody, inlet and propulsion. The programmatic 

routines require an entry Mach number, ratio of specific heats and freestream conditions. 

It then computes the expansion net until the nozzle dimensions are reached. 
Given a nozzle entry Alach number of 2.8 at station 4, an expansion flowfield is il- 

lustrated in Figure 7.1 for a dimensionally unconstrained linear expansion nozzle. This 

nozzle also has a second expansion fan resulting from a cowl charnfer set at 6, which pro- 

duces greater gross thrust at station 10 than a nozzle configuration with no lower surface 

expansion. 

A close-up image of this nozzle showing the cowl expansion, is illustrated in Figure 

7.2. These visualisations are based on the original IMOC code whereas HICAD only performs 
the calculation with an output based on thrust and specific impulse. These quantities are 

calculated using equations from the stream thrust analysis explained in chapter 4. If 

desired, the data can be exported into the IMOC code for later visualisation and the images 

here offer an insight into the nozzle shock structure. 
As the upper wall angle is increased, the thrust increases in a linear fashion as shown 

in Figure 7.3 and similarly for the specific impulse in Figure 7.4. This plot is for a Mach 

9 waverider with constant nozzle entry Mach number and linear upper thrust surface. 
Linear interpolation is used to find the Mach number at the trailing edge of the vehicle, 
i. e. the length of the nozzle. In HICAD, a maximum upper wall angle is set at 18' with 
reference to Small et al. (1976). 

As shown in this analysis, there is a strong interaction between the nozzle cowl surface 
and the expansion flowfield. Although, the expansion effect of extending the cowl into the 

nozzle flowfield has not been considered in this study. 
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7.2.2 Scramjet 

By integrating several subroutines in HICAD, a distribution of the scramjet performance is 

shown in terms of the altitude of flight and Mach number for the thrust in Figure 7.5 and 

the specific impulse in Figure 7.6. 

The data for these graphs is generated by running though the forebody and inlet design 

stage in order to calculate the combustor entrance properties, that is A12, T2, P2. This data 

then serves as an initial estimate when calculating thrust for a Mach-specific waverider. 

In the plots above, a Mach 9 waverider was selected and the combustor entrance pressure 

and temperature for this example has been illustrated in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. 

For a given design point, the performance can be calculated by varying the flight Mach 

number and calling the nozzle routine using the combustor entrance data generated earlier. 

The graphs indicate that the maximum thrust for a Mach 9 waverider, is achieved 

at Mach 6 at the lowest altitude in Figure 7.5a and thrust drops with increasing Mach 

numbers and altitude as shown in Figure 7.5b. The specific impulse is approximately 

constant with an increasing altitude as shown in Figure 7.6a and as expected in tile 

contour plot of Figure 7.6b, the maximum specific impulse is attainable at the lower end 

of the Mach range. 
Table 7.1 offers a comparison of different design points. These waverdider design points 

are at 1) Mach 9, H= 30km; 2) Mach 9, H= 35km and 3) Mach 10,11 = 30km. 

With increasing design altitude, the thrust and specific impulse decrease as the com- 
bustor pressure falls. Note, the forebody length remains the same as its parameters were 

not modified. The forebody shock angle and nozzle wall angle has been kept fixed in this 

analysis. With a Mach 10 design, the thrust is lower than the Mach 9 example with the 

specific impulse significantly reduced. Both the combustor pressure and temperature are 
higher than the Mach 9 example. Here, the forebody length is greater using the same 

parameters. 

7.2.3 Turboramjet 

Before thrust matching can be performed, the turboramjet system performance is inves- 

tigated with regards to some of the core flow variables. Specific thrust, specific impulse 

and specific fuel consumption as a function of Mach number will by analysed in turn by 
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Property Value 

Mach 9 9 10 
Shock Angle [deg. ] 11.4 11.4 11.4 
Altitude fkml 30.0 35.0 30.0 
Forebody Length [m] 39.3 39.3 46.9 
M2 4.01 4.01 4.34 

A14 2.79 2.79 2.90 
P2 [kPaj 87.1 41.4 105.8 
T2 [KI 893.2 949.3 966.8 
Nozzle Angle [deg. ] 18.0 18.0 18.0 
Thrust [kNI 107.1 49.1 100.2 
F/mo [N. slkgl 554.6 529.5 391.2 
I, p Is] 1942.6 1854.9 1370.2 

Table 7.1: Comparison of initial data and performance of different waverider examples. 

changing one parameter at a time. This is possible by calling the HICAD's turboramjet 

loop subroutine for a range of on-design Mach numbers. In all figures in this section, the 

analysis proceeds by maintaining all variables fixed except for the variable in question. 

Furthermore, the graphs are plotted for the limit of normal operation, that is when the 

model appears to break down. 

7.2.3.1 Variation of ptplpo 

First the bypass ratio is analysed for three different ptplpo values for fixed TtpITO = 10 

at sea-level in Figure 7.7. The graph shows that with an increasing ptp/po, the bypass 

ratio tending to zero can be delayed until a higher Alach number. This translates as a 
better specific thrust with increasing ptplpo as shown in Figure 7.8 again for the same 

conditions. Similarly, both the specific impulse and SFC curves observe the same trend 
in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 respectively. Therefore a conclusion from this may be drawn that 

the greater the ptplpo, the better the turboramjet performance for a given set of design 

conditions. 
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7.2.3.2 Variation of Ttp1TO 

In a similar fashion to the preceding section, the bypass ratio is first analysed for three 

different TtplTo values for an arbitrarily fixed PtpIP0 = 30 again at sea-level. For an 

increasing TtplTo between 10 and 30 as shown in Figure 7.11, the bypass ratio tends to 

zero at an equivalent Mach number of around 2.5. Therefore, the specific thrust in Figure 

7.12 will reach its limit at Mach 2.5. However, for a given Mach number, the specific 

thrust is a larger value. A value of approximately 3000N. slkg is achieved at Mach 2.5 for 

TtplTo = 30. 

Similarly, for the specific impulse and SFC of Figures 7.13 and 7.14, their values are 

greater for increasing TtpITO but the limit of their measures occurs at equivalent Mach 

numbers. 

To conclude this part, the turboramjet performance is better with an increase in TtplTo 

at constant altitude and PtpIPo, but it does not improve the longevity of turboramjet in 

terms of its bypass ratio. 
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7.2.3.3 Variation of Dynamic Pressure, Q0 

Finally, by maintaining PtpIP0 and TtpITO at a constant arbitrary value at sea level, 

the effect of varying Q0 on the turborarnjet performance can be investigated for values of 

500 (23940), 1000 (47880) and 1500 (71820) lb/ft2 (N/M2). This effect is implemented by 

allowing the turboramjet to fly a constant Q0 trajectory and in doing so, the freestream 

pressure and temperature are subject to change, which consequently increases the values 

for PtpIP0 and TtpITO from their sea-level values. 

The first thing to notice is that the bypass ratio in Figure 7.15 remains non-zero for 

longer and the airbreathing performance for Q0 = 10001blf t2 is maintained until Mach 5; 

the desired scramiet transition number. The curves follow a similar shape. 
The specific thrust variation in Figure 7.16 remains the same for the Q0 range consid- 

ered until approximately Mach 3, above which it varies with the lower Q0 value extending 
to a higher Mach number. 

The higher Mach number operating range is also illustrated in the specific impulse 

and SFC variation in Figures 7.17 and 7.18 respectively. Specific impulse is highest for 

Qo = 5001blf t2. 

Therefore, a conclusion that may be drawn from this analysis is that higher Mach 

number operation is possible with decreasing freestrearn po and To, while flying along 

a constant dynamic pressure trajectory. The lower value of Q0 = 5001blf t2 provides 

airbreathing operation over a wider Mach number range. 
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7.3 Performance-Matching 

7.3.1 Cycle Analysis 

Referring to Figure 6.6, the turborarnjet performance estimation and analysis is an integral 

part of thrust-matching with data from the on-design scramjet known a priori and analysis 

that was based on the simple stream thrust analysis presented in Chapter 4. 

The specific thrust graph of Figure 7.19 provides the data to determine the mass flow 

ratio required to achieve the desired thrust at the scramjet transition speed of Mach 5 at 

an altitude of 30km. This graph assumes a design Mach number of 2.5 and an altitude of 
15.2km arbitrarily as a design point. The plot is obtained using stream thrust analysis, 

which takes the fuel/air ratio as one of its parameters. It relies on momentum relationships 

and a control volume that represents the on-design freestrearn capture area to nozzle exit 

area. It is assumed that the velocity vector is aligned with the local axial direction with 

the throughflow area perpendicular to that direction. The thrust produced by the scramjet 
during constant altitude acceleration is shown in Figure 7.20 along with the thrust curves 
for the turboramjet at different altitudes shown in the insert. 

For this example, four turboramJet units are used, each with a design tho = 136kgls, 

that translates to a reference area of Ao,. f = 0.98m 2- Increasing the number of engine 

modules, will increase thrust but with a penalty of increased weight and cost and reduction 
in available propellant fraction for a given size of vehicle. 

The turboramjet displays high values for the specific Impulse at mid-range supersonic 
Mach numbers as shown in Figure 7.21. The specific impulse graph is matched with the 

scram, jet through iteration on the primary flow variable as described in a previous section. 
Any matching of Ip has to maintain the thrust matching for the scramjet and HICAD 

performs this by undergoing an iteration procedure. 
The number of engines is user defined in order to meet the required thrust for a Mach 

5 scramjet transition. The number of turboramJets is limited to a maximum of six due to 

packaging requirements for the example presented later. The design mass flow must not 
be too large else the reference area Ao,, f will exceed the allowable waverider dimensions. 

Using six engines instead of four requires smaller engine diameters, hence inlet depth for 

a given total thrust and therefore packaging and integration becomes much easier. 
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7.3.2 Integration of IMOC 

In contrast to the nozzle expansion fol. the perf'orillance matching above, which is hased 

on the formulation bY Heiser and Pratt (199-1). a (lifferent sizing point of' Mach 2.0 and 

an altitude of 12.2km (40h-ft), was selected to demonstrate using 

thc more advanccd nozzle intcgration. 

lierc, tIlc "sillicilt featill-c", of' a Mach 10 wavcfidcr example are presented. 

Table 7.2 suminarises the variables selected for this, cxallipj(,. 
The process autoinaticnIly changes tIlc vidlies For mid T/p/Ij) mid it' ]lot 

inatched, the user is prompted to illplit new Variable selections other Hum these 

mentioned variables. Figures 7.22 and 7.23 show the sinoot, h transition betwecii both the 

thrust, and specific impulse for a NInch 10 waverider using the vin-iiibIcs given ill the tilble 

abovc. A t, olerance of 2.5/(, was used when searching for a break condition. 

024 
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Property Value 

Design Mach 10.0 
Shock Angle [dcy. ] 11.67 
Design Alt. [kn)](ft) 12.2 (40.0) 

Transition Alt. [A-m](A-ft) 30.0 (98.0) 
Transition Mach 5.0 

fiio [kyls](Ibls) 1,16.1 (300 
Number TRYs 6 
A0, f 

[m 21 (f t2) 2.42 (8.26) 
7rc 30 

Table 7.2: Selection of variables for it Mach 10 wkiverider midergoing a Nl; i(, Ii 5 transition 
from turboritinjet to scrankiet, propulsion. 
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7.4 Low-Speed Inlet sizing 

The inass How variat, ion wit It Mach number gencrat, ed froill t he off-design analYsis ahove, 

forins the basis for t he low-speed inlet design. The inlet area varlat ion, AO/AO, -, f, 
for t he 

Mach 10 waverider is illustrated in Figure 7.24. 

Tit(, minimum can he seen to occur at the design point, which is Mach 2, at tit alt it lide 

of 12.2k-m. The fixed inlet capture area (Al) must exceed the largest required inass flow 

area at, freestream conditions AO by incorporating a, TX boundary layer bleed mide(I it's it 

safety factor. Inspection of Figure 7.24 shows Hie most, demanding condit ion to (let ermine 

flic size of the hilet, (Al), occurs at Mach 5 at, an altihide of 12A-m. However, it has 

been assitined earlier dint transition occurs at 30km and therefore is considered as, the 

most, demanding condition instead. Inlet sizing at the hypersonic cruise altit, nde of 30011 

(98A-ft) in tit(, present example is likely to inect requirements at, lower altitudes and off*- 

desigii Mach numbers. 

Prior to the low-speed inlet-ramp system. tit(, freestream flow is compressed and de- 

celerat, ed using first a) the semi-spail angle of the forebody and b) the fixed geoinctr. y 

two-dimensional planar ramp. Therefore. flic variable-geometry ramps experience it lower 
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Mach number at the start of their geometry during supersonic flow. Taking advantage of 

this added compression, improves the total pressure recovery and decreases the turning 

angle required for compression. 

Given the inlet sizing point, the four ramp angles are selected in merit of their total 

pressure recovery. Considering the MIL spec (Equation 6.3) as a guide, it is not possible 

to reach this value without a large turning angle. Instead, a conservative estimate of at 

least a pressure recovery of 0.5 is used to find the ramp angles at Mach 5, which have an 

upper arbitrary limit of 25". This coupled with a requirement of constant total pressure 

ratio between shocks, reduces the number of ramp angle possibilities. 

Furthermore, the pressure recovery for the inlet in this study is required to exceed 

Equation 6.3 between Mach 0 and 2.5. The pressure recovery is illustrated in Figure 7.25. 

The corresponding ramp angle configurations for the remaining Mach regime are given 

in Table 7.3. The first column represents the freestrearn Mach number and the second 

represents the Mach number after the flow is compressed through the forebody and inlet 

ramp shocks. The total turning angle for this configuration is 24'. In this table, one can 

notice that the ramp angles are the same after a freestream Mach number of 3.2. This is 

because the total turning angle is initially determined at the sizing point, Mach 5 in this 

example, and once this turning angle is reached, the ramp angles are fixed at that position 
in order to comply with the on-design configuration. 

To further illustrate the sizing analysis, the area ratio, AoilA. is plotted in Figure 7.26 

for this inlet. This curve allows the area ratio A, to be determined. Tile reference area Al 

is found to be 1.84M2, which translates to an inlet size square size of 1.36m. The diameter 

will be that corresponding to Al, which results in a value of 1.53m. 
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AI() Mach start 01 02 03 04 

2.0 1.29 Oll 111 10 111 

2.2 1.48 1' 2' l' l' 

2. -1 1.65 2' 3' 3' 3' 

2.6 1.81 2' 3' 3' 3' 

2.8 1.97 30 40 40 40 

3.0 2.11 l' 5' 5' 5' 
3.2 2.26 5' 6' 6' 6' 
3. -1 2., 40 5' 6' 6' 7' 
3.6 2.53 5' 6' 6, 7' 

3.8 2.66 5' 6' 6' 7' 
1.0 2.79 5' 6' 6' 7' 

1.2 2.91 5' 6' 6' 7' 

-1.1 3.03 5' 6' 6' 7' 

1.6 3.14 5" 6' 6' 7' 
1.8 3.25 5' 6' 6' 7' 

5.0 3.36 5' 6' 6' 7' 

Table 7.3: hilet ramp angle selections 
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7.5 Airframe-Propulsion Integration 

The low-speed system should be capable of providing adequate thrust for takeoff and 

transonic / supersonic acceleration to the high-speed propulsion system transition Mach 

number. The low-speed system will cease operation above transition so mechanisms need 

to be employed to prevent the airflow through the low-speed inlet system and divert 

it to the scramjet during hypersonic flight. The low-speed nozzle system is also highly 

integrated with the airframe and operates only during turborarnJet operation. Above 

transition, the low-speed nozzle system closes and integrates with the high-speed nozzle 

system. 

The over/under turborarnjet / scrarnjet engine arrangement is illustrated in the front 

and side view in Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28 respectively. The turborarnjet is effectively 

embedded inside the waverider body. 

More specifically, the operation of the cowl lip and nozzle flap will be summarised 
here with reference to Figure 7.28. The inlet system is highly integrated into both the 

waverider body and within the scramjet flowpath. 

During low-speed operation, the air flow through the scramjet should be diverted to 

minimise the drag through the combustor. The cowl lip is deployed to its lowest position 
forward of the scramjet installation, to open the area and match the airflow requirements 
for turboramjet operation. The lower cowl lip will be hinged on a pivot and this is shown 
in Figure 7.28. The upper surface contains the variable geometry ramp system to maintain 

shock-on-lip for reduced flow spillage thereby ensuring a good pressure recovery. 
During transition to a scrarnjet around Mach 5, the cowl lip retracts upwards to allow 

the air flow to enter the combustor and becomes an integral part of the high-speed inlet. 

That stops the air flow to the turboramjet to protect the structural integrity of the fan and 
turbine blades and to avoid excessive heating. The transition stage of the inlet cowl and 

nozzle is illustrated in Figure 7.29. In the high-speed mode, the flow is first compressed 
by the forebody geometry and next by the ramp angle whose selection is based on the 
discussion of chapter 4. The thrust is entirely due to the scramjet at this point. For 

high-speed operation the cowl and nozzle are fully retracted as shown in Figure 7.30. The 

detailed off-design analysis of the cowl lip has not been considered in the present analysis. 
Only the on-design operation, which is critical for conceptual design, has been defined. 
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The requirement for variable-geometry for the scrarnjet inlet can be relaxed as dis- 

cussed by Henry and Anderson (1972) when considering the excess weight and complexity 

with only a marginal improvement in performance. However, if a larger range of flight con- 

ditions experienced by engine during normal operation then variable-geometry is deemed 

necessary. 

Other important considerations during airframe/propulsion integration include the 

longitudinal position of the turborarnjet. If this is located too forward then the nozzle 

duct length becomes excessive, which increases the cooling requirement in a long nozzle. 

A longer inlet is more acceptable, by moving the system further aft. But this changes 

inlet mass capture and the design of the low-speed inlet will need to modified accordingly. 

Vertical location is also important for maximising the useful internal volumetric capacity 

of the vehicle. 

Any change in the low-speed system will have a knock-on effect on the scrarnjet inlet 

especially in maintaining the shock-on-lip and minimising interference from the low-speed 

cowl during hypersonic cruise operation. The approach adopted in this study is to pri- 

marily design for mission requirements (range, speed, vehicle length) and then adapt tile 

design accordingly to meet the other requirements. 

The turboramjet nozzle flap operates in a similar manner to the cowl lip at the inlet 

plane. During low-speed operation, the nozzle flap opens into the existing nozzle ge- 

ometry to allow for exhaust flow. At hypersonic speeds, the nozzle flap is closed and 

becomes part of the high-speed nozzle to ensure streamlined surfaces for expansion from 

the scramjet combustor. The width of the nozzle must be large enough to accommodate 

both the scramjet and turboramjet for low-speed thrust adequately up to transition. Tills 

is shown in Figure 7.27 for the inlet system, which has a similar width to the scramjet 
both maintaining flow uniformity and compatibility with the existing inlet system. 

The shape of the nozzle upper surface affects the magnitude of lift produced and the 

cowl needs to be positioned such to maximise the lift. For the present study, the nozzle 
cowl is at a fixed angle of 6 degrees to generate an expansion fan. 
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Figure 7.27: Turboi-ainjet and sci-ankict - ovei- / mider integration (front-view). 
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7.6 Optimisation 

7.6.1 Model Validation 

161 

The majority of the models in this study employ direct inviscid methods. Although 

methods are employed for viscous force estimation for lift and drag using a turbulent flow 

assumption for the skin friction calculation in the direction of the surface velocity vector. 
Validation is performed using studies that incorporate similar strategies. 

The conceptual tools developed in this study are suitable for considering the application 

of optimisation techniques on the vehicles. 

To compare the results of the optimisation process, available literature on conically- 

derived waveriders was used, in particular, with reference to work by O'Neill (1992) and 
Bowcutt et al. (1987) unless otherwise stated. 

In all cases studied here, the objective function used was Isp x LID as this is suitable 
for an initial design estimate and to enable validation of the results. The number of 

parameters selected in HICAD's optimisation routines are less than similar studies for this 

type of work, although, the comparison of LID will serve as a useful example. 
The optimised parameters selected include the seven geometric wing curve variables, 

the generating shock angle, and width of the engine in the inlet plane as shown in Table 

4.2. 

Presented in Figure 7.31(a) is the plan viewl of a Mach 10 pure waverider shape and 
the front view is shown in Figure 7.31(b). That configuration geometry produced an 
LID = 7.8 using HICAD. The span of the engine was 5m in the inlet plane. The LID 

value does not include any effects due to engine and nozzle integration. This value is in 

accordance with results given by Takashima (1997) with under 1% error. 
Variables optimised for this example were the inlet curve and wing curve shape to 

produce maximum LID configurations. It was noted that a change in the ellipticity of 
the inlet curve produced a more pointed nose with increasing design Mach number for 
LID maximised waveriders. For a given be, a larger ae would result in a shorter forebody 
length and the smaller this value, then the longer the length of the forebody. 

In terms of an engine/airframe integration example, the baseline cruise vehicle config- 

uration used for comparison was the Mach 9 waverider with a 60m total vehicle length, 
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(a) Plan view of LID maximized Mach 10 Waverider. 
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Figure 7.31: Nhiltiplc vi(, w,, of a Mach 10 wavei-idei-. 
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cruise altitude of 31,900m and ae = 20. The shock angle constraint had a minimum of 

= 11", and a maximum set at 14'. The combustor wall temperature was constant 

at 1000K and the altitude ensured the combustor entrance pressure was of the order of 

0.6atm. 

As the number of variables differ between the HICAD and validation case, a discrepancy 

in the results is expected for a particular configuration. For example, the combustor has a 

large parameter set including the length of combustor and expansion ratio and the values 

used in HICAD will differ somewhat. 

The nozzle was operated using a linear expansion upper surface as the polynomial 

surface was proving unstable during optimisation. The recurring problem was during 

computation of Mach numbers towards the trailing edge of the vehicle that would decrease 

in an unconventional manner. The reason behind this is due to IMOC's bezier curve part 

of the code, which tries to converge the final cowl expansion characteristics at the value 

for the computed length of nozzle. That was causing reflections upstream of tile nozzle 

flowfield. 

Presented in Figure 7.32, are the optimisation histories of a) the objective function, 

b) the LID ratio and in Figure 7.33 is the Isp history. The number of iterations required 
for a maximised solution is 210 with a specified tolerance of 1x 10-5. Each point of the 

histories represents a simplex operation, that is, a reflection, expansion or contraction to 

arrive at function minimisation. The effect of \ has not been investigated in this study. 
In Figure 7.34, the optimisation. histories of 7 geometric wing curve points are shown 

and similarly in Figure 7.35 for the history of the shock angle and engine width. Tile 

number of iterations can be reduced if the tolerance is relaxed. Also the step size when 
calculating the lower surface has an effect on the number of trials. 

The LID value obtained for this case was 4.52, which is approximately 16% within 
quoted values for a Mach 9 vehicle as shown in Table 7.4 

Routine L/D 
HICAD 4.52 
Validation 3.9 

Table 7.4: Difference in LID values compared to 111CAD. 
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This is reasonable given the range of variables possible in HICAD. The Isp value obtained 

was 1981s with a corresponding thrust value of 807491N. The forebody length was found 

to be Lf,,, = 39.5m, combustor entrance pressure was Pcomb = 0.65atm and entrance 

temperature was Tcmb = 914K. 

Lift and Drag are shown in Figure 7.36(a) and Figure 7.36(b) respectively. Not all 

surfaces are required for Lift computation and similarly for Drag. This has been discussed 

in a previous chapter and saves significant computation time by accounting for force an- 

nulation effects. The total lift for this configuration was 4.67 x 106N and total drag was 
1.03 x 106N. 

Finally, the front and plan view of this configuration are shown in Figure 7.37(b) 

and Figure 7.37(a). The half-width of the waverider at the tail station is Y7 ": 17.3m. 

Although, not shown clearly on these figures, the top surface is aligned parallel to the 

freestream direction. 

7.6.2 Mach 10 Waverider 

For a Mach 10 example waverider cruising at 33km, optimisation produced a maximum 

LID = 4.26. The shock angle converged to 12.19* and the scramjet resulted in a span of 

5. Om with a freestrearn capture area of 40.9M2 and I,, p = 1775s. The combustor entrance 

pressure was Pcomb = 0.69atm and entrance temperature was Tc,,, b = 1015K. These 

results are surnmarised in Table 7.5. 

The parameter a, was increased to 20.5m from the default value of 20. Om as the 

latter was resulting in a forebody length of 48.6m, which shortened the forebody length 

to 37.9m. This is important once combustor lengths have to be accounted and leaving 

sufficient length for the nozzle for a given 60. Om waverider length. 

Optimisation histories for the objective function is shown in Figure 7.38(a) along with 
the LID ratio Figure 7.38(b). Figure 7.39 illustrates the history for Isp. The number of 
iterations required for a maximised solution was 222 with a specified tolerance of 1X 10-4. 
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Parameter Input 

I)csign Nlýich I (). () 

I)esign Alt. [knij 33.0 

o, ['111] 20.5 

dZ [111] 0.05 

Vch. Lcngth 11111 60.0 

Parameter Output 

(o 12.19 

5.0 

Thni, st [NJ 701588 

I'sp Is] 1775 

LID . 1.26 

Table 7.5: Inputs and out puts for Mitch 10 ciLse. 
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Figure 7.40 shows the optimisatioll history fOr the 7 geometric wing points and 

again similarly for the shock angle and engine width III Figure 7. -Il. The step sizvs- in the 

x station and z station were halved froin previOlis I'llils Mid this increased IIIv number of 
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iterations required. However, only a one-minute difference was noticed in the computation 

time for the objective function. The computation of the third-order polynomial wing 

curve shape is shown in Figure 7.42. The seven wing curve points are illustrated in the 

design space for the optimised configuration and the polynomial equation is fit through the 

points. An alternative method would be to spline fit the points and this would significantly 

change the shape of the wing curve as a greater wing tip anhedral would result given some 

preliminary analysis. 

The wing-curve can be described as the third-order polynomial that is fit through the 

seven-geometric wing-curve points. This curve then forms the base from which to operate 

the streamline tracing method and generate the remaining lower surface of the vehicle. As 

the points change so does the quality of fit and if any of the behavioural constraints are 

violated, the optimisation routine returns a penalty and new values are selected. 

The accompanying front and plan view of this Mach 10 vehicle can be seen in Figure 

7.43(a) and Figure 7.43(b). The half-width of the waverider at the tail station is Y7 = 
22-82m, which is a large value compared to the Mach 9 example above. The increased 

width can be seen clearly on the plan view of this configuration. Again, the top surface is 

aligned parallel to the freestream direction and therefore, this does not have any net lift 

effects although there is a drag contribution from skin friction drag. 

The lift and drag force contribution is shown in Figure 7.44(a) and Figure 7.44(b) 

respectively. The total lift for this configuration was 6.86 x 106N and total drag was 
1.61 x 106N. The increased lift and drag from the previous example is primarily due 

to the increased surface area of the vehicle particulary the wing curve section. It was 

observed that the ramp angle contributes a large amount of drag to the vehicle and if the 

engine span would be increased, it would be expected that the LID would decrease. 

7.7 Summary 

The range of values selected as well as the minimum and maximum of this range had all 
impact on the results due to the non-linearity in the coupling of propulsion and geometry. 
One of the most active variables is the shock angle selection. Its range was allowed to vary 
between 11 and 14 degrees. 
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Program Architecture 

8.1 Introduction 

The purpose of developing design methods discussed in previous chapters of this thesis 

was to enable their integration into a computational tool for the design, modification and 

optimisation of hypersonic waverider vehicles. This allows a user to interactively investi- 

gate tradeoffs between geometric and propulsion parameter sets to achieve an optimised 

engine / airframe integrated configuration - essential for a hypersonic vehicle. The results 

are returned without a significant computational time. 

The Ilypersonic Interactive Combat Aircraft Design (HICAD) automated methodology 

has therefore been developed to fulfil this objective. A user is able to enter / modify initial 

variables using buttons, edit boxes and mouse controls for rapid analysis. This chapter 
deals with the processes, organisational structure and capabilities incorporated to achieve 

optimised configurations for specific missions. 

8.2 Interface 

The methodology is split into two parts. The numerical part of the design is written 

in C++ using object orientated code, which is an efficient way of encapsulating sillillar 
functionality within a class and protects data from unwanted changes. The Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) is developed using Microsoft's Foundation Class (MFC) that links C++ 

to a windows environment. The routines were developed using the Microsoft Visual C++G 

177 
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6.0 software. Therefore, HICAD operates and is compatible with Windows'& XP and 2000. 

The code is structured in a modular format that takes inputs and either passes outputs 

by reference, stores data in vectors for later use or writes directly to a data file. Most 

data files are readable by a variety of software packages for plotting or further formatting. 

It was intended for the salient features of design variables to be visualised in HICAD via a 

simple charting class that was modified for the current use. 

A multiple document interface (MDI) was used to hold a number of property sheets 

dealing with different aspects of the design. The computational structure will be presented 

in forthcoming programmatic flowcharts. 

A summary of the different classes developed is provided in Table 8.1. The list does 

not include the several MFC-own generated classes that handle the mechanics of the GUI. 

Flowcharts for the formulation will be presented along with screen-shots representing the 

visual output offered by HICAD. Routines are distinguished by either the numerical part 

(N) or a dialog box / property sheet denoted by (G) for GUI. 

The 1976 Standard Atmosphere model is used, which is made up of statistical correla- 

tions. The relationships were easily converted into code and is available directly by calling 

its subroutine from anywhere within the code. The input is altitude and Mach number 

and the output is a calculation of freestream conditions including static temperature and 

pressure. The routine is labelled Atmosphere( ... ). 

The GUI is split into five different pages that handles separate parts of the design. This 

is illustrated in HICAD Is organisational flowchart of Figure 8.1. The pages are programmed 

as property sheets that include the forebody design, scramjet inlet and combustor perfor- 

mance estimation, vehicle attributes including optimisation, a multiple design-point option 

Mach dependent performance calculation and a turboramjet inlet design/perforinance cs- 

timation procedure. 

8.3 Point-Design 

Push buttons and edit controls on each property page call subroutines belonging to classes 

shown in the previous table. Some operations require activation/calculation of a previous 

control before the design can proceed and this is clearly illustrated in the sequential order 

of the point-design process in Figure 8.2. To compute a waverider geometry, cstabli4h 
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Class Name Function 

CChart (N) Handles 2D plotting functions for a series of data. 

CForebody (N) Design of Forebody lower surface. 
CGraphPage (G) Computes on-design data for a range of Mach numbers by 

linking subroutines. 
CLowSpeed (N) Mirboramjet inlet and cycle analysis. 
CLowSpeedPage (G) Calls CLowSpeed subroutines and OFFX for turborainjet 

analysis. 
CMyPropSheet (G) Holds pointers to the property sheets on HICAD and ini- 

tialises them. 
COptimisation (N) Links all subroutines in a DriverO subroutine and oper- 

ates the simplex algorithm. 
CScramiet (N) Design of scramjet inlet, cycle analysis and nozzle calcu- 

lation. 

CScramjetPage (G) Calls CScramjet subroutines. 
CShock (N) Runge-Kutta calculation for Cone Angle. 

CTRJdataDlg (G) Handles data transfer for OFFX operation from user- 

selected variables. 
CUserInput (G) Calls CShock and CForebody subroutines for single-point 

design. 

CUserInputViewImage (G) Display either a graph from GnuPlot computation or de- 

sign diagrams. 

CVehicle (N) Lift and Drag estimation subroutines and optinilsation 
constraints analysis. 

CVehiclePage (G) Calls CVehicle subroutines for singlc-point design calcula- 
tions. 

Table 8.1: Class information from MFC ClassWizard in alphabetical order. (N) stands 
for numerical code and (G) for GUL A number of numerical subroutines 
exist within each class. 
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multiple engine performance and estimate lift and drag on the vehicle, the first three 

pages in HICAD are used. 

First, variables are input (default values are provided) that includes Mach number, 

cruise altitude, shock angle etc. onto the first page labelled FOREBODY as shown in the 

screenshot of Figure 8.3(a). The first button calculates the cone angle using a Runge- 

Kutta integrator as well as the freestream conditions that are stored on the GUI, also 

for later use. Values that are output to the GUI can be called and used in functions oil 

separate pages. 

Next, the forebody length is calculated (Button 2) using the streamline tracing tech- 

nique. This calculation depends on ae and be which can be changed accordingly. Other 

variables include the half-span of the scramjet and cowl radius in the inlet plane. This 

function will not operate unless the cone angle is computed. 

If desired, the length vs. Mach number relationship can be visually outputted by 

activating the LOOP button. This runs through a range of Mach numbers, the mininium 

of which is input in the CRUISE MACH box and maximum in the MAX box. 

The design proceeds onto the adjacent page using NEXT. The scrainjet hilet ramp 

angle is determined using the variables shown on Figure 8.3(b) that can be changed from 
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their default values. Key parameters include the specific heat ratios in various parts of 

the combustor and component estimates that range from low, mid to high. This change 

affects the stream thrust calculated, an alternative, simpler method to the IMOC nozzle 

calculation obtained from Heiser and Pratt (1994). 

Upon determining the ramp angle conforming to the desired inlet properties, then the 

flow through the scrarnjet can be calculated along with the associated isolator if this is 

required. Whether or not the isolator is required, the decision is posted onto the screen. 

This uses data presented in the INPUT part of this page. Data is output to the GUI in 

the edit box for later analysis or plotting. At any stage in this calculation, the user 

has the freedom to return to the previous page for modification of variables. The final 

part of the calculation is the nozzle thrust (Button 3) that calls the IMOC routines. The 

maximum ramp angle is set at 18 degrees. Thrust and specific impulse are displayed in 

the appropriate edit boxes on the GUI. 

Given the on-design properties, the OPTIMISE page can be called as shown in Figure 

8.5 that will generate the remaining wing curve part of the lower surface and complete 

the design to enable a lift and drag calculation. A wide range of wing curve points are 

then calculated using the WINGCURVE button that runs through the entire spectrum of 

values and stores the possibilities in a data file. These values are then fit using the cubic 

polynomial routine, which finds one parameter set that results in a configuration. The 

routine is obtained from Press (2002) called svdf it(). Then finally, the lift and drag 

can be calculated by pressing button (2) and includes the relevant surfaces. Separate 

subroutines represent various wetted surfaces, the forces are summed by outputting values 

for the lift and drag. This completes a non-optimised point-design calculation. 
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Figure 8.2: Point-design calculation flowchart. 
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The MULTIPLE design page is used to generate waverider and performance data for a range 

of Mach numbers. Two processes are involved in this page. Firstly, the entire spectrum 

of subroutines can be called via the RUN LOOP button to call routines on the previous 

two pages to generate on-design data vs. Mach number. However, the simplified stream 

thrust analysis is used to generate thrust. This is useful to see how the waverider propertics 

change when designing for different Mach numbers. This is indicated in the left column 

of the flowchart in Figure 8.6 with input specifications shown in the screenshot of Figure 

8.7. 

In addition, the right-hand column in the flowchart of Figure 8.6 represents the per- 
formance estimation through incorporation of the IMOC nozzle routine. Here, threc- 

dimensional data for Thrust-Altitude-Mach number can be generated. For this calculation, 

an altitude and a design Mach number is specified. 
Furthermore, a minimum Mach number for the loop range is specified. For Mach 5 

transition from turboramjets to scramiets, data at Mach 5 is required and this is input in 

the relevant edit box. There may be instances where the default values will not converge 

at a solution for either low Mach numbers (5) or higher numbers (12+). Therefore, values 

may be modified on the forebody and scramjet property pages. Most noteworthy would 
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Figure 8.3: IIICAD pages for forebody 1(, Ilgtli and scrallijet performance ("stiftlatioll. 
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s is the new value 9.25285 14 
Create a centered expansion fan at (0,0.793704) 

hr amp angle is 
t node of fani is 9 
ate the leading characteristic line with the nodes connected. 
t nod of leading char line is 15 

c1aa51 on at with 6 degree chamfer 
t nod: 

x 
fan2 is 19 

pute the fan radiating down from the corner of the thrust surface 
ng the LCL. 
ember the final C- characteristic nodes so that they can 
later propagated up to the thrust surface. 
or fani propartion cminus-node-list 9 29 

we have the nteraction of the cowl expansion (fan2) 
h the first expansion (fanl) that has propagated down the Icl. 
er fan2 propa3cation out into stream, cminus-node_list is 

29 49 59 69 
Now for the wall points on the downward-sloVing cowl. 
pute first node of net down to the cowl sur ace. 

70 
pute the rest of the farLI radiating down to the cowl. 
er fani propagation down to 

I 
cowl, 

pute net up to the up; er aI thrust surface. 
pute the rest of the an_radiating up to the thrust wall. 
--------- cowl surface - ----------- # 

le Xy Mach 
2.07581 0 3.17903 19 
2.07581 0 3.2531.1 70 
2.07581 0 3.32894 72 
2.19629 -0.0171013 3.40662 75 
2.3 7199 -0.0420388 3.48624 79 
2.56791 -0.0698451 3.5679 84 
2.78707 -0.100951 3.65172 90 

5 3.03307 -0.135866 3.73781 97 
1 3.31013 -0 17519 3.8263 105 
1 1.62327 -0: 219635 3.91731 1-14 

--------- thrust surface ------------ # 
de Xy Mach F_mO StrT Isp Lnozz 
5 2.04394 1.45779 4.47125 540.253 1.04E+06 1892.5 14 
7 6.46237 2.89346 3.66694 388.171 748389 1359.76 14 
0 6.95739 3.0543 3.81246 420.007 809768 1471.28 14 
4 7.73034 3.30545 3.96495 451.152 869816 1580.38 14 
9 8.67949 3.61384 4.12507 481.587 9284J4 1686.99 14 
5 11.2557 4.45092 4.46859 539.836 1.04E+06 1891.04 14 
2 12.4298 4,8324 4.57992 556.854 1.07E+06 1950.65 14 
0 13.6814 5.23907 4.69512 573.594 1.11E+06 2009.29 14 
9 15.4593 5.81673 4.81442 
eakLenath 14 5.34259 4.7165 576.608 J. JJE+06 2019.85 

Figure 8.4: Oiitput data file froin HICAD representing the IS' nozzle wall angle. foi- 

IS degree ranip angle. 

he the shock angle and hilet curve properties. 

With specified inputs, the process continues Without lillich liser intervention. The 

next process is to call forebody and scrainjet design routines to establish data tip to the 

combustor entrance for a range of Mach numbers as indicated by the relevant box in Figilre 

8.6. The data is stored in vectors after each iteration. The vectors are publiclY definvd, 

which ineans they can be accessed via a data call froin anywhere in it subroilt ine. This is 

in contrast to private variables that are specific to their parent class and data declared in 

this way can not be modified outside its class. 

A calculation is performed to fill the previous waverider subrout ines wit ht lic oll-design 

data. This design-point in coikimiction with compression dat, a from a relevant suhrolit ine 

called CGraphPage: : LoopToCombustor(), are input to Ole comblist, 01. and 11OZzle rolitilles 

for performance estimation at the same range of Mach numbers. The data is ouiput into 

an edit box for later hispection. In particular, the Mach 5 point proves useful (hiring 

turboranijet, analysis for achieving sinoot, h thrust, and Specific Impulse transition. 
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Figure 8.5: IIICAD Whicleanalysis, lift and drag phis optimisation. 

8.5 Turboramjet 

A description a nd accompailyingflowchart for tI Ie tI ii-bora II 1jet it I lillysis Illet I lod it I Id tII nist- 

matching was presented in Chapter 6 and Figure 6.6. The associated screenshot is pre- 

sented in Figure 8.8 and the accompanying OFFX program is called usilig lilittoll :j its 

shown in Figure 8.9. after the on-design properties have been calculated (But toil 2). Once 

complete. the user is prmiqAed to miRrin succ(ashl (q)vrat ion of' t his jilld I)Y presilig 

Mon 4alims How (W a is output to the edit hox Or hdvr inspm-tion. Simi lit 1-1y, J'()I- (-()l-rvcj 

calculation, the order of the sequence of events is important in achievilig till-list-111,1t(. 11ilig 

and the user is prompted via warning flags if a violation has occlil. l. (ý(J. 
Ali example of the output file froin OFFX for a rangc of Nliwil 11111111)(, I-s j1II(I oJj'-(j(ý, -igjj 

selection 3 oil Figure 8.8, is shown in Figure 8.10, The data ýjt the top of t1lis jil(, is 

dependent oil user selections of on-design variables that can be modific(I bY (-jillilig the 

VIEW DATA dialog box on the TURBORAMJET page. It is necessary to open t his box to illplit 

desig" Point conditions and altitude as required. In sollic cases, Ole alt it lide specified hel. c. 
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Figure 8.6: Multiple-design calculation flowchart. 

is used for off-design calculations. This dialog box is shown in Figure 8.11. The input file 

is based on the On-Design cycle analysis code ONX developed by Mattingly et at. (1987) 

and the data is stored in a separate file called TRJ. txt containing exactly 150 variables. 

As OFFX is a DOS executable, the options are selected via key strokes. For the user to 

avoid repeating this several times, the options can be selected on this page in the GUI and 

the choices are stored in a data file. This file is called using a batch command that SCIA. 4 

information to OFFX. The C++ ShellExecuteO command is called in HICAD to link the 

batch file (. bat) and is shown in Figure 8.8. 
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Figure 8.7: IIICAD - Iterate on Mach iminbei-. 

8.6 Optimisation 

For optililisatioll calculations, the liser illpilt is millinill it' IlecvsSarly it', illitial vallit", ill-(. 

suggested bY default. The starting vallies call be illoditied bIlt its the design space is 

severelY constrained, this ina. v lead to it noll-starting process. 11' Ilsel. selection fails, III 

alt(,, I'Iiativ(, sct of initial values, can he found by operating the Jq1tt(ql, 

loops through all possible combinations as described earlier, tests, tlle ill the lower- 

Sill-facegencration routille, and creates I lookup list ofthesuccessfid outcomes. Ali example 

was the Mach 10 waverider (-its(,, which had over ý10,000 possible combinat ()Its of I it(, wilip, 

curve points of'which 39 produced valid waverider configuratiolls. 'I'llis is ill(li(-lIw(l b\. Hlc 

first process ill Figure 8.12. 

The optimisation then performs its task for mininfising the objectivc filliction and 

generally follows a three-step proce(lure 1) determination of 1,, 
), 

2) wing-curve selection 

and 3) LID estimation and objective function evalmition. 
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Figure 8.9: ()Fl, 'X (-jjj(, (l fi-oll, 'I'llA)m-mikict Pagc in IIICAD. InImis mv pr(wid, d I, y it 
batch file (. bat). 

The OPTIMISE button calls a Drivero routine, whicli ii1puts t I, (, illitial value, into it 

vector and is sent to the amoebao simplex algorithin as given in Appcndix B. amoebao 

makes a call to a subroutine, which perfornis the t hree-steps ment ioned above. J. '()jj()\ý, ijjp, 

a successful (no side-constraint violation), Wing curve points selection, the parallicter SO 

is stored in a vector and fed to the cubic polynomial fitting routine. The coeflicients ()I* the 

188 

. iflil 
-UUYJ 

Figure 8.8: HICAD Turborainjet design and analysi. s. 
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Figure 8.10: Off-Design Mach range data froin OFFX that produces iwLss flo", data 
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polynomial are stored and are used to define the wing-curve. The streamline tracing tech- 

nique then generates the remaining lower surface provided that no behaviour constraint is 

violated. If so, then the loop restarts by changing the variables and replacing the original 

input vectors. Output is stored in a separate vector and is called from the GUL This is 

illustrated in Figure 8.5. 

With a successful iteration, the objective function value is stored and compared to the 

next successful iteration result and continues to do so until the tolerance is achieved. In 

doing so the optimisation exits the loop and delivers its output to the vector. 
These processes take the form of subroutine calls in the function call routine in the 

COptimisationo class and optimisation uses most of the subroutines presented in HICAD. 
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Figure 8.12: The optimisation solution flowchart structure. 
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Discussion 

The results that have been demonstrated by the design methodology are discussed ac- 

cording to the objectives laid out at the start of this thesis. This chapter is split into 

the main component technologies developed in Chapters 3 to 6 and the results that were 

presented in Chapters 7 and 8. With reference to the full design methodology in Figure 

3.2, the biggest part has already been completed within the present research programme 

as illustrated in Figure 9.1. The tasks that are still outstanding are grayed and these will 
be addressed in future investigations. 

9.1 Waverider 

The conically-derived waverider was selected for this study and is generated using an 
inverse design process. This means the shock structure is defined at the inlet station and 
the lower surface is carved from the resulting flowfield. 

The results show that for a constant set of inlet-curve generating parameters ac and bc, 

the forebody length increases with an increasing on-design Mach number. This is 

streamlines of constant streamfunction value are traced forward until the shock structure 
is intercepted. This occurs further forward than lower Mach numbers. For a given length 

of waverider, the remaining length for the scramjet combustor and nozzle are therefore 

reduced. The inlet-curve is constrained by limits imposed by the generating cone as the 

minimum and the conical shock as the maximum limit. 

A change in the elliptical parameters; ae and be, offers different shaped forebodies. For 
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a given be, an increase in ae results in a decreased forebody length. The effect of a change 

in be is the nose shape. Comparing the Mach 10 waverider to the Mach 9 validation case, 

it was necessary to increase ae from a value of 20 to 20.5 in order to shorten the forebody 

length so that a sufficient vehicle length remained for the nozzle section. These parameters 

were not varied in the optimiser but it is expected that a change in the forebody geometry 

will directly impact the thrust generated by the nozzle. 

This type of waverider was selected over the osculating cone type as the geometry is 

readily generated without excessive computational time. The osculating cone configuration 

would provide a greater useable volume due to the flat central section giving a wedge-lik-C 

shape, which is useful for fuel and packaging considerations. As these issues were not 

dealt with in this study, the present choice was deemed acceptable. The LID value is 

however, comparable according to relevant literature. In this initial development cyclc, the 

conical concept provides useful solutions when considering multiple propulsion flowpath 

integration and optimisation studies. 

For practical operation, the upper surface should be changed from a flat design to 

provide additional volume. This change will result in compression and expansion waves 

that will affect the on-design aerodynamics. The forebody has little internal volume W., 

this area is effectively a thin wedge. A top surface bulge, however, will reduce the lift In 

this region but this is favourable given the nose down pitching moment due to the large 

lift on the nozzle. 
A feature of waverider design is that the lower and upper surfaces can be designed 

independently. The lower surface can be attributed to most of the lift generation whereas 
the upper surface controls the volume. Future studies should integrate a noil-flat upper 

surface within the methodology. This is possible without much modification of the existing 
functionality due to the modular architecture. 

Base drag was not investigated in this study due to the top surface assumption. If 

additional volume is incorporated on the upper surface, flow expansion at the tall station 
will decrease the pressure below the freestrearn and is likely to increase vehicle drag. 

For perfect shock attachment, waveriders are designed assuming infinitely sharp leading 

edges. For practical reasons, a certain degree of leading-edge blunting will be r(Yju1r(Xl to 

alleviate aerodynamic heating. It is known that heat dissipation at the leading edges is 
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proportional to the inverse of the square-root of the leading-edge radius. In other words, 

the greater the blunting, the lower the heating values. A tradeoff is required between the 

optimum level of blunting to the reduced performance due to flow spillage. 

9.2 Scramjet 

The nose-to-tail high-speed propulsion model consists of an inviscid, quasi-two-dimensional, 

real gas, shock wave model that is coupled to a quasi-one-dimensional dual-mode scriunjet 

combustor analysis code. 

The shock wave model solves the flowfield for a given forebody shock angle and high- 

speed ramp angle using information from the freestream Mach number, cruise altitude 

and cowl position. 

The waverider forebody is providing the precompression for the scramjct combustor. 

In addition, a two-dimensional ramp is required to augment the compression for effectivc 

combustion, which raises both the temperature and pressure at the combustor face. This 

ramp is highly-integrated with the lower surface. Its angle is selected based on both a 

shock-on-lip condition at the cowl lip and cancellation of the shock on the combustor 

shoulder at station 2 shown in Figure 4.1. Furthermore, the flow properties must meet the 

pressure ratio given by Equation 4.7. This process is iterative. The highest temperature 

and pressure at station 2 was shown in the 3D plots to occur at the higher end of Mach 

numbers and at the lowest altitude 

There are cases where a solution does not exist and the code returns a mill value in 

order to restart the process with a new angle. During analysis, oblique shock relations are 

used to determine the flow properties after each shock. The cowl is positioned such that it 

is parallel to the streamlines after the flow passes the reflected / cancelling shock. The cowl 

surface oriented in this manner does not incur compression or expansion as the relative 

angle of attack at the on-design condition is zero. Deviations from this arrangement will 

result in increased lift but also greater drag. As on-design Mach number incretv", the 

pressure and temperature at station 2 increases but to avoid exceeding flow property limits, 

the altitude of cruise can be adjusted manually. The conical flowfield is niass-averagexl to 

enable a one-dimensional oblique shock calculation. 

The heat release schedule is calculated stepwise in the scrainjet burner using quivsI. 
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one-dimensional analysis. The model was compared with available experimental data and 

shown to have good agreement. The validation was based on a cylindrical scramjet design. 

This validation is similar to other scrarnjet-waverider integration studies. A constant 

pressure design and linear-divergent combustor section is used for design of the scrarnjet. 

An isolator is required if the separation criteria of Equation 5.11 is satisfied. The isolator 

permits dual-mode scramjet operation. 
An increasing value for the specific heats capacity, -y, was shown to increase the tem- 

perature and pressure at the exit of the combustor for a given design and Mach number 

at station 4 was a lower value. Default values for the combustor were 7, = 1.362 for 

compression, -yb = 1.238 for burning and -y,, = 1.24 for expansion. Increasing the fuel-air 

ratio has a positive effect on the performance of the scramjet as expected with a default 

value set at f=0.0291. 

Hydrogen was selected as the main fuel as it offers good heat-sink capacity and high- 

energy content. Fuel is injected at station 3 and the combustor length is estimated using 

an analytical relationship that accounts for the reaction time. Similarly, the length of the 

precombustion shock train (isolator), is estimated using Equation 5.1. 

Continuing with the propulsion flowpath, the aftbody acts as an extension to the 

nozzle. Stations 4 to 10 represent the expansion surface and this generates thrust for the 

vehicle. The two-dimensional Method of Characteristics in conjunction with numerical 

routines provided by IMOC, are used to design the upper surface by increnictititig the 

upper surface angle until the geometric limits enforced by the remaining length of vellicle 

are attained. The method computes an expansion net based on the upper wall angle 1111d 
lower nozzle cowl lip. The cowl chanifer angle was maintained fixed at 6 degrees. Flow 

properties are calculated at nodes based on positive and negative characteristic lilies. 

A problem-specific script was written to call the routines to enable this complex cal. 

culation with the bookkeeping handled automatically. The script is significalitly more 

complicated than a single expansion ramp due to the vector-handling. The visualisation 

of the expansion net comes from the Tcl/Tk interpretator and currently HICAD offers it 
data file, which outputs the performance at station 10 for a particular wall angle. 

The combined effect of the two centred-expansion nets resulted in a greater thrust tit 
the tail station. For A14 = 4.01, an exit Mach number of A110 = 5.34 was achieved for it 
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nozzle length of 14m and exit height of Hio = 5.8m. This resulted in a thrust of LAIN. 

The performance from the simplified stream thrust analysis applied to same problem did 

not achieve the performance levels of the more accurate nozzle solution. 

At high-thrust levels, the nozzle will be overexpanded and this will be a dominant 

consideration at transonic speeds. It may also separate shortly after the combustor exit 
leading to a large rise in base drag and changes in pitching moment. 

Pitching moment has not been calculated in this study but it is an important consid- 

eration for further research work, as moment forces are likely to be large. 

There are limitations to cycle analysis in the combustor as opposed to CFD analy- 

sis. For example the side walls are assumed to have zero thickness, which results in no 

pressure drag, whereas viscous analysis would demonstrate an increase in drag due to 

three-dimensional effects. 

9.3 Mirboramjet 

The TBCC turborainjet provides low-speed performance and was modelled using onc- 
dimensional cycle analysis. Its performance depends on the prescription of compressor 

pressure ratio, total pressure and temperature ratios. Their values were selected in ac- 

cordance with requirements for a Mach 5 transition point to scrainjet propulsion. The 

scramjet performance should therefore be determined prior to attempting transition per- 
formance matching. A bypass ratio parameter was used to investigate the tipper limit 

of turboramjet performance. The value tends to zero at higher Mach numbers at wIlich 

point the engine reaches its useful airbreathing performance limits. The zero value can be 
delayed up to the desired hypersonic cruise altitude by including effects of reduction III 

ambient conditions associated with a constant dynamic pressure trajectory. 

A detailed inlet design study was performed to supply a required air mass flow for 

effective turboramjet operation. A Mach 2.0 design-point at an altitude of 12.2kill willi 
selected in the inlet presented in Chapter 7 and OFFX generated mass flow data for an off. 
design Mach range between standstill and Mach 5. This produced an inlet area of AI= 
1.84m 2 with pressure recovery of a minimum of 0.5 that was set in the code. This alialysi. 4 
assumed flow was compressed by the forebody and scrarnjet ramp before approaching tile 
low-speed inlet. This is why Mach 3.2 is displayed in the upper range of Figure 7.25. The 
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total flow turning angle was 24 degrees using a four-ramp design. 

Compare this then to the inlet of a design point of Mach 2.5 and altitude of 15.2kin. 

An inlet area of Al = 2.54M2 was achieved with a corresponding pressure recovery of 0.35 

at Mach 5. The total flow-turning angle was also greater. It is important to note that this 

earlier analysis did not account for the compression achieved by the forebody and ramp 

angle prior to the inlet design. 

The ramp angles are selected on their total pressure recovery merit, whose values 

should compare favourably up to at least, the design point with reference to the prescribed 

military specification. 

Performance matching may be performed only if OFFX operates. If a different transition 

point is selected, that will affect the parameters for the turboramjet when considering tile 

required thrust and Isp. The entire analysis will change as the scrarnjet will develop a 

lower thrust, different value for drag and the size of the low-speed inlet will be different 

as will the required ramp angles. This change in transition point was not investigated in 

the present study. The transition point is determined by the upper operating limit of a 

turboramjet engine and the Mach 5 point is an optimistic initial assumption. 

9.4 Integration and Optimisation, 

The inlet flowpath and positioning of the turboramjet is an important operational con- 

sideration and affects vehicle performance. An over / under concept was adopted, whicli 

places the turboramjet above the scrarnjet in a parallel configuration. The inlet then ex- 
tends forward, until it meets the scrarnjet ramp. During low-speed operation, an inlet door 

diverts flow away from the scramjet to avoid incurring unnecessary drag. When not in Ilse, 
the door simply retracts upwards, within the scramjet ramp. The low-speed inlet consists 

of a four-ramp configuration and is positioned on the roof of its flowpath. Before flow 

reaches the variable geometry inlet, it is first compressed by the fixed geometry forebody 

angle and ramp. It is believed that the low-speed cowling will meet the shocks generated 
by the first two angles to ensure minimum flow spillage. Simultaneous operation of the 
low-speed ramps will ensure the correct mass flow is delivered to the turbine engine, lit 
the right conditions. 

As the flow at the low-speed inlet is subject to prior compression, the total flow-turning 
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at its design point is minimised and hence produces a better pressure recovery. However, 

there is an expansion that will exist between the high-speed ramp and low-speed inlet 

that has not been accounted for. Its analysis depends on the precise orientation of the 

low-speed inlet with the aid of CAD, something that was not completed in this study due 

to time limitations. 

A nozzle door completes the propulsion flowpath towards the rear of the turborainjet. 

It operates in a similar manner to the inlet door whereby the door opens to release the 

high-temperature and -pressure exhaust flow into the existing nozzle geometry formed 

by the aftbody expansion surface. When not required, the nozzle door once again closes 

to form a streamlined surface with the upper surface to eliminate any additional drag 

contribution. The nozzle-door will also minimise under and over expansion of the exhaust 

flow during its variable-geometry operation. 

The entire undersurface of a hypersonic vehicle contributes to the propulsive thrust 

and lift. Therefore, hypersonic vehicle design epitomises a highly integrated, multi-variable 

procedure. In addition to these reasons and the existence of a large parameter set, mi- 

merical optimisation maximises the probability of system effectiveness. Optimisation be- 

comes necessary to fully account for the non-linearities in the coupling of systems and 

the unconventional and sometimes counter-intuitive, design process that single parameter 

investigations would fail to notice. 

The engine/airframe installation was numerically optimised to maximise Isp x LID. 

This merit function was deemed suitable for cruise vehicles as it relates to both acrody. 

namic and propulsive efficiency. Merit functions depend on mission requirements. Ifigh 

LID is important for cruise range, but volume and packaging are other important factors 

as are static stability at cruise and off-design Mach numbers. These, however, 11jay J)c 

represented as constraints in an overall optimised solution. 

In this study, seven geometric wing curve variables, the engine span and the forebody 

shock angle were used to optimise vehicle configurations. The problem presents a severely. 

constrained design space and the simplex method proved successful in dealing with the-se 

violations without requiring function derivatives. The bounds to the constraints arc witlill, 

physically reasonable limits and these are based on the literature. Several variables are 
held constant such as the total vehicle length and the upper surface is assumed flat. 
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The wing-curve is central to the design of the waverider and has a direct effect on LID 

estimation. Currently, a cubic polynomial is fit through the seven geometric points at the 

tall station. Referring again to Figure 7.42, the fit offers a trendline that represents the 

data well. If, however, a cubic spline method was used, this would ensure the endpoints 

are fixed when fitting the curve. The points would be further spaced allowing a greater 

curvature and this would permit a greater anhedral at the wing tips as is common for 

waveriders. It is expected that behavioural and side constraints would not be violated as 

often as the current analysis shows and lift and drag on the resulting configurations will 

change having a diverse affect on the results. This could be an area of further investigation. 

A change in the characteristic length parameters, A, as given in Table 4.3 would affect 

the rate of convergence in the simplex method. This has not been been considered in this 

study but it is likely that the optimiser would behave differently when attempting initial 

values. If for specific problems, convergence is not achieved, an area of future work could 
be the analysis of different input values for these parameters and perhaps even a dynamic 

change after a complete optimisation loop. 

Optimisation followed a three step process: Isp determination, wing curve fitting, and 
LID calculation. It was shown that a Mach 10 waverider was optimised to produce ail 
LID = 4.26 for a 60m length waverider, after 222 trials which took around 10 minutes 

on a 1.5 GHz processor with 512 MB RAM. This value and other performance values are 
in accordance with results presented in the literature for optimised configurations. A 

direct comparison is a difficult task as the number of parameters that were chosen ill tile 

present optimisation study vary significantly as does the mission objective etc. Also, the 

expected result would be different if the volume was added to the merit function in order 
to practically maximise range. Volume calculation procedures include tetrahedroll-cell 

estimation methods. 
The half span of the Mach 10 waverider is Y7 = 22.82m and this produces a drag that 

is twice the value of the thrust generated. If a Thrust = Drag condition is linposed, it 

would be expected that this width would decrease to minimise the drag and in particular, 

the width of the high-speed ramp. This, however, was not investigated in this stmly. ror 

future studies it would be useful to impose a Lift = Weight constraint to investigate its 

effect on the vehicle planform aerodynamics and shape. When the weight subroutine is 
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integrated in the design methodology, the exact lift could be calculated and the wing area 

adjusted accordingly using optimisation. Similarly, for a given drag, an equal thrust could 

be generated by adjusting engine performance parameters. 

The number of optimisation parameters selected could be as long as the nomenclature 

presented at the start of this thesis. However, the designer must carefully select parameters 

that best reflect the mission objective. The initial study conducted here, serves to highlight 

the potential of the methodology. The methodology proves useful during tradeoff studies 

and investigating the sensitives associated with various parts of the vehicle design. 

The inclusion of control surfaces is another important aspect of practical vehicle de- 

sign. Contrary to conventional design practices, these must be considered together with 

propulsion and airframe couplings. The nozzle exerts a large pitching moment and control 

surface deflections will need to be designed accordingly to trim the vehicle and to minimise 
base drag. The nozzle orientation must be taken into consideration to prevent the exhaust 

plume from adversely affecting aerodynamic control surfaces. 

9.5 Applications 

Hypersonic concepts offer tremendous potential as future aerospace concepts. Their use 
in military operations are far reaching, however there are huge technical challenges before 

this can be realised. The common vision shared among leading aerospace companies 1.4 

that there should be a more focused technology drive in order to avoid cancellation of 

projects due to budget concerns as goals are often over-ambitious. 

The US in particular seek to conduct military operations that have rapid response 

and a high probability of success to deter aggression. For example, the Wright Patter. 

son Air Force Base have documented the need for hypersonic technology in areivi that 
include rapid-response military vehicles that span the entire aerospace capability he It 

tactical strike aircraft, hypersonic cruise missiles or orbital ascent vehicles for military 

space operations. 
Emphasis is being placed on a Mach 7 airplane operational vehicle for long ratige, 

strike/reconnaissance/SEAD of time critical targets and UAV's in the 2012 time frame 

with the technology extended to deal with routine RLV's by 2025. 
A review of several appropriate organisations that include NASA, DARPA and Bocing 
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engaged in hypersonic research, have returned an apparent skills shortfall in key areas. 
This includes airbreathing propulsion and in particular scrarnjets whose numerical analysis 

can be improved by incorporating finite-rate chemistry and complex process of fuel-air 

mixing in a supersonic stream. The vast subject of airframe-propulsion integration requires 
further investigation and in particular the stability and control at hypersonic speeds. Also 

related is continual improvements in advanced materials for thermal protection systems 
that are lightweight, robust and cheap. 

Given that most studies have concluded hydrogen to be a relevant fuel, there is a 

requirement for advanced structures to hold the cryogenic fuels that can withstand extreme 

environments. These structures then require fabrication and consequent testing. 

Multi-variable optimisation has proven to be an invaluable method in vastly improving 

vehicle configurations at the conceptual design stage. These methods need to be improved 

to account for more detailed engineering models to gain confidence in the unconventional 
design practices. Optimisation studies can highlight sensitivities in physics-based models. 

Design studies only prove useful if vehicles are flight tested so that engineering models 

can be validated and improved. The X-43A success proved that scramjet-airfralne inte- 

grated vehicles can sustain hypersonic cruise speeds and provides exciting opportunities 
for future research. Perhaps, then one day in the near-future, the vision of global-range, 
hypersonic vehicles for both endo and trans-atmospheric missions will be cost-effCTtive 

enough to become as routine as existing aircraft. 
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Conclusions 

The main conclusions drawn from this work, are presented in the summary of points that 

follow. A list of publications that resulted from this research programme is provided and 

finally, recommendations for further work are made with reference to the overall ainis and 

objectives. 

10.1 Achievements 

The work presented in this thesis has made contributions summarised in the following 

points. 

e On-design analysis of a conically-derived waverider airframe for Mach 9/10 operation 

using hydrogen fuel. 

*A turbine-based turboramjet has been used in conjunction with a dual-mode scram- 
jet to provide thrust for the full Mach range of flight from takeoff to Mach 9/10. 

s Integration of the scramjet and turboramjet and their multiple engine flowpaths with 
the waverider airframe in an over / under arrangement. 

* The performance of the two engines has been matched such that a smooth tran4l- 
tion can occur between the low and high-speed propulsion systems at a prederille(I 
transition speed for safe vehicle operation. 

* Estimation of lift and drag on the vehicles surface using viscous analysis. 

203 
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The non-linear simplex method has been successfully used to optimise the generated 

hypersonic vehicle configuration using seven geometric parameters in conjunction 

with the engine span and forebody generating shock angle. Optimisation has been 

shown to capture the important synergy between the various components of the 

vehicle. That was successfully applied to a Mach 10 baseline waverider, subject to 

severe tight constraints. 

A conceptual design methodology and code that offers user flexibility with emphasis 

placed on rapid results through employing well-established quasi-one-dimensional 

scramjet combustor analysis and idealised cycle analysis for the turboramjet. HICAD 

operates in the familiar WindowsO environment and consists of around 14,000 lines 

in code. 

10.2 List of Publications Produced 

1. Javaid, K. H. and Serghides, V. C. (2004). An Initial Design Methodology for Oper- 

ational Ilypersonic Military Aircraft. Proceedings of 24th International Congress of 

the Aeronautical Sciences. ICAS 2004-1.1.2. Yokohama, Japan. 

2. Javaid, K. H. and Serghides, V. C. (2004). Airframe-Propulsion Integration Method- 

ology for Waverider-Derived Hypersonic Cruise Aircraft Design Concepts. Journal 

Of Spacecraft And Rockets, vol. 42, no. 4 

I Javaid, K. H. and Serghides, V. C. (2004). Thrust-Matching Requirements for the 
Conceptual Design of Hypersonic Waverider Vehicles. Journal Of Aircmft, (Ac- 

cepted). 

10.3 Recommendations For Further Study 

This thesis presents a methodology that is by no means yet, a complete design procedure. 
The anticipated full system was presented in Figure 3.2 and is intended for completion 
during follow-on research programmes. What is presented, however, is a firm founda- 

tion based on widely accepted methods and tools with several opportunities for future 

work. For practical operational vehicles, the low-speed flight characteristics need to bc 
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adequately addressed. Furthermore, this study has only just scratched the surface of the 

vehicle in terms of investigating optimisation. This is a large subject area that requires a 

more detailed investigation including different objective functions and constraints analysis. 

Recommendations for further investigation are outlined here. 

Vehicle 

The main improvement in the configuration shape could arise from the use of an 

osculating-cones based waverider as an alternative to the conically-derived concept. 

The increased volumetric efficiency will be beneficial when dealing with initial sizing, 

fuel and systems packaging. 

9A cubic spline method could be used as an alternative to the cubic polynomial 

applied to the seven geometric wing curve points. This is likely to change the shape 

of the lower surface and will affect the LID calculation. 

* In the present study, the upper surface is aligned parallel to the freestream. This 

could be modified to allow for an upper surface expansion and compression resulting 

in an increased volumetric capacity. On-design aerodynamics will be affected. 

Pitching moment, base drag and centre of pressure calculations should be estimated 

to ensure static stability is maintained during cruise and off-design conditions. A 

change in the upper-surface design will affect the pitching moment. During opera- 

tion, the inlet cowl lips will tend to pitch the vehicle down when in scrainjet-Inode. 
The nozzle will have a significant effect on the resultant moments. 

* The addition of vertical and horizontal stabilisers will affect both trim and stability. 
Their analysis will be important during low-speed vehicle configuration analysis. 

Propulsion 

e The scramjet design could be improved to deal with finite-rate chemistry efrects. 
Different fuels could be incorporated, which could change packaging requirements. 
Also, the use of hydrocarbon fuels instead of hydrogen could significantly afr(, ct 
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planform shape. Inlet unstart in the scrarnjet has not been considered due to the 

1D analysis. 

9 The performance of the RBCC engine could be compared to the turboramjet. The 

effect of changing the transition Mach number between engines could be analysed 

for its effect on the resulting performance and sizing process. 

Off-design operation needs to be fully addressed. This would embody scramjet 

variable-inlet geometry to minimise flow spillage and similarly for the nozzle cowl to 

prevent over- or under-expansion depending on conditions. Off-design performance 

estimation would require trajectory optimisation across the full flight envelope to 

estimate the fuel required for the non-cruise segment of the mission. Trajectory 

optimisation is complicated as a wide variety of Mach numbers and angle-of-attacks 

will be encountered leading to various types of shock-boundary interactions. 

The length by which the scrarnjet exterior cowl extends into the expansion flowfield 

will affect performance as will a change in charnfer angle. These could both be 

additional candidate parameters for optimisation as they are likely to increase drag 

but increase thrust also. A tradeoff is therefore necessary. Similar graphics output 

to IMOC could be incorporated within HICAD, as currently only an output data rile 

is available. This will allow real time visualisation so that the user can modify the 

input conditions accordingly. 

Methodology & Optimisation 

Overall, the development of HICAD should continue to provide a holistic design np- 

proach. New subroutines can be easily integrated within the existing framework as 

the code is written in a modular format. 

The methodology should be extended to analyse the full synergy between acrody. 
namics, initial sizing, weights, propulsion, stability, control and packaging. Analysis 

of the low-speed flight characteristics and aerodynamics for the same component 

studies will enable the design of practical, operational vehicles. A weights sizing 
based on empirical correlations was discussed in Chapter 3 and could be incorpo- 

rated within the code. 
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* Improvements should not compromise the ease of use, flexibility and ability to pro- 

duce rapid results, but should maintain a good degree of accuracy for the conceptual 

level of design. 

Optimisation in the current study focuses on the geometry of the wing-curve and 

two fundamental waverider variables. Additional variables would provide different 

and more accurate results leading to increased confidence. The current objective 
function, although adequate for this level of design, could be modified with more 

parameters. The successful vehicle design is highly dependent on optimisation to 

produce significantly better configurations and to capture the synergies amongst 

various contributing design disciplines. One particular area of improvement could 

lie in optimising for Thrust = Drag and Lift = Weight. 

The design process could be linked to a parametric CAD system that will allow 

geometric shape control. A lot of useful information could be gained by linking CAD 

with the geometry generation part of a design code coupled to Multidisciplinary 

Optimisation. The geometry and aerodynamics are interdependent; for example, 

the compression required at the combustor through the use of inlet ramps verstis the 

drag they produce. 

It is time not for a irvolution, 
but an evolution into hypersonic vehicle design. 
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Compressible Flow Relations 

A wedge that produces a shock wave with a shock angle, 3, has a wedge angle, 0, given 
by the following relation 

A12, -1 
tan(O) n (A. 1) 

t p) (2+1 A12 - A122, + 1) an 21n 

where the the Mach number before and after the shock wave are given by Afýj and 
AIn2 respectively. A12 represents the Mach number parallel to the wedge. 
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The pressure, density and temperature ratios of the shock, respectively, are (calorically 

perfect gas) 
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Isentropic flow properties for the (stagnation) temperature, density and pressure, re- 

spectively for a calorically perfect gas are 

1+ 
"NI2 

TO = To 
20 

(A. 8) 

Tto 
Pto -= Po 

( 
TO (A. 9) 

I 
Pto = Po 

Tto 
(A. 10) 
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To 

) 

A useful rearrangement of Equation A. 1, is its closed form solution (Starkey (2000) for 

weak shock (n = 0) and strong shock (n=l) given by 

tan fl =b+ 
9ac d(27a2ý, FC + 9ab - 2) 

tan n7r + tan- , Ml 
(A. 11) 
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c= tan 2 asin(l/Al) 
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Waverider Calculations 

B. 1 Breguet Range Equation 

To sustain a cruise condition is to fly at a steady, level altitude. During this regime, the 

weight, TV of an aircraft must be balanced by the lift, L, and the drag, D, is matched by 

the propulsive thrust. 

For a change in mass, dM, due to consumption of fuel over a period of time, dt, the 

following holds 

-g, "p 
Of 

-"- 
IV 

Tt- -"- ý-LID) ([Li) 

Multiplying velocity, V, with time gives the range and integrating IV from 111itial (i) 

to final (f) conditions yields the well known Breguet range equation 

R= I�pV 
(L) 

In 
(IVo) 

(B. 2) 15 1 Vf 

B. 2 Integration 

B. 2.1 Runge-Kutta 

The Runge-Kutta technique is a method of numerically integrating an ordinary differentlal 

equation (ODE) without evaluating derivatives of a function f (x, y). 
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+1 (ki + k2 + k3 + k4) 
6 

where, 

ki = hf (x., y�) 

k2 = hf Xn +h9 Yn -+ 
kl) 

2 

k3 = hf Xn +h 
)Yn + 

k2ý 
2T) 

k4 = hf (x�, + h, y� + k3) 

and h is the step size. 

B. 2.2 Simpson Method 

(B. 3) 

The Simpson rule is used to integrate the streamfunction equation for the waverider cal- 

culation given by Equation 4.3. The method is briefly described below. 

Consider the integral of a function f (x) that is required between a lower limit a and 

upper limit b where a or b is equal to one of the range of values along all abscissa, xj. 

The integration then for n steps with interval [a, b] can be split into 2n pieces each with 

a width 

h=ba (BA) 
2n 

The x-coordinates range from xo IxI X2n- 1v X2n. Let yi f (xi). The Simpson rule 
is then given by the following equation 

b 1. f (x) dx = U[yo + 4yi + 2Y2 +... + 4Y2n-1 + Y2n] (B. 5) 
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The solution of a cubic polynomial applied to the design of an external nozzle was provided 
by Starkey (2000) and repeated here for convenience. Figure BA illustrates the initial (a) 

and end (b) point of the upper wall. The equations will be formulated accordingly. 

X-axis 

[a] 
Z-axis 

Figure BA: Nozzle thrust surface defined by a cubic polynomial. 

The general third order polynomial equation as written in the code is 

x =((A* z+B) *z+C) *z+D (13.6) 

where A, B, C, D are the coefficients of this equation. Their values are determined 

thought the following set of equations: 

Xn --: Xb - Xa (B-7) 

Zn -' Zb - Za (13.8) 

0, = arctan 
(Ln ) 

(1, ). 9) 
Zn 

where the subscript n, denotes nozzle and 0, is the chordal angle. Then the coefficients 
are determined as follows 
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A= (z, (tan(Oa +0- 2A3) 
a) (B. 10) 

B= ý-3 (Altan(Oa) + A2tan(Ob) + 3(Zb + Za)A3) (B. 11) 
n 

-1 c= ý-3 (A2Zbtan(Oa) + Alzatan(Ob) + 6ZbZaA3) 

n 
(B. 12) 

D=1 (-ZbZaZn(Zbtan(0,2) + zatan(Ob) + ýT (B. 13) 
n 
22 

Zb (Zb - 3za)Xa + Za (3Zb - Za) (Xa + A3)) (B. 14) 

where the following substitutions were made 

-2z 
2+ ZbZa +Z2 (B. 15) ba 

22 A2 = -Zb + ZbZa + 2Za (B. 16) 

A3 = z,, tan(O, ) (B. 17) 

BA Simplex Method 

The downhill simplex method amoeba. cpp original implementation from Press (2002) for 

a simplex of n+1 vertices where n is the dimension size. Return the vertices of a simplex 

minimizing the function f unk to within pre-defined tolerance of a minimum function value. 

#include <cmath> 

#include 'Inr. h" 

using namespace std; 

namespace J 
inline void get-psum(Mat-I-DP &p, Vec-O-DP &psum) 

int i, j; 
DP sum; 

int mpts=p. nrowsO; 
int ndim=p. ncolso; 
for (j=O; j<ndim; j++) 

for (sum=O. O, i=O; i<mpts; i++) 
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sum += p[i][j]; 
psum[jl=sum; 

I 

I 

I 

void NR: : amoeba (Mat-IO-DP &p, Vec-ID-DP &y, const DP ftol, 

DP funk(Vec-I-DP &), int &nfunk) I 

const int NMAX=5000; 

const DP TINY=I. Oe-10; 

int i, ihi, ilo, inhi, j; 

DP rtol, ysave, ytry; 

//Originals -1.0,0.5,2.0 KHJ 7 April 2004 

double ALPHA = -1., BETA = 0.5, GAMMA = 2.; 

int mpts=p. nrowsO; 
int ndim=p. ncolsO; 
Vec-DP psum(ndim); 
nfunk=O; 
get-psum(p, psum); 
for (;; ) I 

ilo=O; 

ihi = y[01>y[ll ? (inhi=1,0) : (inhi=0,1); 

for (i=O; i<mpts; i++) ý 

if (Y[il <= y[ilol) ilo=i; 

if (y[il > y[ihil) f 

inhi=ihi; 

ihi=i; 

else if (y[i] > y[inhil && i 1= ihi) inhi=i; 
I 

rtol=2. O*f abs (y [ihil -y [ilol (f abs (y Uhil ) +f abs (y Cilol ) +TINY) 
if (rtol < ftol) I 

SWAP(y[Ol y[ilol); 
for (i=O; i<ndim; i++) SWAP(p[Oj[i], p[iloj[i]); 

break; 

I 
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if (nfunk >= NMAX) nrerror("NMAX exceeded"); 

nf unk += 2; 

ytry=amotry(p, y, psum, funk, ihi, ALPHA); //alpha =-1.0 
if (ytry <= y[iloD 

ytry=amotry(p, y, psum, funk, ihi, GAMMA); //gamma = 2.0 

else if (ytry >= y[inhiD I 

ysave=y[ihil; 

ytry=amotry(p, y, psum, funk, ihi, BETA); //beta = 0.5 

if (ytry >= ysave) f 

for (i=O; i<mpts; i++) 

if (i != ilo) f 

for (j=O; j<ndim; j++) 

plil ljl=psum[jl=0.5*(plil ljl+p[iiol IJD; 

y[il=funk(psum); 

I 

nfunk += ndim; 

get-psum(p, psum); 
I 

else --nfunk; 
I 

I 

B. 4.1 Rosenbrock's Parabolic Valley: A test problem 
2)2 100(X2 -X1+ (1 _ XI)2 
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(13.18) 

with starting position (-1,2,1) and minimum (1,1). 
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